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PREFACE

In 1957 the British public became aware of what seemed to be an abrupt change

in the fuel situations whereas there had formerly been insufficient supplies of

certain fuels, particularly coal, suddenly the situation appeared to alter, coal

was plentiful and stooks began to grow, pits were closed, and miners were afraid

of unemployment. This change attracted my attention and intrigued me and the

interest so aroused development into a desire to examine the future position and,

in the light of the investment involved, to estimate its effect upon the British

economy.

The thesis took shape along the lines just indicated: first there was an

examination of consumption in the various sectors of the eoonomy; then an

examination of how this consumption would probably be met and whether it would

lead to expansion of some sectors of the fuel industry and to contraction of

others; and finally whether these ohanges would bring about adjustments in

investment which would have important repercussions on the whole economy. There

is no published work which endeavours to deal comprehensively with these related

problems. The present thesis tries to fill this gap.

While I am alone responsible for the methods adopted, the forecasts made,

and the views expressed, I wish to express ray indebtedness to those whose interest

and help made ray work possible.

My thanks are first due to Mr, Innes Smith of the Political Eoonoray

Department of Edinburgh University who was my supervisor and who was available for

discussion and advioe at all stages; and to Professor Alan T, Peacock, head of

the Department, who read the thesis at an advanced stage in its preparation and

brought to my notice several points of thought, method, and style.

I am also indebted to several bodies and firms who kindly supplied me with

some unpublished data. Among these were the Ministry of Power, The Gas Council,

The National Coal Board, The Electricity Council, The North of Scotland Hydro-

Electricity Board, and Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd.



I wish also to express ray appreciation for the oo-operation I received

from the staffs of the National Library of Scotland, the Edinburgh Public

Library, and the Library of the University of Edinburgh, who helped to find

elusive books and articles.

I am also deeply grateful to those -who helped in other ways, whether by

fruitful discussion, by reading the scripts, or by typing the manuscript.

Finally, without the award of a Studentship by Edinburgh University this

whole study would have been impossible. To the University therefore, and to

all those who helped me in any way, I am, and will continue to be, deeply

indebted.

Edinburgh, October, 1961. A,A. S. R.
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INTRODUCTION

X* The pope of the Theala

The alia of the thesis is to estimate the annual average amount of investment

which will be required in the fuel industries in Britain in the periods 1960/1965#

1966/1970# and i»7l/l975. in ord<r to carry out the analysis it will be

necessary to make a forecast of total fuel consumption and to estimate how this

demand may be divided among the different types of fuel.

In the analysis three twain estiia tes ust be marie; (a) total fuel

consumption# in direct use, in the years 1965# 1970, and 1975. (b) the total

quantities of the primary fuels which will go towards the fuels consumed in (a)

and, (o) the investment required to meet the several demands.

Although there have been forecasts of fuel ermand in Britain1*# it has been

considered necessary to make eetiraotes ao%- for the years 1965» 1970, and 1975#

for the following reasons: (1) so & forecasts were made in the period of fuel

shortage - before 1957 - and thus their basis wits different from that of today;

Cii) some forecasts have been carried through by 1interested parties' e.g. oil

companies, -a1 some of the results tend to be* biased towards the particular

industry's product; (iii) tin* forecasts have varied very widely and the r suits

cannot be cheeked, since few of the estimates are detailed or the methods of

analysis fully set out; and (iv; no evaluation has hitherto set out to give the

detailed information necessary for a forecast of Inveattant. For these reasons,

the analysis undertaken in the thesis of problems (a) and (b) is probably ijore

objective, and detailed, than that made in many previous studies. a fhr as is

known, there h .ve been no detailed estimates published of probable investment in

the fuel industries up to 1975. It ia recognised thot various bodies, e.g.

certain Ministries# nay carry out this ex-raise but they do not publish, or make

available, their analysis or findings.

1.
For aoiiti of these, see Bibliography.



II. The Method of Approach

The thesis is an exercise in applied eoononxics and can be divided

conveniently into three parts, corresponding to the three 'problems' outlined

above. Part I will estimate the consumption of fuels in Britain in 1965, 1970,

and 1975» Only their direct use by the consumer will be considered, e.g. coal

used directly will be taken into account but not when used in the manufacture of

electricity. Part II will estimate the total quantities of the primary fuels

which will be required, including those to be used to manufacture the secondary

fuels. Part III will estimate the amount of investment which will be necessary

to achieve the forecasts made in Parts I and II.

Each of the three Parts of the thesis is sub-divided into chapters and at the

end of each Part the conclusions to that Part are summarised*^* Each chapter in

Part I will be divided into two sections: a projection to 1965, and a projection

to 1970 and 1975* In order to ease the task of the reader all digressions from the

main discussion have been placed in appendices. The appendices, however, are

important sections of the analysis and where the conclusions of an appendix affect

the argument in the main exposition, a sunraary has been incorporated in the main text.

Because relationships may change, it is necessary to give upper and lower

limits to the forecasts in order to cover the range of possibilities. Since,

however, future investment will be estimated in Part III and it is hoped that the

forecasts will be meaningful, definite predictions will also be mde.

In the thesis all sources of energy have been analysed although only coal and

oil, and hydro- and nuclear power are of importance in this country. All fuels

have been included in the analysis whether they have multi-use or single-use.

Specialised fuels, such as motor spirit, are dealt with in the analysis but all

products whioh are not fuels - even if they are derived from coal or oil - are

omitted.

2
It is to be regrettd that in the thesis a few findings arc mentioned before

they are analysed. By the nature of the study this has proved unavoidable.



as far as it is possible the geographical cover of the thesis is Great

Britain although Northern Ireland is included in some tables. The main source

of statistical data is the finis try of rower Statistical Digest, 1959 (hereafter

designated the Digest) and, in general, the statistics of the Digest relate to

Great Britain. In a few cases (in particular, for the petroleum industry) the

statistics cover the United Kingdom.

It is assumed throughout the analysis th t there will be no wars or

exceptional conditions causing radical changes in circumstances. It is, of

course, obvious that it1, for example, world disarmament were to be achieved

this would being about considerable changes in the type and quantity of fuel

used. Similarly, it is assumed that there will be no major alterations in

government policy designed to change the present demand for different fuels;

or, if there are changes, that they will have negligible effect on the demand for

the various fuels.

In order to carry out the work it was necessary to acquire a raodioum of

technical knowledge. In the text non-economic technical Jargon has been reduced

to a minimum, and where possible has been omitted.

III. Techniques

There are several different ways in which it would be possible to forecast

fuel demand. The following section states the method of analysis which is used

in the thesis and gives reasons why the particular type of analysis adopted was

preferred to other forecasting techniques.

(a) The Method Adopted in the Thesis. The fuethod of projection used in the

thesis is fairly straightforward. Basically it has utilised extrapolations from

past data but an attempt has been made to take account of probable changes

Since the calculations in the thesis were made, a tax of 2d. per gallon
has been placed on fuel oil. This a ounts to about 20 of the selling price
(depending upon the price the different consumers pay for oil): this is no
inconsiderable amount and may influence demand away from oil. This change
illustrates the difficulty of achieving realism in long-term forecasting.



arising from alterations in the relative importance of underlying factors.

Vhere possible, and as a check, related variables have been analysed and from

these fuel estimates have been derived. Other methods of corroborating the

estimates have also been adopted e.g. the "efficiency technique developed below

was specially devised for this purpose,

the method of extrapolation most frequently used in the thesis was straight-

line trend projection calculated by the laefchod of least squares^ Straight-line

projection was preferred to time use of more complex curves, mainly for two

reasons;- (i) If the trend has been approximately straight in the past and if,
in the future, an increasing (or decreasing) trend cannot be expected with any

degree of probability, a straight line extrapolation gives the most legitimat

expectation.(ii) In the analysis many of the trends more nearly fitted

straight lines than aophistioated ourv-.s.

In taking aooount of possible changes in the future it .-as necessary, on

occasion, to alter the straight-line projection. Some of this "adulteration was

based upon official pronouncements and so* on subjeotive impressions. triotly,

however, any adulteration was a judgement and not truly scientific. If a

forecast is to be useful, and more than an unthinking extrapolation of past data,

then judgement in some form must be employed either, in model building - in the

In the thesis most of the straight-line projections are non-logarithmic:
throughout the analysis, therefore, the rates of growth are non-cumulative
(unless it is stated otherwise). percentage increases when mentioned will
not infer an increasing growth through time.

* From an a priori point of view, there is no 'ideal' trend or method of
projection. Nevertheless it may be stated as a general rule that the most
useful and generally the safest trend to use in situations where th© nature
of the trend is not predetermined la the straight line. It e eludes
abrupt or extreme rates of change in either direction - in contrast to
more complex curves, whlah sometimes make sharp turns not far b yond the
range of observation. It has in practical situations a greater theoretical
validity than its simplicity might suggest. If doubts ire resolved in
favor of the straight line, the forecaster is likely to go wrong less
frequently than with more flexibl or complex types of trends.'
V.L, Bassies oonoaAo Forecasting,(: w York, 1158), -ago 71.



original mathematioal relationships - or, in forecasting - in the

interpretation of possible fhture movements. In order to be realistic (and

useful) it is impossible, at the same time, to be completely scientific and

objective.

To facilitate the analysis the economy was subdivided into fuel consuming

seotors (e.g. Agriculture and RailwaysJ0* and the future consumption of each

sector was analysed. It was thought more accurate to examine closely integrated

sectors, rather than the whole economy, since thereby the more Important

influences for change could be considered with regard to their effects upon the

relevant, and only the relevant, seotors.

(b) Other Techniques. (i) Model building can be thought of as sophisticated

mathematioal equations into which data can be placed and answers derived - based

on the assumptions underlying the original fundamental equations. "rfhat gives

it (econometric models) its specific character is th t once certain lata are fed

into the equation the result is produced automatically'.7 ' There is no room for

judgement in making special allowances for changes in the variables. Because it

appears probable that British fuel consumption patterns will alter during the

next fifteen years it was thought essential that judgement and allowances should

be incorporated in the analysis - outwith the basic equations.

In order to obtain greater reliability it would seem necessary to divide the

fuel eoonomy into seotors. If mathematically sophisticated models were utilised

(they must be sophisticated in order to take account of all the variables in each

sector under analysis) then the mathematical complexity would become great: it

was thought that the simpler techniques adopted would be quite adequate and more

appropriate in the circumstances.

6 •

These sectors correspond, for reasons of coiiparability, to the subdivisions
given in the Digest. The data given under "later Transport", however, are
not quite oomparaoie with the Ministry of Power statistics.

V.L. Bassie: (op. pit), page 1l6.



(ii) ,.odel building can be thought of in a second way. "Any kind of

systematic analysis in which a series of inter-relationahips is relied upon as a

means of deriving the final result is model building." * In a broad sense this

is the method adopted in the thesis.

(iii) A third type of model is the input-output table: this method of

analysis will be examined briefly.

In many ways input-output analysis lends itself to an examination of the kind

undertaken in the thesis but there are a number of shortcomings which reduce its

usefulness in the present context.

The main advantage of input-output analysis is that it high-lights inter¬

industry dependencies so that, for example, the effects of an assumed decline in

shipbuilding can be traced through the economy so that the effect on the Iron and

Steel industry and hence on the fuel industries is made apparent. To carry out

such an analysis, for each sector of the economy, would be an enormous task (and

Quite beyond the scope of the thesis) since each sector would have to be examined

in groat detail to try to forecast output and changes in techniques, etc./* this

being necessary in order to derive the types and Quantities of fuels consumed.

It can be seen, therefore, that the input-output method, although useful in its

place, would be somewhat cumbrous for the purposes of this thesis.

Although it can be argued that analysis by extrapolation does not, in itself,

take account of changing techniques unless this is specially incorporated in the

analysis, this criticism can be levelled with even greater force against input-
10

output models. '• input-output matrix is so universal, so inflexible, and in

V.L. Bassie: (op. pit), page 128.

Trends soight be difficult to isolate owing to (i) a lack of a sufficient
number of adequate input-output tables and (ii) the coefficients of some
sectors of the most reoent table (that for 1954 - t be published shortly,
by the Board of Trade) already being out of date (e.g. the steel industry),

"Input-output models do not consider the technical substitutability of
inputs to produce the same commodities. ' See: rlrograaming Techniques
for conondo Development: United Nations oonornic Commission for isia
and the Par Cast, page 54.
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itself so in.:ilsoriiiiia^tiag that it does act facilitate developing the Implications

of significant developments which one way or another my be usefully projected."^4
The mala oritioia.. of Hi© input-output technique is tiut, in the past it has

shown xio tendency to lead to more aoourate papodiotioaa than those which oaa be

obtained by methods similar to those adopted in the thesis* "We find that the

regression method produces estl ntes which are taarfcedly better than thO;-e derived

by the iiiput—output approach."1* "Moreover, for thoue industries like petroleum

production, coal, gas, an! steam railways - where the Input-output oontributicm

to tiie analysis of derived demand should be the greatest - the input—output

estimates were not better* In most oasfea thoy were worse. 1-** 1
Because of these shortcomings in input-output analysis for projection

tnrpes< s it was felt that the method of analysis employed in the thesis was more

appropriate.

To su:i up this section, the technique used in the thesis, although training;

uncomplicated, tries to take aooount of the various forces art"; variables which

react on ftiol consumption. a$ has b^en shown, ootniHeac »thes»tloal models tijjfct

have been oonstruotyd to carry out the axialysis but because of the auber of

impoxiderables (quite often b yond anyone's power to forecast, far leas to

represent mathematically), the leas sophisticated methods adopted in the thesis

are probably no less accurate and ore much more readily appreciable.

11 * V.L. Baasies (pp. pit;« page 5^7

12# inxiv- iajoge oonoetic rro.leotlon; toadies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 16
(Princeton, page 230.

Long- ange oono;Ao Projection: (op. alt), , age 231

14. g«e also, for example; In rut-Output analysis; A. Appraisal; ; todies
in Income and Wealth, "si.' la ( riiiocton, 1 >3f)}eajx-oially page 165.



IV. Particular Problems

Until 1957 fuel was scarce and consumption was restricted, thus almost all

projections of fuel requirements expected a chronic shortage, not only in Britain,

but also in urope.1-5* Today the situation has altered considerably, with

adequate, or even over-supplies, of nearly all types of fuel. Because of this,

predictions of future fuel consumption are difficult to derive from past data,

(e.g. "The present surplus and excessive stocks of ooal may be a temporary phase,

related to the industrial recession, or it ay prove to be the beginning of a new

era for the industry, which will make all the arguments of the early and mid-1950*

irrelevant.")1^* Further, during the period of surplus, electricity and oil

sales have continued to expand while sales of coal have declined; thus within the

total, the pattern of demand has been changing.

One of the main variables which affects fuel consumption is climatic

variation. It seems probable, for example in the Domestic sector, that fuel

consumption will vary inversely with temperature. This problem has been

analysed in the thesis. For the projection years, however, climatic conditions

must be assumed to be 'normal*.

The units of measurement of output (and consumption) are different for the

different fuels, e.g. coal is measuredin tons, electricity in kilowatthours, arid

gas in therms. To obtain figures of total fuel consumption some method of

aggregating the data must be found. The normally1?, accepted method is to

convert the quantities of the different fuels utilised into coal equivalents.

The actual conversion factors are given as footnotes to Table 7 in the Digest.

Many of the conversions are somewhat arbitrary but 'better* conversions would be

1^' For example: 'The Coal Industry in Europe' O.i.iS.O. 00(57)5, 1957
the .cononist, November 27th 195-'+, following page 740: February 19th
1955, page 645: October 20th 1956, page 257• lower and Prosperity:
British electricity authority (1954).

1^* Growth in the British Economy, P.E.P. (i960), page 79.
1?» For example, this practice is followed by the inistry of Power.



extremely difficult to calculate and the figures derived would not have

continuity with published statistics.In the th sis, when the conversion

factors are particularly out of line (e.g. Hallways), their particular short¬

comings will be mentioned.

It is obvious that taking fixed conversion ratios through tiroj will

produce inaccurate total figures where efficiency in the manufacture of a

secondary fuel changes (e.g. in electricity generation) or where the primary

fuels become poorer (e.g. in some grades of coal). These problems are of

same importance (especially the former) in a projection 15 years ahead. It is

assumed in hart I that efficiency in manufacture and consistency in quality

will remain constant. In Parts II and III allowance is made for probable

changes in efficiency. It should be pointed out that projections of past data,

upon which much of the analysis is based (i.e. inistry of Power statistics),

reflect the change in efficiency of fuel manufacture since, for example, "the

coal equivalent of electricity is taken to be the coal used at generating

stations".

The statistical data in the thesis covers mainly ths post-far period,

from 1948 to 1959 but a few of the statistical series employed go back to 1923.

The data for the whole of 196c were not available during much of the research

and thus, except where specifically mentioned, the last full year examined was

1959. In some ways this w&s unfortunate because the effects of the industrial

18
The conversion of oil to a coal equivalent is taken as 1.7 i.e. 1.7 tons

of ooal per ton of oil. This is derived from the relative calorific
value of coal and oil U3«d at power stations. It is thought to be a
reasonably appropriate conversion factor for industry also, where rather
better quality coal is used but oil i3 used more efficiently than coal.
For some oil conversions this factor nay be considerably awry (e.g. for
shunting-engines in rail ays the ratio is 12:1).

The manufactured fuels are converted at the quantity of coal used to
anufaoture the fuel; similarly hydro-electricity is converted at the

amount of coal that would be required to generate that quantity of
electricity from coal-burning power stations.

19
Footnote to page 15 of the Digest.
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boom in the latter part of 1959 and the early months of 1960 could not be

analysed. It may be, however, that this upsurge in industrial production,

with its consequential effects on fuel consumption, ;nay have had some influence -

even if subconscious - on the interpretation of the data.

There has been considerable discussion, by Little^* and others, whether

marginal cost or average cost should be the basis of the pricing policies of
21the nationalised industries. This problem has been left on one side, and

it has been assumed that the present method of fixing prices ill uot alter.

as the thesis is a practical exercise, the prs.gmatia approach was thought

appropriate.

In Part III, although the total quantity of investment required in the

fuel industry is calculated, there is no analysis of whether such investment is

in the 'riglit' place or is, indeed, desirable. Prom a national point of view,

oapital formation should take place where the returns on capital invested are

largest. In the nationalised industries where "capital development is assessed

on different (or easier) financial criteria from those adopted in industry

"For example: I. ,D. Little: The Price of Fuel (Oxford, 1953)
H.S. Houthakker: ' leotricity Tariffs in Theory and
Practice1: Eoonoaio Journal, Vol. LXI, l-arch 1951.

21.
There may be considerable weight of argument in favour of readjusting
the pricing policies of the nationalised industries. Internatioi^-1
comparison of energy consumption per unit of output of national
product shows that fuel consumption in Britain is higher than in any
other European country and almost as high as in the United states.
There may be particular reasons for this, e.g., climate, but the
evidence would suggest that fuel is used less effectively in Britain
than in many other countries.

a. P.T. Blaokaby & G.F. Ray: "Energy and Expansion", Hat'onal
Institute Economic Review, September 1960, page 34.
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generally, there is a risk that too iiuoh of the nation's savings will be diverted

into the nationalised industries.22, Again, if the prices of the goods which

the nationalised industries provide are uneoonondoally low,23• demand for them

(and for investment to produce more of them) may be artificially stimulated".2*"
If these considerations were to influence government policy they might bring

about some change, not only on the investment analysed in Part III but also on

the quantities for which estimates are made in Parts I and II; but for the

purposes of the thesis it is not what should be done but what is done which is

applicable. Because of this, arguments of the above type, although acknowledged,

must be omitted.

This my be particularly important in the electricity industry
where nuclear and conventional power ooapste. The former, because
it is very capital intensive, may appear cheaper than it really is,
with over-investment as a result.

It can be argued that peak load electricity in Britain is too cheap.
If the load faotor were incr ased (with a resultant lower peak demand)
then total oapacity could he less, thus reducing investment.
Because of the number of imponderables it is difficult to analyse,
fully, the probable effects of a rearrangement of tariffs. Por
example, demand for electricity might decrease, and so, if total
fuel consumption remained constant, the consumption of other fuels
would increase. But, on the other hand, these same fuels night
be used less i.e. in the generation of electricity. If total
fuel consumption were to alter because of a change in electricity
tariffs, then the amounts consumed of the different fuels would
change.

24. The Financial and Bo norrno Obligations of the Nationalised Industries
"(Cmnd. 1337}» April 1961, page 6.
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part i

Part I will examine the consumption of fuels as used direotly1, in Britain

in the years 1965, 1970, and 1975. The economy will be divided into scdbrs and

tiie probable fuel consumption of eaoh of these sectors will be analysed.

as industrial production expands, the amount of fuel u3«d will also expand,

for, in a country like Britain with only a slowly growing population, nearly all

increases in output must come from higher productivity and this is achieved by

greater mechanisation which, in turn, normally brings about greater fuel

consumption. Usually there appears to be a positive functional relationship

between energy consumption and industrial production which in turn is closely

related to national income. However, the relationship between a consumption

sector of the eoonoray, e.g. Railways,** and national inoorae or industrial

production is not always positive. It appears, therefore, that for this thesis

it is appropriate to consider separately the fuel used by Industry and by the

other consumption sectors.

1 * As described on page 2.

Since the war, for example, national income has been increasing,
but fuel consumption by Railways has been falling.
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gkax-t R i

TN INDUSTRIAL s GTOH - G'.'N ;ftji CONSIDER iTIONS

In the introduction to Part I it was stat d that there is a positive

functional relationship betw.en fuel consumption and industrial production.

This relationship will now be examined over a considerable period of time -

from the end of the First World War.

Up to the Second World War, fuel statistics were not Quoted by sectors

but were given in toto (see Table 1)*

Before 1945 the industrial production figures were not very reliable.

The Stones, in an article in the oonomio Journal in 1939,pointed out that

if the general index alone was required (and not the constituent parts of the

index - textiles, or chemioals, for example) the series of figures calculated by

the London and Cambridge oonoaiio Service was probably the roost accurate available,

as was shown by a comparison with the results of the Censuses of Production of

the mid 1930*3. * If the London and Cambridge Economic Service index is used

here, since it is the most accurate, the problem of joining the post-war index

(with a 1948 base) to the pre-war index (with a 193 base) raist be overcome.

As the two indices overlap for the years 1946 and 1947? it is possible to get a

rough equivalence of the one series to the oth r. In Table I, the indices for

the years^* after 1947 have been recalculated on a 1930 base, using the above

A
* R. and W,M. Stone: "Indices of Industrial Output', Boonomio Journal.
Vol. XLIV, 1939.

See also, C.F. Carter, W.B* Reddaway, and J.R.N. Stone: Ijeasurement of
Productive oveiaents, (C&mbridge 1948). ps-ge 125,
B. Devons: British Economic Statistics (Cambridge 1958), pages 109-110.
Devons points out that the London and Cambridge index may have been
correct, but for wrong reasons, and
K.S. Looax: 'New Index Numbers of Industrial Production 1900-1938', Times
Review of Industry. London and Cambridge economic Bulletin, Ho. 26,
June 1958. This index was not used because of the difficulties of
joining the pre- and post-War series.

3# 1956 and 1959 have been left out, as the base of the index for post-war
Britain has now been changed to 1954. To convert the official statistics,
for these tw pars, to a 1930 base would have involved two conversions
bringing in too many possible errors to be justified.



TABLEI»IndexofIndustrialProductionandIndexofTotalFuelConsumption(with1930—100).
Year

1925

1924

1925

1926

1927

19281929
1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

Ind.Prod,

84

94

94

82

104

101109
100

90

91

100

113

FuelCons,

101

106

101

72

106

99104

100

93

92

92

99

Year

1935

1936

1937

1938

1946

1947

1948

1949

Ind,Prod,

121

132

139

125

TheWar

125

135

145

154

FuelCons.

102

107

112

106

113

115

119

121

Year

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

19551956
1957

Ind.Prod.

166

170

166

176

189

199199
200

FuelCons,

126

131

131

133

138

141143
139

Sources!Derived,afteradjustment,from London&CambridgeEconomicService,AnnualnDetractof Statistics,theDigest*



FIGUREI:IndustrialProductionandTotalFuelUsed(asindiceswith1954"100). lto~■ l4o- »7o- Ib{y-

Index

loo

Industrial Production
-IkO

Fuel Consumption

Sources:SeeTableI*



oonversion faotor. This oonversion is not wholly satisfactory since the two

original series were not constructed using similar weights.

In Figure I are plotted total fuel consumption and industrial production

from 1923 (both as indices, with 1930 as the base year).^1* It is not claimed

that the graphs show accurately what happened, owing to the shortcomings

outlined above and because the comparison has been made between total fuel

consumption and industrial production and not between industrial fuel

consumption and industrial production. These shortcomings may reduce the

functionality but, with the laok of subdivided data and more reliable

statistics, the graphs are as aoourate as it is possible to construct in the

circumstances and give at least an indication of the trends.

Scrutiny of Figure I shows that there is a considerable similarity

between the graphs (as might be expeoted). Until 1931 they are very alike

in both magnitude and shape but thereafter they tend to draw apart, although

at a fairly constant rate.

In the post-war world industrial production has expanded and there

appears little doubt that it will continue to expand. It seen:© legitimate to

say that with Keynesian remedies and present day political opinions on

employment, Industrial production is unlikely to be allowed to fall for more

than a short period; the period prior to 1932 may, therefore, have little

significance for a thesis which deals with the future. If the two overall

trends from 1932 to 1957 are calculated, by the method of least squares, the

ratio of the slope of the index of total fuel consumed to the slope of the

industrial production index is 1.83/3.72, or approximately j. If the period

It was necessary to transpose quantities of fuel (i.e. tons of coal
equivalent) into index numbers (with the same base as the industrial
production index) in order that they could be compared with the index
of industrial production.
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1932 to 1938 is examined by itself, the corresponding ratio is 0.91/2.45, or

approximately 3/8. Similarly for the post-war period, 1946 to 1957, the

ratio is 0.8/2.87> or approximately 2/7.
If it is assumed that the statistical shortcomings do not vitiate the

analysis then the results suggest two things:

(a) that the overall ratio is higher than the ratio in the two

sections examined, and

(b) that the ratio of total fuel used to industrial production

has declined from 21/56, pre-war, to 16/56 in the post-war
5

period. These axe discussed below.

(a) Overall Trends

The first of the above points seems to be connected with the circumstances

of the War. If the two years 1938 and 1946 are taken as the last and the

first years of peace respectively, it appears that industrial production

remained constant during the ".far while fuel consumption increased from 106 to

113. This "exceptional" war-time behaviour obviously increases, as a

simple matter of mathematics, the overall ratio of fuel consumed to industrial

production.

(b) Peoline in Relative Use of Fuel by Industry

(i) Change in Industrial Structure

In Planning^* it is stated that during the period 1913 to 1935 the

functional relationship of fuel consumption to national income was exceptional.

The authors of the article listed several reasons, one being "a movement away

from the heavy fuel consuming industries'. This statement seems to be

Since 1946 the slope of fuel consumption may be greater than it would
otherwise have been (owing to rationing in the early post-war world):
this tends to suggest that the "real consumption divergence" between
pre- and post-war was greater than is shown statistically. On the other
hand, owing to "exceptional" consumption during the war, trends incorpora¬
ting the iuiaediate post-war years may have been influenced by the
relatively high fuel consumption in these years.

6. *

Planning, Number 336, December 3rd. 1951
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substantiated by the faot that from 1913 to 1937 industrial production

increased by 66 while fuel oon3unption increased by only 3^ J' The

question arises whether this trend to change to industries which use less

fuel continued in post-war Britain. (This question is analysed in

Appendix I. The conclusions of the analysis are surmsarised below).

There is no evidence that the low fuel consuming industries have gained

since the vVar in importance relative to the heavy fuel consuming industries,

indeed there tf&y have been a tendency for the latter to have become more

iinportant. Further, many industries now use more fuel for a given amount of

output owing to greater refinement of the produot, or to more elaborate

processing e.g. in the food industry.

(ii) Change in Fuel Utilisation: fficlenoy

A change in industrial structure does not seem to be the explanation for

the lower ratio between fuel consumption and industrial production. The

other possible explanation for this movement is for a change in the manner in

which fuel is utilised: that is, its efficiency in use.

Because of lack of data for the pre-war period, it is impossible to

oompa.re} statistically, pre-.^ar industrial efficiency and post-<ar industrial

efficiency in the use of fuel. all that can be carried through is a

comparison of industrial production and total fuel consumption for the pre- and

post-iiSr periods.

Calculated from: .A.G. Robinson: "Problems of Coal and Energy
Policy", Times Review of Industry - London and Carabridgc conondo
Bulletin. No. 33. &arch 1960. This may have been due7 at least
in part, to improved fuel use.
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If, from Table I, Industrial Production is divided by Total Fuel

Consumption and expressed as an index, then a measure of fuel efficiency^*
is derived. The values of this index for a number of years are shown

below:-

1923 1930 1938 1946 1950 1954 1957

83 100 118 m 132 137 144

Too much should not be read into these index changes since total fuel

consumption is being compared with industrial production and, further, the

industrial production data for the 1950's, as used in Table I, may not be

very accurate, as a result of the conversion of the figures to a 1930 base;

nevertheless, it seers reasonable to conclude that: (i) efficiency in fuel

utilisation fell during the .Var, and (ii) both post- ar fuel efficiency and the

annual rate of increase of fuel efficiency have been higher than before the Var

There are other non-statistical indications that fuel efficiency in

industry, in post-.Var Britain, is likely to be higher and to be increasing

faster, than before 1939.

(a) In pre-Afar Britain there were ample supplies of relatively cheap coal

which might often have been used matefully, but in post-War Britain there was

a severe shortage of fuel which led to rationing and control. This shortage

may have tended to make manufacturers use the fuel which they received as

effectively as possible with the result that higher fuel efficiencies may have

been achieved.

o

Throughout the thesis efficiency will be measured as

Index of Industrial Production
- ■ I ' ■■ ■ ' -jT -jQQ ^

Index of Fuel Consumption * It is realised that this index
may fail to take proper account of changes in (i) industrial technology
and (ii) the pattern of what is done by an industry e.g. in the Food
industry where there is considerably more processing than there was
formerly and this has entailed higher fuel use without necessarily higher
output.
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(b) Owing to the shortage of coal the government encouraged greater use

of alternative fuels, e.g., oil, in the early post-War years. Oil, being a

relatively new fuel to Britain, used new boiler plant which may have been "tore

efficient than the majority of coal burning appliances.

(o) The shortage of fuel led to the encouragement of research into new

boiler techniques, etc., in order to save as much fhel as possible. This

research led to greater efficiency in fuel utilisation.^*
(d) Because of, inter alia, the large wage awards nade to miners during

and after the war, which were greater than those for other workers, the price

of coal, and therefore of gas and electricity, rose disproportionately. The

effect was that the fuel element in total costs increased, both relatively nd

absolutely, and there was an incentive to reduce costs by greater efficiency

in the use of fuel.

(e) Further, because of the increasing cost of labour, the running costs

of old boilers, etc., attributable to labour costs, beoarne considerably greater

than the costs of running new, often serf!-automatic, plant and thus there was

an incentive to adopt the new (and often more fuel efficient) plant.

These arguments, though not individually supported by statistics, are

cumulatively borne out by the statistics of Appendix II where it is shown that

sinoe the War, and especially in the later 1950'sf efficieftOy in the use of

fuel has increased considerably. This would suggest that even if fuel

utilisation was less effective in the immediate post-War years than it had been

before the War - owing to disruption, wear and tear, and damage caused by the

War - the gains made during the later 1940's and in the 1950's more than offset

this initial fall in efficiency.

See: N.Q.B. Annual Report and Accounts 1950. paragraphs 131 - 133»



Prom the above arguments, it would seem probable that efficiency in fuel

use in post-.ar Britain was higher, and was inoreasing faster, than it was

before 1939. This would explain the difference between the ratios of fuel

consumption/ industrial production for the two periods.

Appendix II gives a detailed analysis of changes in fuel efficiency in

British industry in the post-.ar period. The results of this analysis are

summarised below

(i) Since the War there has been a fairly constant relationship of

2/3rds, between the growth of industrial fuel consumption and the growth of

industrial productions however, the ratio has fallen sinoe 1956.

(ii) Increases in fuel effioienoy became apparent in 1954 but were

narked only from 1956.

(iii) A breakdown by industrial sectors, for the period since 1954,

shows that Iron and Steel, Ghemioals and Allied Trades, and Textiles, Leather

and Clothing, have shown the largest increases in efficiency.

It would seern that two questions now present themselves

(a) Have those industries whioh have shown the largest increases in

efficiency also shown the greatest change-over to oil and electricit/? and

(b) Are oontinued changes in the type of fuel consumed and in effioienoy

likely to continue in the future?

These questions are examined next.

(a) The Relationship of Effioienoy and Fuel Substitution

If the percentage change in oil consumption for each industrial grouping

is taken (with 1953 as the base) and these changes correlated with the change

in efficiency, over the same period, then a high relationship is found, with

p s 0.73. 'Alien the percentage ohange in electricity consumption is

correlated with the change in fuel efficiency in the different industrial
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10.
sectors, p s 0.4. It must be borne in roind that these correlations may-

have been influenced by factors such as the following:- (i) certain

industries, by becoming more mechanised, are using more fuel; (li) certain

industries, e.g., Pood, will probably be using more fuel because of more

elaborate processing; and (iii) certain industries my use u»re electricity

and oil than formerly for technical reasons and/or because oil is now price

competitive and not with the purpose of using less fuel for a given output;

in short, although fUel efficiency my be a by-produot there is no certainty

that it has been the aim of the conversion.

Prom the above statistics it would appear that industries with a rapidly

increasing use of oil are using fuel more efficiently than other industries,

but it is possible that these same industries rrd^ht in any case have increased

their efficiency in the use of 'traditional* fuels.

(b) Puel Substitution in the Future

It is very difficult to surmise which fuels will become more "popular"

and which will decline in importance. It is also difficult to estimate

possible increases in the efficiency of their use. There are, however, one or

two overall comments which can be made to show the directions of the trends.

Since the war fuel prices have tended to increase faster than prices in

general1thus, assuming that the industrial techniques have not changed, fuel

to industry has become relatively more expensive. Further, as industrial

techniques became raore mechanised, more fuel may be required to operate the

machines. As a result 'fuel costs', as a proportion of total costs, may rise.

There may be a tendency, therefore, to use fuel as efficiently as possible in

order to minimise costs.

10* Although substantial, the correlation is not significant.
11.

See, for example: annual Abstract of Statistics, 1959. Table 343 and,
Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1957, Table 345.
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For oertain industries particular fuels have distinct technical

advantages. For example, in the glass and ceramics industries electrio&l

heating is now technically desirable and is increasingly being used; in the

furniture trade wood is dried by off-peak electricity; oil is being used

more and acre in the steel industry and electric aro furnaces are now being

developed for smelting steel scrap. FViel substitution, in many of these

cases, depends less on price than on technical conslderations.

Much industrial fuel is required for steam raising. Sinoe steam is

steam no laatter how it is made the choice of the fuel concerned depends not

primarily on technical advantages but on price and convenience. Some

factors of convenience are consistency of quality, ease of use, the facility

by which combustion can be regulated, whether there are any by-products to be

disposed of, e.g., ash, and the araount of labour needed to attend to the

boilers. although oil is only prioe competitive in certain areas (e.g. South

a. t England) it has many of the non-prioe advantages. Farther, many oil

burning boilers are virtually automatic and thus smaller firms tray turn to oil,

sinoe the non-fuel costs, which are often relatively more important for small
12firtns, • may be less than with solid fuel. Thus there appears to be a

tendency, where technical reasons are of little acoount, for smaller firms to

turn to oil. Much may depend on future prices, and, probably of more

importance, what entrepreneurs expeot prices to be.^»

12.
The labour used to tend the boilers tray be underemployed hence the

advantages of automatic steam raising plant.

13
See Appendix V for a further disoussion of the effect of price

on demand.
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0 onclusions

The findings of this ahapter iaay be summarised thus:-

(a) as total energy consumption increases industrial production also increases,

and for the period studied in this Chapter, 1932 to 1957, the ratio, between them,

was 1/2. in that period this ratio has not moved markedly save under

exceptional circumstances e.g« the Jecond orld .tar.

(b) In times of recession, fuel consumption deolines relatively less

than industrial production e.g. in 1931, 1938, and 1952: the explanation for

this seems to be that in a recession, while a factory may be working at, say

only 8O..1 of capacity, fuel savings may not be commensurate since the factory

must still be heated and steam pre-sure kept up. In the upswing after a

recession increased fuel consumption is less rapid than the increase in

production sinoe "the slack in the over-consumption position" must first be

taken up. It seems to be In the year after the upswing that fuel consumption

increases e.g. 1932/1933, 191*8/194-9, 1952/1953, and 1959/1960.

The overall ratio of 1 to 2 appears to be in line with the findings
of Glass and Page (G. Glass fk J. rage: 'The World nergy Outlook 1955 -
1975', Institute of Petroleum Review. 1956).

Luttrell (ff.F. Luttrell: 'Realities of the National Fuel Position',
Times Review of Industry, Vol. 12, No. 133, February 1958) assumes that
the historical relationship between fhel consumption and industrial
consumption is 3/5« Dalton (C.P. Dal ton: 'Outlook for the U.K. nergy
Needs', Institute of Petroleum Review, 1955) also takes a 3/5 ratio
basing it on the relationship during the period 1920 - 1954* He points
out that since the 1930's the divergence of the ourves has increased owing
to (i) a tendency for a larger share of goods and passenger traffic to go
by road rather than by rail and (ii) the central generation of electricity,
both of which are more fuel efficient. Dalton's ratio differs from the
one derived in the text since the latter covers only the period of
industrial expansion, i.e. from 1932 to 1957• Planning (' tliol Prospects',
Planning, nos. 336, December 1951) points out that the ratio between fuel
consumed and national income was 3/5 between 1870 and 1913 and for the years
prior to 1951, but for the period 1913 to 1935 the relationship was
"anormal" owing to special economic and political factors. Robinson
(P.A.G. Robinson: 'Problems of Goal and nergy Polioy' (op cit;) states
that there was a cumulative increase in fuel consumption of just over 1
per annum between 1937 and 1956.

From Planning, nos. 336, it appears that in the U. .A. fuel consump¬
tion has increased, annually, at about 1 less than the growth of national
income.
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(o) From the evidence just quoted, energy consumption fluctuates less

than industrial production. It follows that forecasts of future fhel demand

have less liability to error.

(d) Fuel efficiency since the ,Yar, especially sinoe 1954, has increased

and will probably continue to increase in the future.

(e) There seems little tendency in Britain for the industries with low

fuel consumption to grow faster than those with heavy fuel oonsusaption.

(f) Those industries which have shown the largest proportional increases

in oil consumption are those whioh have experienced the greatest gains in fuel

efficiency.
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GhaiT'R 2

THx. INDUoTHIaL SECTOR - PROJECTION

Industrial Production in 1965

The past trends and the factors which have affected the relationship

between industrial growth and fuel consumption have now been examined. The

first seotion of this Chapter will try to forecast (i) the index of industrial

production in 1965, (ii) the index of fuel used by industry in 1965, and

(iii) the different types and tiuantities of fuel used by industry in 1965.

Prom 1948 to 1959 the index of industrial production - as designated

earlier (see Appendix II) - had a slope of 3.16. This represents a non-

ouBulative rate of growth of just over 3. * per annum. From 1954 to 1959,

however, the rate of growth of industrial production was only 2,l8f^ per annum.

Since the war the rate of growth in Britain has increased in spurts (e.g.

1948 to 1950, 1952 to 1955, 1958 to 1960)followed by periods of relativ

stagnation. In the thesis it is not necessary to analyse this problem

closely. Various explanations have been given: one of the most commonly

voiced arguments is that Britain has boea trying to do too much out of limited

resources. To overoome the strains brought about, the Government has been

forced to take aotion which has resulted in temporary stagnation. The

stagnation period from 1955 to 1958 was 'over-long' because a world recession

followed upon a stagnation period which had been caused by government action

designed to reduce strains in the economy. Hie "over-long" stagnant period

during the latter half of the decade mainly accounts for the lower rate of

growth from 1954 to 1959.

On the assumption that the growth trend of industrial production will

expand from 1959 non-cumulatively at 3. " per annum, industrial production would

A

The rate of growth during these spurts has been high: between 5 and
7fo per annum.



have aii index value of 132 (with 1954 = 100) by 1965. This assumes that the

rate of growth will be faster than in the period 1954 to 1959 but roughly

equivalent to the annual growth rate ainoe the ar. although 132 my be the

'probable* level of industrial production by 1965 - based on past experience -

it would appear appropriate to give upper and lower limits to this estimate.

The Upper Limit. In 1954 Mr, Butler 'promised' that the British standard of

living would double within 25 year3. Assuming that this, or something of

this order, is still the aim (and assuming that the standard of living and

industrial production change at the same rate - a heroic assunption)3. then

tiie rate of growth of industrial production will have to be considerably

faster than 3 per annum. Since 1954» however, the rate of growth has been

only 2.185 per annua.

During 1960 industrial production increased considerably, giving an

index estimated to be 123 (3ee Table 1). In the latter part of 1960, and in

the early months of 1961, industrial production reached its present maximum and

virtual stagnation in the growth trend is apparent. This a pears to be in

line with past experience - a sudden rapid burst in economic expansion is

followed by virtual stagnation. The growth in production during the later

months of 1959 and the earlier months of 1960 was so rapid, however, that

production is still well above the (1948 - 1959) 3 trend line. Thus, even

allowing for relative stagnation for some time to oome4« it seems quite within

the soope of the economy to keep above the 3/ trend-line during the next few

years. If the recession years 1957/58 are regarded as being 'abnormal' and

will not reour, then an index of industrial production of 137 or 138 by 1965

Although industrial production may follow a growth path of 3 it will
not grow at a constant rate and thus limits must be fixed within which
production may lie.

3*" h\sr a fuller discussion, see the ' conomist, 27th November, 1954, page 740.
4* Investment in 1961 is estimated to be at record levels whioh will
(i) help to keep industrial production from falling; and
(ii) give greater capacity for growth after 1961.



TABLEI:

IndustrialProduction,IndustrialFuelConsumption,and IndustrialEfficiencyasIndexNumbers (with1954=100)~~
194B194919501951195219531954195519561957195819591960

Production(P)778388908894100106106108107114(123) FuelConsumption(?)828388929294100103105104101102(107) (P)981001009896100100103101104106112(114)
Efficiency(?)

Source:DerivedfromAnnualAbstractofStatistics,1959Table149and theDigest.Table7. 1960dataareestimatesbasedonthemostrecentofficialpublications e.g.The.MonthlyDigestofStatistics.



seems to be a quite legitimate expectation, if the past experience of spurts

and stagnation continues in the future. It is, of course, impossible to be

sure that such an 'abnormal' circumstance will not happen again but, on the

other hand, there is no reason why its recurrence should be postulated,

especially in relation to an upper limit. It seems doubtful, however,

whether the economy oould grow faster than the upper limit given above, owing

to physical limitations on capacity and on labour supply,and to increasing

competition faced by British goods abroad.

The Lower Limit. The lower limit to industrial production seems to be 128.

There is a general tendency as countries become more developed for an ever
£

increasing proportion of the national wealth to go to services. although

this tendency to increase services is likely to continue the movement iray not

be dissimilar to that since the War and thus no special allowance need be made.

Because of the political and social views which are siow held concerning

unemployment and the apparent acceptance of the Keynesian remedy it seems

unnecessary to postulate mass unemployment. As a result of the desire to

raise the standard of living as quickly as possible there see;:© little doubt

that the Government - no matter its political colour - will try to encourage

as fast a growth of industrial production as it thinks possible. There may,

however, be a conflict of aims, e.g. whether price stability or economic growth

should have priority, and the different political parties may encourage

It should be pointed out that the labour supply in Britain has
increased by 1.3m. since 1943 - a considerable amount. In the future,
labour shortage will be ameliorated, at least temporarily, by the
ending of National Service - making an extra 125,000 men available for
the labour force in a full year (this is the difference between the
size of the firmed Forces in June 1960 and the estimate for June 1962 -
excluding female personnel) - and by the 'bulge' beginning to come onto
the labour market - the initial school-leavers will, however, be
unskilled.

c.
• See; 0..V. I c shon % G.D.N, orswiok; 'The Growth of Services in the

oonomy', District Bank Review Hos. 136, December 1960.
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different policies depending on the weight given to these aims. It is

necessary, therefore, to find not where the lower limit might fall if based

solely on economic considerations but what the lowest limit might be if

political considerations are also brought into play.

The rate of expansion from 1954 to 1959, 2 per cent, per annum, was such

that many informed people, of both political persuasions, were worried by the

slowness of the growth of the British economy. Thus it appears that a rate

of growth of just over 2 per cent, per annum is politically about the lowest

possible limit. This would give a production index of 125 by 1965.

However, because of the continued upsurge in production in 1960 (which is not

included in the trend figures), the general realisation that a higher growth

rate is desirable, and the "exceptional" character of the last stagnation

period, it seems probable that the lower limit may be higher than 125, and

when account is taken of the increases in working population it seems unlikely

that the lower limit of industrial production will be less than 128.

Prom the above analysis it can be said that the limits to industrial

production by 1965 may be 128 and 137 with a 'probable' value of around 132.

It is on these estimates that a projection of fuel oonsu.'iption by industry

will be based.

Industrial Fuel Consumption in 1965

Before examining in greater detail the relationship between industrial

production and fuel consumption, there is another factor which may have some

effect on fuel consumption and which must be looked at; viz., temperature.

If trend-free*fuel consumption is correlated with annual average

temperatures for the years 1948 to 1959, then p = -6.47. This is not

statistically significant and can therefore be disregarded.

^*
For method, see Chapter 3»



In this section total fuel consumption by 1965 will be estimated by

using the forecast of industrial production arrived at already. There are

four different ways by which fuel consumption in 1965 might be estiraated:-

(a) by a projection of past fuel consumption;

(b) by the efficiency method of projection;

(0) by analysing the trend in consumption of the different fuels

and then combining the totals; and

(d) by analysing the likely fuel needs of different industries and

thereby arriving at a global figure for fuel demand.

The fourth method, (d), must be discarded although statistically it may be the

most accurate and illumin ting. There are several reasons for omitting it:-

(1) There are insufficient fuel data for each industry and many

of the statistics do not go far enou^i back to justify any

extrapolations that might be made;

(ii) The fuel consumption of each industry will be a function of the

amount of production by that industry; this method would thus

necessitate an estimate of probable output figures for each

industry which would, in itself, be a very large task and to a

considerable extent beyond the field of the thesis; and

(iii) Although detailed information of fuel consumption by different

industries may be interesting as such, it is of little value

to the main work of the thesis.

The other three methods, however, will be employed and will act as checks

on one another.

(a) Projection of Fuel Consumption

As a first approximation let it be assumed that industrial production

continues to increase, non-cumul-tively, by 3 per annum. If the. post-war
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relationship between fuel consumption and industrial production were to

continue at <V"3*'ds then the index of fuel consumption by 1965 would be 120

or 121. To extrapolate the 194&/1959 trend, although it certainly includes

the years of slower growth of fuel consumption, probably over-er.phaeises the

upward raovesaent to 1965 owing, among other factors, to somewhat restricted

consuB^tion caused by rationing in the early years. The slope of the fUel

consumption trend from 1954 to 1959 was 0.06 - practically negligible.

The reasons for this have been analysed already. Thus to take the figures

from 1954 to 1959 and to extrapolate them would tend to underestimate fuel

consumption. To overcome this and to get an average trend i.e., neither

overestimating, as the 1948/1959 trend does, nor underestimating, as the

1954^1959 trend does, an extrapolation of the trend from 1951 to 1959 may

lead to a fairly accurate estimate? projecting the 1951/1959 figures (with

a slope of 1.55) gives the index of fuel consumption a level of 116 by 1965.

An index of 116 by 1965 implies that from 1959 to 1965 industrial

production would increase 18 points while fuel consumption would increase

14 points, giving a higher ratio than has been characteristic of the post-a'ar

period. This argument is partially qualified by the fact that 1959 was a

year of rapidly increasing industrial production which left the industrial

production index above the trend and which, because of the lag in fuel demand,

was not compensated for by higher fuel consumption. Avea so, an index of

116 my be rather high and an index of 114 may be ore realistio.



8
(b) Fro.leotlun by fflcienoy.

From 19-'+B to 1954 efficiency, on average, wan constant. ffielency

did increase, however, from the low of 1952 through 195';-. From 1954 to

1959 fuel efficiency inoreased 12 although the main Increase was from 1956,

(In 1955 efficiency increased but in 1956 it fell back almost to the 1954

level - see Table X). "'rota estimated figures of industrial production :.nd

fuel consumption for 1960 it appears that fuel efficiency again increased

but not as quickly as in the three previous years.

For the purpose of forecasting it is not eany to say which trend, the

1952/1959, the 1954/1959, or the 1956/1959 trend, should be promoted}

gains in efficiency started to show themselves about 1952 but the rapid
9 •

upward movement only after 1956,

* The efficiency index, when used as a tool for forecasting, gives a
method of estimating fuel consumption if future production is also
known. In this my the efficiency index can be used to corroborate
estimates arrived at from mors direct methods of project!on.

There is one important shortcoming in the method. An estimate
arrived at by projecting past fuel consumption will not yield exactly
the same results as an estimate derived from an efficiency projection
even if the analyses are oarried out on the same assuuptioas. For
example, if production is eonstant and fuel consumption declines at a
constant rate, efficiency will increase at a r&te gr ater than linear.
Similarly, if it is assumed that efficiency is linear than fuel
consumption cannot be a linear trend. (If production is constant and
either efficiency or fuel consumption is a straight lino then the other
itust be a rectangular hyperbola. then production is not constant it
is not possible to say what the ourve will be.). Thus although the
efficiency technique can be used as a guide to other ways of
projection the results of the two methods ra&y not be identical.

9. 1955 may have shown exceptional fuel efficiency owing to the severe
coal shortage of that year thus forcing the utmost utilisation of fhel.
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Prom what has just been said it is clear that the problem is to

determine how efficiency will move in the future. Some of the gains in

efficiency have been due to changes in the type of fuel consumed, for

example, oil instead of coal. It appears probable that because of cost

advantages fuel substitution will continue in the future (see Appendix III),

furthermore, old boilers and the like will be replaced by newer types which

may be more fuel-efficient. It is probable, however, that the biggest

technical advantages, and greatest fuel economies, will have been gained by

substitutions which have already taken place and that amongst those to come

by a larger proportion may show only marginal benefits. It seeing* likely,

therefore, that the rate of increase in fuel efficiency will slow down in the

future: the curve of fuel efficiency may be logistic in shape though it is

unlikely to flatten completely at its upper 'end*. In which year the point

of inflexion will occur is difficult to predict and may well be different in

each sector of industry.

If industrial production is assumed to be 132 by 1965 and if the

1956/1959 trend in efficiency were to continue until 1965 then the fuel

consumption index would be 100, the sarae as in the base year, 195^. This

appears low in comparison with the estimate for fuel consumption for 1960

(see Table 1). If the 1952/1959 trend10" in efficiency is extrapolated to

1965 then fuel consumption in that year would be 109- In comparison with

the offioial estimate for 1960, this again may, at first sight, appear low,

but it roust be remembered that the efficiency11* index from 1956 has been

rising at an increasing rate and this is not reflected ixx straight line

10" It was thought unnecessary to extrapolate the 195V^959 trend as it
falls between the 195^/1959 and the 1956/1959 estimates.

11* Efficiency, projected at this rate to 1965, would give an index of 120.



extrapolation. It was felt that promoting by non-line&r means would have

been even more speculative as it is not possible to foretell when the curve

will change direction and reflect a decrease in the rate of expansion of

efficiency, as see-.® probable.

(o) Projection of Constituent Fuels

Figure I shows the oonsunption of each i%>ortant fuel from 19^j8 to 1959

and provides the basis for the following amlyses.

COAL. If the rate of deorease in coal consumption continued until

1965 the consumption of coal would be leas than half its peak of 1954- On

the other hand, 1960, owing mainly to increased industrial production, has

shown that coal sales need not continue to decline and may even be inoreased.

As is shown in Appendix V, coal is still, for most purposes, the cheapest

form of fuel when direct costs only are analysed. Oil is now price

competitive in some areas, e.g. south east magland, and coal seems likely to

lose markets to oil since oil has certain advantages, such as greater

cleanliness and lower operational costs. Further, in some uses, types of
1 P

fuel other than ooal are technically more suitable * and coal, at least in

direct use, may suffer. On the other hand, with inoreasing mechanisation

more fuel will probably be used in industry and ooal may benefit from this

increase in demand. oreover, many of the advantages of changing to oil-

burning plant will already have been achieved by many firms and because of

this, ooal may not continue to lose ground so rapidly to oil. It may be,

however, as in the Domestic sphere that old and inefficient ooal apparatus

may be compared with new, much more highly efficient, oil burning plant and

not with new, often equally efficient, coal burning equipment. It is

12,
See: oonomio Aspects of Fuel and Power in British Industry.

especially chapters b and 9, Manchester Joint Research
Council, November, 1958.



FIGURE It Fuel Consumption by Industry (in n. tons of coal equivalent).
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impossible to quantify these contrasting forces. However, it seems probable

that ooal consumption will continue to fall, giving a total demand of some

20 to 22m. tons by 1965*

OIL. Since the Var the consumption of oil has grown at an increasing

rat-. It is not known whether this trend will continue but, at the moment,

there are few indications that the rate of growth of oil consun^tion will

slow down. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether consumption can

continue to expand at a rising rate, indefinitely. By extrapolating past

trends, but allowing for a slight slowing down in the increase in consumption

to bring it closer to a linear trend, demand may be in the region of 35 to

38ia. tons of co 1 equivalent by i965•

Ell-CTBICITY Although consumption of electricity varies sli^itly from

year to year the trend over-all is very close to linearity. Extrapolating

the trend to 1965 would give consumption totalling some 30m. tons of ooal

equivalent.

00K Coke has experienced a period of falling sales since 1957.

This decline has been due primarily to the decrease in consumption by blast

furnaces caused by the temporary fall in demand for iron goods. This would

appear to be an •exceptional' occurrence caused by recession and cannot be

assumed to be 'normal*. In other sectors of industry, coke sales have

fallen and may continue to decline - owing to substitution by oil - so that

by 1965 total coke sales may be around 19m. tons, whiah provides for an

increase to blast furnaces and a decrease elsewhere.

TQYfll AND 00K OVKN GaS Sales have stagnated over the List few years.
13

Relative to other fuels the prioe of gas may rise and this may reduce

demand to a level of some 6 to ~Jm, tons of coal equivalent by 1965.

See Chapter 12 and Appendix III.
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JSfr'OSOTE/HTGH i XTURK3 The demand for creosote/pitch mixtures has

grown considerably since the war nd by 1965 about 2 to 3«U tons of coal

equivalent may be sold.

./hen the estimates given above are added together it appears that

Industrial fuel consumption would total some 111 to 119m. tons of coal

equivalent by 1965* as compared with 105#5m. tons in 1959*

This method of forecasting contains one possible source of error. The

estimates for each fuel are based on projections from past trends with no

special regard for dependent relationships e.g. they take no direct account

of expected industrial production.

With an industrial production index of 132 and with fuel consumption of

119m. tons annually (index 115) efficiency would be 115 - only three points

higher than in 1959. With the save production index and with fuel

consumption of 111m. tons annually (index 107) efficiency would be 123.

From past experience this latter efficiency index appears more realistic.

It seems probable, therefore, that fuel consumption will be nearer 111m. tons

than 119m. tons, with the result that the individual fuel forecasts (i.e. for

each type of fuel) amy lie nearer the lower estimates.

assuming that industrial production is 132 by 1965 the index of fuel

oonsunption will lie -

(a) about 114, by Projection by Fuel Consumption;

(b) about 107 to 109, by Irojection by 'ffioienoyj and

(o) between 107 and 115, by jlrojeotion of Constituent Fuels.

k similar analysis has b.;en carried through to obtain the upper and lower

limits of fuel consumption associated with the maximum and minimum limits of

industrial production. With efficiency as l20^+*by 1965, the two limits of

gee footnote 11. to this Chapter.
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the fuel consumption index, corresponding to the minimum and maxinarn limits

of industrial production, would be 107 and 114. If efficiency is greater

than 120 then fuel consumption would be lower.

In the above discussion it was assumed that between 1959 and 1965

industrial production would rise, at a minimum, by 14 points. If fuel

consumption rose only 5 points to a level of 107 then there would be a very

low ratio between fuel consumption and industrial production. An upper

limit of 114 would give the ratio of fuel consumption to industrial

production a value of 12/23 which, on past experience, appears to be quite

high.

From the above it would seem that the index limits to industrial fuel

consumption may be 107 and 114: this would give total fuel consumption by

Industry a level of between 111m. tons and 119m. tons of coal equivalent by

1965.

The estimates of the quantities of each type of fuel whiah will be

consumed have already been calculated under (o) above. The results are

shown in Table II.

TABLi II. Quantities of Different Fuels Consumed by Industry in 1965
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

Lower Limit Upper Limit

Goal 20 22

Oil 35 38

Eleotrioity 30 30

Ooke 18 19

Gas 6 7

Greosote/Pitoh Mixtures 2 3

111 119
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Industrial Fuel Oonauraption - 1965 to 1975

General Dlsoussion This section, which seeks to provide more distant

forecasts, must of necessity deal with more problematic and intuitive methods

and because of this the field of 'legitimate' economic forecasting may have

to be left. As was stated in the Introduction it is thought to be mors

useful to pinpoint future consumption rather than give limits within whiah

fuel consumption may fall. In this section, however, because the limits

of possibility are so great it may be somewhat arbitrary merely to pinpoint

future demand.

Industry In general terms it oan be said that industrial fuel

consumption by 1970 and 1975 will depend upon three main factors

(a) Industrial Produotion. In order that a rising standard of living can

be achieved it is important that industrial production should continue to

rise. vVhether the economy will continue to sustain a rate of growth similar

to, or greater than, or less than, that since the War, is an open question.

Primarily the rate of growth will depend upon the external position: that

is, the extent to which Britain oan produce goods which will compete

effectively with goods produced by other nations.

(b) Industrial Technique. If during the 1960's there are rapid advances

in industrial technology and in products, then two very different forces may

operate

(i) Inore&sed fuel effioienoy brought about by technical

improvements on present plant and machinery and by new

inventions may reduce fuel consumption.

(ii) Greater irechanisation, and automation, and the greater

complexity of many new products entering the maiket may

inorease fuel consumption.
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It would seem that the main effeot will be the latter but the former may have

considerable influence in reducing fuel consumption for a given quantity of

output. The final result may be greater fuel-efficienoy along with

increased fuel consunption.

(c) The Structure of Industry. This will be very important in determining

the amount of fuel consumed. If there were a tendency for industries which

are heavy fuel consumers to increase in relative inportance then this would

probably affeot fuel consumption - as would a relative increase in the

industries which are low consumers of fuel. The industries which may

achieve the highest growth rates may be those which are able to supply goods

to developing economies and which the emerging nations cannot manufacture

themselves for technical or financial reasons, e.g., nuclear reactors, and

vehicles. Some of these industries my, in themselves, use relatively little

fuel for a given value of output but, on the other hand, much fuel is often

necessary to produce the components and materials which go towards the final

product, e.g., electricity in the purification of uranium. Experience sinoe

the war gives little guide to probable movements and it is difficult to say

whether, in the future, low fuel consuming industries or high fuel consuming

industries will expand more (see, also, Appendix I).

tfh&t has been said gives little indication of any radical change in fuel

consumption in the future; efficiency in the use of fuel will probably

increase but more slowly than in the late 1950's; industrial production may

continue roughly along its present pattern although external factors, e.g.,

severe competition abroad, may hamper exports; industrial evolution may

favour more those industries in which technical skill plays an important part

and -which developing economies find beyond their powers; some traditional

industries Diay decline in face of foreign competition, e.g., shipbuilding,
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cotton, and jute, while other industries may find expansion difficult in

the later 1960's b .cause of near saturation of the home market e.g. motors,

washing machines, and refrigerators. On the other hand, many of the firms

which fnake consumer durables may expand exports and may invent new

appliances which might tend to stimulate consumption at home.

Fuel Consumption

Some of the factors which may influence the type of fuel oonsumed

will now be examined.

(a) frice Prices, and more especially the relative prices, of the

different fuels may have an important influence on the types of fuel

oonsumed. as is pointed out in Appendix V, price although important, does

not seem to be the only element which influences the demand for different

fuels. Nevertheless, relative price movements appear to be of some importance

in the long-run. In Appendix III there is a broad analysis of the possible

long-term price movements of different fuels. The main conclusions are that

oil and electricity may become relatively cheaper, while coal and gas nay

become more expensive.

(b) Availability This is dealt with in appendix III and Chapter 12.

It appears that the only fuel which may be affected by insufficient supplies,

of the conventional type, is gasj however, new techniques and new sources of

supply (e.g. imported natural gas) may overcome the difficulties.

(°) New Fuels By 1975 coal and oil will still be Britain's most

important fuels. If nuclear power proves entirely satisfactory as a source

of electricity and if future costs are no greater than envisaged in the

present estimates1''* then atomic energy may play an ever increasing role in

15.
See, for example: Sir Christopher Binton: 'Economics of Nuclear Bower
in Great Britain*, iorid lower Conference (Madrid, June 1960).
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electricity generation and steam, as a by-product, way be used by large

industrial users. Small nuclear reactors may be adopted by large firms

which need vast quantities of steam for industrial processes, but even by

1975 the use of small nuclear reactors in industry will be very limited.

The analysis which follows turns the above argument into quantitative

terms.

The Projection

Industrial fuel consumption is a function of industrial production.

It is useful, therefore, to project industrial production in order to

estimate fuel consumption. Although it is felt that pin-pointing probable

demand is desirable, the analysis will first be carried through using wide

limits.

The following calculations are made on the assumption that industrial

production grows non-curaulatively at 2, 2g, 3, 3gq and 4 per cent, per annum.

In Table III are given the corresponding index values (with 1954 = 100) for
16

the years 1965, 1970, and 1975. be seen that, depending on the

assumed rate of growth, industrial production can have very wide limits.

TaBh. Ill Estimated Industrial Production Indices for Different Hates
of Growth for 1965. 1970, and 1975 (1954 = IQQj

Hate of Growth 1965 1970 1975

21 122 132 142

2jrt> 127.5 140 152.5

& 133 148 163

3£ 138.5 153 173.5

4: 144 164 184

1954 was taken as the base year in order that the present published
data could be used for comparative purposes. It would appear that
projecting from 1954, at say 3 increase per annum, overestimates
probable demand by one point by 1965 (i.e. compared with the result
arrived at above); this is of negligible importance.
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Corresponding to each level of industrial produotion there is a

corresponding index amber (with 1954 = 100) representing industrial fuel

consumption. Further, there has existed, through time, a fairly fixed

ratio between industrial fuel consumption and industrial production but the

actual ratio calculated has depended upon the length of the time period

examined, and upon which period the analysis has been based e.g. pre-war or

post-war (see Chapter I, footnote 14). Four different ratios have been

calculated of the historical trend of fuel consumption/industrial produotion

(see Chapter 1, footnote 14): they are, 1/2, 3/5* 2/3, and an annual total

of growth which is one per cent, less than the national income rate of

growth.^*
It appears probable that efficiency will increase quickly for a few years

«nd then continue to grow but at a much slower rate: the reasons for this

have been examined already. While these high gains in efficiency are being

achieved the existing relationship between fuel consuraption and produotion

will be upset, (see, for example, the period since 1956). Once this rapid

upward movement in efficiency is reduced to a slower trend a more constant
18.

ratio may prevail. * It is assumed in the following analysis that one of

the past ratios will reassert itself.

It has been suggested (see Chapter II, footnote 11) that efficiency will

increase relatively quickly to a value of 120 by 19651^* and it is now

assumed that it will then increase more slowly, with the result that there will

If it is assumed, heroically, that national income growth is the same as
industrial production growth - or not so different as to be of major
importance - then the fourth ratio can be employed in the following analysis.
It should be pointed out that sone of the ratios relate total fuel
consumption to industrial production.

A particular historical relationship may not be repeated but some
relatively fixed ratio between industrial fuel consumption and industrial
produotion may result, since fuel consumption over moderate periods of time
is a fairly stable function of industrial production.

The choice of 196 5 as the year in which the rate of growth of efficiency
changes is purely arbitrary but it would appear probable that efficiency may
grow slower in the later sixties than in the earlier years of the decade
(see Chapter II).



be a return to one of the historical relationship between fuel consumption

and industrial production after 1965. Fuel consumption in 1965 oan be

calculated from Table III using the efficiency equat on for each of the

different rates of industrial production growth (the results are shown in

Table IV, under '1965')• From the various levels of fuel consumption in

1965 it is possible to go on to project fuel consumption to 1970 and 1975

using as a basis (i) the increase in industrial production from 1)65 to

1970 and to 1975> respectively, and (ii) the historical relationship® between
Pn

fuel consumption and production. * This method has been employed in

Table IV.

It can be seen that the variations in the index of fuel consumption by

1970 and 1975 are wide and therefore are of limited use as a practical

guide. The question may be asked, however, whether it is possible to narrow

the limits.

If the production index and the efficiency index are given for a

particular year, then it is possible to calculate fuel consumption. The

production index is known - Table III - and efficiency can be estimated. If it

is assumed that the efficiency index is 120 in 1965> 125 in 1970, and 130 in

1975 then the industrial fuel demand for 1965, 1970, and 1975 will be as shown

in Table V. Table VI similarly gives industrial fuel demand but based on the

assumption that the index of efficiency will be 123 and 125, in 1970 and 1975

respectively.^* If estimates of efficiency of 125 and 130 are used then -

For example:- If the historical relationship is | and economic growth
is 2% per annum, then by 1970 the increase in production will be 10
points (from Table III) and therefore the corresponding fuel increase will
be 5 points. This increase must be added to fuel consumption in 1965
which, for a rate of growth of industrial production of 2 was estimated
to be 102. Thus the index of fuel consurrption in 1970 will be 107.

Table V is sirailar to Table IVA, although in Table V the dispertion
is slightly greater. Table VI is similar to Table IVB.



TABLEIV:

FuelConsumption(givenasanIndexwith1954=100)for1965t1970.and1975. baaedonvariousratiosoffuelconsumptiontoindustrialproduction,usingthe industrialproductionindicesderivedinTableIIIandanassumedlevelof Sfficiencyof120in19^5'

IVA

FuelConsumption/Production=k
IVB

FuelConsumptioiv'Produotion=3/5
1965

1970

1975

2.

102

107

112

2#?

106

112.25

118.5

3|

111

118.5

126

115.5

124.25

133

120

130

140

1965

1970

1975

2t

102

108

114

22*

106

113.5

121

3'i>

111

120

129

3k

115.5

126

136.5

¥>|

120

132

144

IVCFuelConsumption/Production=2/3 1965

1970

1975

2/

102

1082/3

115i

2iJ

106

114

122

3/o

111

121

131

3&

115.5

127.2

138.8

4^

120

133.3

146.7

IVDBateofGrowthofFuelConsumption =1%lessthanrateofproduction growthperannum 1965

1970

1975

2&S 3- 3k' 4'

j

102 106 111 115.5 120

107 113.5 121 128 135

112 121 131 140.5 150



(i) the increase in efficiency is constant during the ten year

period, 1966 to 1975, and

(ii) the growth in efficiency during each five year period appears

to be high in comparison with the previous growth rate.

This would tend to suggest that Table VI may be more realistic.

Prom all the above analysis it appears that Tables VI and IVB >aay give

the roost probable estimates of future denend. If Table IVB is chosen as

showing probable demand patterns - if only because it has narrower limits -

then Table VII shows the data in Table IVB converted into millions of tons

of coal equivalent.

As has been pointed out it is necessary to pin-point probable demand in

order to carry through Part III of the thesis. In furtherance of this some

of the 'possible' estimates may be discarded especially those which are far

out of line with the trends of the past few years i.e. 1954 to 1959. For

example, the 2 and 4 estimates for 1965 both appear unrealistic (when

compared with actual consumption in 1960) and the 2.j estimates for 1970 and

for 1975 appear low since industrial fuel consumption in 1960 was roughly the

same as that estimated for 1970. There is no strong reason to discard any

of the other figures. In the following examination it is assumed, in order
22

to pin-point the analysis, that the rate of growth will be 3 per annum.

Lower and upper limits will also be examined in order to complete the forecast

of fliel consumption.

If the forecast is accurate and total fuel consumption is 125m. tons

and 134m, tons of coal equivalent in 1970 and 1975, respectively then the next

22.
There are no positive arguments for assuming this rate of growth: it

is purely intuitive based on the assumptions that really low growth (2 )
will not be politically possible and that high growth (4 ) will be
economically impossible.



TABLE V

Industrial Fuel Consumption (at an index with 1954 = 100)
assuming efficiencies of 120 in 1965» 125 in 1970. and

130 in 1975

Bate of Ind. growth 1965 1970 1975

2%
22 :

8.3s
i

4

102
106
111
115
120

105
111.5
118
124.5
131

109
117
125
133
141

TABLE VI

Industrial Fuel Consumption (as an index with 1934 » 100)
assuming efficiencies of 120 in 1963. 123 in 1970, and

123 in 1975

Rate of Ind. Growth 1965 1970 1975
, . . J

2v 102 108 114
2i; 106 114 122
3> 111 120 130
3s a 115.5 127 138
4 - 120 133 146

TABLE VII

Industrial Fuel Consumption (in million tons of ooal
equivalent) based on the indices given in Table IIIB

Rate of Ind. Growth 1965 1970 1975

2» 106 112 119
2fci 110 118 126
3> 115 125 134

120 131 142
4' 125 137 150
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problem is to determine the quantity of the constituent fuels to be consumed

in these years.

The actual quantities consumed will depend upon the relative prices of

the different fuels, the advances in technology, and the industrial make up of

production, etc. Broad assumptions concerning these problems must be made;

these assumptions may be wrong but they would appear to be as realistic as it

is possible to make at the present time.

Because of the limitations inposed by industrial techniques and capital

costs, it is unlikely that once industrialists use oil they will consutae coal

again unless the supply of oil becomes restricted (e.g. through political

unrest in the Middle Bast^ . Further, as was mentioned earlier, coal may

become relatively more expensive than oil. Goal will still be consumed

near coalfields but, because of the above reasons, perhaps less than at the

present time. Increases in coal consumption caused by the growth of

industrial production will help to offset decreasing consumption caused by

continuing substitution - this change-over in the fuels eonsusned may slow

down as the advantages of substitution become more marginal. From this it

wouia seem that coal demand may continue to fall but probably less quickly,

and may be only 16m. tons in 1970 and 12m. tons in 1975.

There seem3 little reason to expect the consumption of electricity to

decrease, indeed it may inorease owing to the development of cheaper methods

of production in the later sixties, by which time nuclear power may be price-

competitive with conventional power. On these assumptions, consumption of

electricity would be 35 and 40m. tons of coal equivalent in 1970 and 1975

respectively.
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Gas consumption may remain fairly constant: on the one hand, increased

oosts from conventional manufacturing methods may reduce consumption but, on

the other hand, increased consumption may arise from (i) the greater use of

gas in some industrial teohnique3, (ii) relatively aheap supplies of natural

gas from abroad, and (iii) the manufacture of gas by new techniques from

coal. On this reasoning, gas consumption may amount to about 7m. tons of

coal equivalent, both in 1970 and in 1975.

Gas-coke supplies will decline owing to changes in the manufacture of

gas. Demand from blast furnaces for hard-coke may increase but other

industrial demand for coke may fall. Thus the resultant demand may be at

a slightly higher level than in 1965.

Oil consumption will continue to grow, especially if the price remains

competitive or becomes increasingly so. On the assumption that the demand

for oil will grow - but that the present rate of increase cannot continue for

more than a few years - consumption may be in the region of 44m. tons of

coal equivalent by 1970 and 50m. tons of coal equivalent by 1975.

The consumption of creosote/pitch mixtures may increase slightly - to

3m. tons by 1970 and 4m. tons by 1975«

On the basis of these estimates fuel consumption would be 125®. tons of

coal equivalent by 1970 and would be 134®. tons of ccal equivalent by 1975

(see Table VIII),

TABLE VIII 1 stimated Industrial Fuel Consumption in I963f 1970. and
1975 (in m, tons of coal equivalent)

1965 1970 ms
Ooal 21 16 12

Electricity 30 55 40
Oil 36 44 50
Gas 6 7 7
Coke 19 20 21
Oreoso te/Fitch 3 3 4

115 125 134
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Table IX shows, for 1970 and 1975» the upper and lower estimates of

fuel consumption. For 1970 the limits of industrial production are taken

as 2 and 3gi: since the economy has only growxx at a little over 2 in the

period 1954 to 1959 it is very doubtful whether an annual average rise of

4 oould be achieved by 1970 even under the most favourable conditions; 2

and 4 limits have been taken for 1975*

If industrial production were to change at a rate greater (or less)

than 3 then the demand for each individual fuel, as a percentage of total

fuel consultation, might be different. This possibility is acknowledged but

since the projection of individual fuel demand is problematic the small

differences resulting from this are not sufficiently important to require

collation. If production were greater than 3 '» oil and electricity would

probably gain - since changed industrial techniques may accompany rapid

industrial growth - while if the rate of growth were lower than 3 , coal

might not fall much below the 3. estimate. In this case, oil might be the

fuel to suffer owixig to less incentive to change.

T-JxL.. IX Upper and Lower estimates of Fuel Cexisumption in 1970
and 1??5 "

(in m. tons' or coal equ,,
1970: 1970:

lower limit (2-.): total 112 upper limit (3? ): total 131

Coal 15 Coal 16
leotrioity 31 Electricity 37
Oil 40 Oil 47
Gas 6 Gas 7
Coke 17 Coke 20
Creosote/Pitch 3 Creosote/Pitoh 4

!2Z5*
, . !2Z5S , A

lower limit (2 ): total 119 upper limit (40: total 150

Coal 11 Coal 15
Electricity 36 Electricity 45
Oil 46 Oil 56
Gas 6 Gas 8
Coke 17 Coke 23
Creosote/Pitoh 3 Creosote/Pitch 5
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The Domestic Sector accounts for about a quarter of the fuel ooaau od

In Britain. Since the War the growth of consumption in thi3 sector has not

been very rapid, but within the upward trend there have been relatively large

fluctuations fro® year to year. The cause of these will be examined first.

Domestic consumption varies inversely with temperature. Table I shows

the mean average temperature for the period 1921 to 1950 and the annual

average temperatures for the years 1948 to 1959, taken from 0 meteorological

stations representative of the main areas? of British fuel consumption.

Fuel consumption (Table XI) might be expected to depend saore on winter

temperatures than on summer temperatures: a breakdown and co: .r&rlson is

therefore carried through for summer and winter respectively (i.e. for the

2nd and 3rd quarters as id the 1st arid 4th quarters, . The correlation

coefficients for (i) annual temperatures with fuel consumption, (ii) sum*

temperatures with fuel consumption, and (iii) winter temperatures with fuel

consumption are (i) - 0.75» (ii) -0.72, and (iii) -0.52.^* It is perhaps

surprising that suiaoer temperatures show raore correspondence than winter

temperatures*

By comparing fuel consumption with annual temperatures (since this

gives the highest correspondence) it is possible to derive the association
Q 2

between fuel consumption and a 1 F. change in temperature,

Temperature and Domestic fuel consumption cannot be correlated directly
since, through time, there is no temperature trend whereas Dornestle fuel
consumption hes increased owing to the various factr rs disou.-sed below,
.♦hat must be correlated is th trend-free annual figures of Domestic fuel
oonsuni tion with annual average temperatures.

The correlation coefficient of -0.75 is found to be statistically
significant by the aethod of 'student's t'.



The annual average temperature and the trend of Domestic fuel
consumption are calculated. The difference between the trends and
the actual data are then found for each individual year (see Table).
From the Table it is possible to estimate the relationship between
temperature change and fuel consumption. To obtain the aggregative
movement, total fuel consumption change (both negative end positive)
is divided by total temperature change (both negative and positive) and
thus the change of fuel consumption associated with a 1°F. change in
temperature is derived.8" a similar analysis is carried through for
annual temperatures lower (and greater) than average, with the
corresponding changes in fuel consumption.

a' 1952, an 'odd* year, is omitted from the analysis
because a lower temperature was associated with a lower fuel
consumption. The explanation for this would seem to be
that Gross Domestic Product did not continue its upward
movement in that year. This appears to have reduced demand
for fuel out of proportion to the decrease in income, thus,
although temperature was less, the lowering of Gross Domestic
Produot had a more than offsetting effect on consumption.

The Relationship of Fuel Consumption and Temperature Change

Year Difference of Fuel Consumption Difference in Temperature
from Trend from Trend

(in m. tons of coal equiv.) (in °F.)

♦ +

1948 0. 0. 0.7
1949 1.0 1.8
1950 0.5 0.2
1951 1.25 0.5
1952 0.5 0.7
1953 1.0 0.7
1954 0.75 0.6
1955 0.5 0.3
1956 1.5 1.1
1957 0.5 0.9
1958 1.5 0.3
1959 1.5 1.7

6.0 5.0 4.8 3.0

(the totals omit the 'odd' year, 1952)



TABLEIiAverageTemperatures(indegressFahrenheit)from194#to1959 Av.Temp. 1921/1950194819491950195119521953195419551956195719581959
AnnualTemp.49.450.151.249.248.948.750.148.849.148.350.349.151.1 SumnerTemp. (2ndand3rdQuarts.)56.155.758.256.154.956.556.254.456.954.956.055.958.2 WinterTemp. (1stand4thquarts.)42.744.544.242.342.841.043.943.141.141.844.742.844.0 Source:DerivedfromtheDigest-Table1



TABLEII:

DomesticFuelConsumptionandGrossDomesticProduot
1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

•Unadjusted*Domestic FuelDon/sumption(in
ra.tons)

61.7

61.1

63.3

64.5

63.2

63.2

65.5

65.6

67-3

64.7

68.1

65.5

FuelConsumption AdjustedforTemperature (inm.tons)

62.4

63.0

62.9

63.5

61.8

63.9

64.3

65.0

65.1

65.6

67.5

67.3

Index(with1954=100)
97

98

98

99

96

99

100

101

101

102

105

105

Coal

36.4

36.0

37.3

37.1

37.1

37.1

38.2

37.1

37.5

35.5

36.2

33.6

Coke

3.3

3.5

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.5

3.9

4*1

3.9

3.6

3.7

3.5

OtherSolid

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.8

Gas

10.3

10.1

10.1

10.1

9.8

9.4

9.4

9.3

9.1

8.5

8.6

7.9

Electricity

10.0

9.9

10.7

11.8

11.4

11.5

12.2

13.1

14.5

14.8

16.5

17.4

Oil

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.6

1.5

2.2

2.3

G.D.P.(1954=100)

87.6

91

92.9

92.1

95.8

100

vo

.

N-\

o

104.4106.3
106.4111.6

Sources:Digest,Table7,BlueBookonNationalInooateandExpenditure,1960, Table14.
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The results ares- The fuel consultation change associated with a 1°P.

change in annual average temperature is 1.41m. tons; * similarly, the fuel

oonsun^tion rise associated with a 1°P. fall in temperature is 2m. tons;

and the fuel consumption fall associated with a 1°P. rise in temperature is

1.04m. tons. Table II gives fhel consumption figures as they occurred

and also fuel consumption figures adjusted for temperature. It is with

these 'temperature adjusted' figures that the following analysis will be

concerned.^**

Domestic Consumption in 1965

as people attain higher standards of living the Domestic consumption

of fuel will probably increase: people may buy more consumer durables e.g.

washing-machines and refrigerators, and may spend more on fuel in order to

have higher standards of warmth than those to which they were formerly

accustomed.

Since the war the dross Domestic Product"*' has risen steadily (see

Table II). At the same time as this has been happening temperature adjusted

fuel consumption has been rising by a slow but steady amount. When G.D.P.

In the Eaao Magazine, Special Issue, -nergy and Man, September 1957#
the correspondence between a 1°F. change in temperature and fuel
consumption was given as 1.5m. tons of coal equivalent.

The use of temperature adjusted figures could be objected to on at
least two grounds: (i) although the correlation was hig and
significant the association may not neoessarily operate, at that level,
in all years and, (ii) 1952, an 'odd* year, upsets the picture. It is
felt that these objections are outweighed by the advantages of
obtaining figures which do not reflect temperature changes. This is of
importanoe in the Don»stic field where demand has not risen muoh and the
yearly fluctuations seem to be influenced considerably by temperature.

Gross Domastie Product is taken from the Blue Book on National Income
and Expenditure, 1960, Table 14-, and is given at factor cost and at
constant prices with 1954- = 100. Gross Domestic Product, in the text,
is sometimes referred to as G.D.P.
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is correlated with Domestic fuel coasunption, p is found to be high, 0.94.

The ratio of the trend of fuel consumption to the trend of has been

fairly constant since 1949 (see Figure I) with a value of 0.76/2.18. If the

G.D.P. were estimated and if the trend ratio between fuel consumption and
g

G.D.P. were to remain the same in the future, * then fuel consumption in 1965

may be calculated.

The following table shows fuel consumption corresponding to various

levels of G.D.P,7.

Lower Probable Upper
Limit Level Limit

G.D.P. in 1965s" 121 123 126

Corresponding fuel consumption index
(1954 = 100) * 107.3 108 109

Corresponding fuel consumption in
m. tons of coal equivalents. 69 69.4 70

a.
Source 5 Appendix IV.

Whether the relationship between G.D.P. and fuel consumption will

remain constant, only time will show. In the next section of this chapter

any influences which my alter the simple mathematical relationship, and

therefore the estimates given above, will be considered.

Goal aooounts for about 50 of the fuel consumed in the Domestic sector.

During most of the period under analysis coal was rationed. It can be

argued that this was bound to have an effect on fuel consumption, lowering

On the one hand, demand for fuel may rise owing to (i) greater use of
consumer durables and (ii) higher standards of warmth, and, on the other
hand, demand may fall because of greater efficiency in the use of fuel
e.g. in the household fire.

For the calculation of G.D, . by 1965, see Appendix IV,



FIGURE 11 GroaB Domestic Product and Domestic 'temperature adjusted.'
Fuel Consumption (as indices with 1954 ■■ 100).

Index
of
G.D.P.
and

Fuel
Cons.

Uo

- fl o

G.D.P.

Fuel

t_ ^Consumption

- 9o

i 1 1 1 ( 1 r

i1u« wm ttSo (in ftsx ma m"V nsr list. 1957 i<7s<f

Year

Sourcest Gross Domestic Product, Table 14, Blue Book on
National Income and Expenditure, I960.

Fuel Consumed, derived in the thesis (see Table
II) from data taken from Table 7» of the Digest.
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the figures in the early years and thus increasing the slope of the fuel

consumption trend. In support of this argument it can be pointed out that in

1958, the year ooal oaiae off ration, fuel consumption rose faster than at any

time since 1948, demonstrating an unsatisfied demand prior to 1958.

This argument, although of 3ome value for the early years, seems to

overlook some points. In 1959 - the first complete year of non-rationing -

fuel consumption deolined slightly. Further, although fuel consumption

inoreased markedly in 1958, ooal consumption was at a lower level than it had

been in every year since 1948, except 1949 and 1957. The increase in fuel

consumption seems to have been due to inoreased consumption of eleotrioity and

oil, neither of which was rationed or subject to load-shedding in the later

•fifties,
O

In 1955* Polanyi * estimated that suppressed coal demand, owing to

rationing, amounted to 1m. tons. Cven on the assumption that Folanyi under¬

estimated the shortage it would seem that the unsatisfied demand for ooal (and

power generally) was quite small in the middle and later 'fifties although Hie

type of fuel and the quality of ooal supplied mi^it not have been that chosen
q

under normal oiroumstances. *

There may be a tendency for fuel consumption to decrease owing to

incr ased efficiency^* in the utilisation of fuel. Because of the Glean Air

O
* G. Polanyis 'Goal: the Case for a Free Market', Journal of Industrial
Boonomics. Vol. Ill, Nos. 2, April 1955.

In the Ridley Report (Report of the Committee on National Policy for the
Use of Fuel and Power Resources, Cmd. 8647) pages 20 and 21, it is estimated
that unsatisfied demand for coal in 1951 was in the region of 5m. tons.

In the "Memorandum on National Fuel Polioy by the Federation of British
Industries and by the Trades Union Congress" to the Ridley Committee it was
estimated (page l6) that underconstitution of Domestic) coal was about 10m. tons.
In retrospect it can be said that both these estimates appear to have been

high.
10. It is impossible to estimate efficiency in the nomestio Sector since there

is no measure of Domestic output.
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Act many domestic fires will become smokeless in the future. Apart from the

change in the fuel demanded, which this will necessitate, many old fires will

be replaoed by more efficient types of open fires, stoves, etc. It will

follow that in many cases less fuel will be required for the same amount of

oomfort. On the other hand, since «!ore houses will be built, it might be
11

expected that the demand for fuel will increase. * Rirther, because of

higher incomes there may be a desire for greater warmth and for increased use

of electrical (and gas) consuming household appliances: as a result, there will

be a general tendency for greater consumption of fuel and this increase in

demand, at least until 1965* may be at a high rate.

It is impossible to attribute figures to these various factors but there

may be a tendency, if only slight, for fuel consumption to increase faster

than in the past. (Already this may be apparent. In the years 1958 and 1959

fuel consumption was above the trend for the years 1948 to 1957.) Fuel

consumption, therefore, may have an upper limit in excess of the JOm, tons

estimated above and may be nearer 70.5m. tons. By 1965, Domestic fuel

consumption may lie between 69 and 70.5m. tons of coal equivalent.

Types of Fuel Used. The question which now must be answered is how the

total demand in 1965 of between 69 and 70.5m. tons of coal equivalent will be

divided among the different fuels.

Although coal still accounts for half the Domestic consumption of fuel,

its importance is declining, both absolutely and relatively. Coke consumption

has remained fairly constant although there has been a decline from 1955]

the demand for other solid fuels (e.g. phurnaoite) has increased very slightly.

Fuel consumption per household, however, appears to be declining.
On pages 20/21 of the Heport, the Ridley Committee pointed out that, even
allowing for an unsatisfied demand of 5«u tons of coal, total Dofiiestic
fuel bonsuraotior? per household wa3 lower in 1951 than in 1938.
Although it is difficult to establish, the demand per household does
not seem to have ohanged muoh since 1951.
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G-as has declined in importance quite markedly, from a consumption of 10.3m.

tons of coal equivalent in 1948 to 7«9m. tons in 1959. Much of this decline

is due to increased efficiency in manufacture arid the fall in therms oonsumsd

has been only marginal, from 1,363m. therms in 1949, to 1,308m. therms in the

financial year 1958/1959. In ter s of coal equivalents the consumption of
12.

eleotricity has increased by 74 • " Oil consumption has more than doubled,

although it is still of relatively snail inportance.

In 'traditional' economic analysis it is generally argued that price, or

the price of one good relative to the price of a substitute good, will

influence the amount of the good bought. 'Economic man' is assumed to react

rationally to movements in price and choose the goods which are oheapest.

If prioe is the main determinant of demand and if price movements can be

estimated for some future date then the influence which these price movements

have on consumption can be estimated and the future quantities demanded

ascertained.

The Domestic sphere is the most suitable sector of the eoonomy for

investigations into the effects of price on consumption since there are few

technical limitations on the use of the different fueled* On the other hand,

it is probable that Domestic consumers sure less objective shout costs of fuel

owing to, among other tilings, lack of knowledge, psychological factors making

change unwelcome, living in rented houses, and the capital cost of change.

In the following analysis (because of the large number of variables) no values

have been attributed to capital oosts and to non-direct running costs although

they may play an important part in consumer choice.

In kilowatthours the increase is 116/.

In industry, the actual industrial process may determine the fuel used
and although other fuels may be oheaper for the same heat value they are
sometimes technically inappropriate. In the Domestic sphere there are
few technical limitations except where fuels are specific - for lighting,
etc. For general heating purposes the only limitations arise where a
house does not have a fire-place, electrical wiring, or gas pipes. Most
houses oan make a choioe between at least two of the competing fuels;
many houses can make a choice among all the fuels.



In trying to compare absolute, or relative, costs of different fuels

there are considerable statistical difficulties to be overcome. Fuel

technology simplifications have also to be aade. The problems, statistical

analysis, and conclusions are given in Appendix V.

The broad conclusions of the analysis suggest that in the London area

electricity is the most expensive fuel for heating. Both gas and coal are

more expensive than oil. Outside London coal costs are generally lower.

Oil is, therefore, less price competitive and may be more expensive than solid

fuel for central heating purposes.

In the period 1952 to 1959> the price of oil has gone up little; the

prioe of electricity also has increased by only a small amount, whereas the

price of both gas and coal has gone up considerably. Those fuels whose price

has gone up most are those whose consumption has fallen most. Although there

is apparently a strong connection between running costs and demand there <say be

other faotors which influence the type of fuel consumed: for example, capital

charges of installation, increasing income, whether the owner of the house is

also the occupier, and changing tastes. It is not clear from the analysis

which is the prime-motivator.

Although the area analysed, London, is perhaps not typical of Britain it may

provide a guide to future British consumption patterns, primarily because London

has a higher standard of living than much of the rest of Britain. Table III

shows how the consumption of fuel in London has altered in comparison with

Britain taken as a whole: London has experienced a less rapid rise in

electricity consumption but a more rapid fall in gas and coal consumption.

Probably there has been a correspondingly higher percentage increase in oil

14. See, for example: C.B.V. Leser: ' arnings in British Regions in 1948',
Scottish Journal of Political Fconomy, Vol. I, Nos.3, October 1954 and,
J.F. Sleeman: 'The Geographical Distribution of Motor Cars in Great Britain*
Soottish Journal of Political oonomy, Vol.VIII, Nos.1, February 1961.
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consumption also since it seems unlikely that the total demand for fuel in

London will have fallen. These results suggest that London nay be in the

van of a changing pattern of Domestic fuel consumption. On the other hand,

the a-typioal consumption pattern in London may be explained by the

relatively higher price of non-oil fuels. It is impossible to give the
1 correct' answer but the real explanation may be an amalgam of both.

Table lilt Percentage change in fuel consumption in London and
Britain from 1952 to 1959

London Britain

Electricity +f>3 * +77. >

Gas - 8," - itpj
Goal -i(7*5,- - 9,o
Ooke + 7.5,5 +130

(Oil +130,; +130,5) •

a* Oil consumption is for Britain: there is no breakdown
for London.

Appendix III examines the possible prices of the different fuels in the

future. Prom that examination it can be said that oil may become cheaper

than coal and electricity may become almost as oheap an, and perhaps oheaper

than, gas. The prices of oil and eleotricity may move relatively in unison,

as they have since 1952.

Until 1965 tliere seems to be little reason why electricity consumption

should not increase at about the same rate as in the past, owing to (i)

increased use of electrical appliances, (ii) increased price competitiveness,

and (iii) the influcnoe of the Clean Air Act. On these assumptions electricity

consumption may be about 25m. tons of coal equivalent by 1965.

Coal consumption may decline depending upon (i) the rapidity with which

the Clean Air Aot is implemented, (ii) relatively higher prices for coal, and

(iii) the influence of greater affluence which enables householders to take

ste 3 to avoid the dirt and inconvenience of coal, the inefficiency of the open

fire, and to avail themselves of, for example, central heating. (The use of
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oentral heating may, however, increase ooal consumption if coal is used in the

boilers. It is unlikely that the consumption of coal in the provinces will

decline as markedly as in London because of, in many cases, greater proximity

to coalfields and beoause of psychological forces which are possibly more

unresponsive to change). Coal consumption may therefore amount to 27.5a, tons

by 1965.

Oil will be used increasingly for central heating purposes^* and this

movement may be accentuated by some of the very factors '/hioh may reduce coal

consumption e.g. cleanlixiess, ease of use, and relatively lower price. If it

is correct that the London area is in the van of Domestic fuel use then recent

changes there would indicate that oil consumption throughout Britain will

increase faster than in the past - to an amount equal to tons of ooal

equivalent by 1965.

Gas sales may benefit from the Clean Air «.ct and the increased use of

consumer durables; on the other hand ga3 sales may fall because of increased

prices. It is unlikely that sales will decline abruptly over the next six

years but the relative price increase may have a gradual effect on demand.

Increasing efficiency will tend to reduce gas consumption in terms of coal

equivalents. Total gas consumption by 1965 may amount to 7*0m. tons of ooal

equivalent.

Coke sales may increase owing to the effects of the Clean Air Act. As

the lack of consistency in the quality of coke is often disliked by housewives,

future sales my depend on the persuasiveness of advertising campaigns - by

1965 sales may be in the region of A.0m. tons. Other solid fuels, e.g.,

The rapid increase in the number of paraffin heaters in recent years
would appear likely to slow down owing to (i) fears concerning their
safety and (ii) the approaching saturation of the potential r^arket -
over 12m, heaters have been sold (see Economist, 12th March 1960, p.1019).
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1h
phurnacite, may benefit from gr ater demand for smokeless fuels.1'*

Table IV gives consumption levels, based on the above analysis for the

different types of fuel.

Table IV Do»iestio Fuel Consumption by 1965 (in m, tons of coal
equivalent)

goal Coke Gas Oil .lectrioity Other Colid Fuels TOTAL

27.5 4.0 7.0 4.5 25.0 2.5 70.5

Domestic Consumption after 1965

It is pointed out in Appendix IV, that, through time, there has been a

close relationship between industrial production and Cross Domestic Product.

In the chapter on Industry, estimates for different rates of growth of

industrial production were calculated for the years 1965, 1970 and 1975.

As in the previous analysis, an annual rate of growth of industrial production

of 3 points will be assumed. From past experience (1948 to 1959) the ratio

of industrial production to G.D.P. was 16/11. In the future there may be a

tendency for this ratio to change as there is increased emphasis on services,^*
but if this possible tendency is left out of account the various values of

G.D.P. can be calculated.

If it is assumed that the ratio (0.76/2.18) between Domestic fuel

consult Ion and G.D.r. persists in the future then the index of fuel
18.

consumption corresponding to the different levels of G.D.P. can be calculated.

lo* One of the major shortcomings of manufactured fuels, e.g., phurnacite,
is the high price per hundredweight - nearly twice that of Grade IV coal.
For exafl^le, the prices in Edinburgh, in February 1961, were 15/3 and 8/8
a owt., respectively.

^7* The movement towards the greater importance of services in the
community has been in evidence since the war (see ; c. ahon & Worswiok
(op.pit;) and therefore is incorporated in a projection of post-war data
if the movement continues at the same rate as in the past.

There may be a tendency for fuel consultion to rise less quiokly than
in the past owing to (i) greater fuel efficiency, (ii) less expansion in
consumer durables, and (iii) the overestiraation of the trend in the past
which includes the effect of rationing. On the other hand, higher living
standards may evoke a greater desire for warmth. It is difficult to say
which force will exert the gr ater pressure.



The corresponding values in coal equivalents can also be found (see Table V) .

Table V Estimated Doirestio Fuel Consumption in 1 965 > 1970 and 1975
(indices with 1954 = 100)

196 £ 1970
■■■■ii hi

1975

Industrial production (rising 3 points
per annum) 133 14B 163

Corresponding G,D,ir. 123 133 143

Corresponding Fuel Index 108 111.5 115

Fuel (in m. tons of ooal equivalent) 69.4- 71.7 74

Coal consumption has been estimated to fall to some 28m. tons by 1965.

This trend of falling consumption may continue in the later years. There

will be conflicting factors influencing demand? (i) increasing standards of

living, (ii) greater efficiency in use, and (iii) the Glean Air Act which will

change fuel consumption patterns away from bituminous coal to non-smoky types

of fuel. It was estimated in the Report of the Committee on Air Pollution

(Cmd. 9322) that the effect of changing black areas to * smokeless sones' would

be to reduce bituminous coal consumption by some 19». tons from the level in

1953* assuming that this estimate is accurate and that the Clean Air uot is

fully operative by the early 1970's then coal consumption, by that date,

should be about 18m. tons. Further, it appears probable - even without the

Clean Air Act, which may not be operated in all areas - that there will be a

tendency for people to consume less coal and more of the 'clean' fuels: if

this is so, then consumption may be about 14m. tons by 1975. On similar

assumptions, coal consumption may be about 21m. tons in 1970. Both these

estimates appear to be in line with present trends.

The .Report of the Committee on Air Pollution (espeolally in the evidence

in appendix XE) suggests that with the gradual elimination of the old-

fashioned open grate the consumption of coke will increase considerably - taking

the place of much of the coal displaced in direct use. From recent experienc
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this conclusion seems to overemphasise the consumer desire for cokes

consumption may increase but probably 1«3S quickly than envisaged by the

Committee. A demand of 4gm. tons and 5m. tons in 1970 and 1975*

respectively, may be more realistic.

The consumption of manufactured fuels will probably increase, but there

are limits to the availability of supply on technical grounds.1By 1970

consumption may be 3m. tons and by 1975 3.5m. tons. Because of the high

price of smokeless fuel it seems probable that the demand may never be very

large.

Oil consumption will probably increase with the greater use of central

heating. There may be limitations to this upward movement: for example,

high capital costs, unsuitability of older houses for conversion, and the

number of rented houses. Because of higher standards of living and the

likelihood of relatively low running costs, demand will probably rise. Prom

these considerations consumption may be 6| and 9m. tons of ooal equivalent

by 1970 and 1975, respectively.

Because the teohnioal possibilities of increased efficiency in gas

production are limited, the price is likely to rise unless new methods of

manufacture can be developed cheaply. Demand for gas may decline in terms

of therms owing to this prioe movement. In terms of ooal equivalents demand

will fall even further. Demand for gas may be some 6m. tons of ooal

equivalent by 1970 and some 5m. tons by 1975»

The efficiency of eleotrioity generation will probably oontinue to

improve (see Appendix III) and with the advent of nuclear power, a ceiling

In Glasgow on the 8th Ifebruary, 1961 - see a report in the Scotsman
of 9th February, 1961 - Mr* Sobens said that he hoped that by 196*3 the
N.G.B. would be manufacturing 2, 3» or 4m, tons of smokeless fuel
annually.
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appears to be placed on possible upward price movements. Deraand for

eleotrioity will continue to rise although, in the later 1960's and 1970*s,
the growth way slow down owing to near saturation of the market for

electrically operated consumer goods. Further, few households are still
unconnected to public eleotrioity and the increase of sales through further

connections will probably decline to a negligible amount by the 1970's«

There may be a growth of sales for general heating purposes, often at off-peak

periods, although these oheaper rates appear to be of limited use for

Domestic consumers. The increasing competitiveness of eleotrioity prices may

encourage greater consumption. For these reasons it seems probable that

consumption may be in the region of 31m. tons of ooal equivalent in 1970 and

38m. tons of ooal equivalent in 1975 (see Table VI).

Table VI Domestic Fuel Consumption in 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975
(in m. tons of ooal equivalent)

1959a' 1965 JL2Z2 mi

Ooal 33.6 27.5 21 14
Ooke 3.5 4 4.5 5
Gas 7.9 7 6 5
Oil 2.3 4.5 6.5 9

Electricity 17.4 25 31 38
Other Solid Fuels 0.8 2.5 3 3.5

TOTAL 65.5 70.5 72 74.5

a* Taken from the Digest, Table 7.
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CHAPTER 4

RalLtfAIS

In June 1959 a White Paper^* was published which examined the progress of

the 1955 Railway Modernisation Plan2, and outlined methods of bringing the

Plan to fruition earlier. The 1959 Plan envisaged an acceleration of the

original scheme so that much of the modernisation would be completed by 1963.

At the present time it is difficult to determine exactly what effects this

accelerated plan will have on railway traffic and fuel consumption.

Prom a broad analysis of the situation it can be said that railway

traffic**' has remained fairly constant since the war (see Table I) but fuel

consumption (even before the odernisation Plan) has been decreasing. Fuel

efficiency has risen since the War (see Table I). Owing to modernisation,

efficiency will probably increase quickly until 1963 after which the annual

rise will be less rapid. By that date most of the steam to diesel, or steam

to electric, changeover will have taken place and thereafter little increase

in fuel economy can be expected.

The following section will exaxnine future fuel consumption by Railways

in greater detail.

Method I The amount of fuel oonsusned by the railways will be a function

of the amount of traffic*measured, in Table I, in train miles. It is very

difficult to say how the volume of railway traffio will expand or oontraot:

Re-appraisal of Plan for the Modernisation and Re-equipment of
BrTtish Railways (Qmnd. 813). June 1959.

2* Modernisation and Re-equipment of British Railways; British
Transport Commission, 1955.

Traffio (which is production, in this context) is measured by the
summation of coaching train-miles and freight train-miles.

4. It might be assumed that traffic was a function of industrial
production 'but there is evidence that total tonnages requiring road
and rail transport do not in the long-run rise in etep with the growth
of the economy' (British Transport Commission: Annual Reper I.. 19591
page 66). Table I supports this statement.



TAflLi'.IRailwayStatistics:lleage.FuelConsumption,andEfficiency 1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

TrainMilesCoaching
234

247

248

240

241

243

243

235

246

252

254

254

Travelled.Freight

139

142

143

143

143

143

141

135

136

136

127

122

TGTaL

373

389

391

383

384

386

384

369

382

388

381

376

(inm.tniles) inntx.

97

101

102

99

100

100

100

96

99

101

99

98

(with1954=100)
FuelUsedCoal
14.3

14.4

14.2

14.1

13.9

13.4

13.0

12.2

12.1

11.4

10.3

9.5

(inin.tonsCoke
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

ofcoalOtherSolid
0.3

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.0

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.7

equivalent)Elect.
1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Oil

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

TOTAL

15.9

16.0

15.7

15.6

15.4

15.0

14.7

14.0

14.0

13.5

12.6

11.5

INDEX

108

109

107

106

105

102

100

95

95

93

86

78

(1954»100) FUELEFFICIENCY (INDEX)(1954=100)
90

93

95

93

95

98

100

101

104

109

115

126

Sources:BritishTransportCor/arAssion-nnualReports; theDigest,Table?.
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for example, it is no easy matter to determine how far air competition

and the ever-increasing use of oars will take passengers away from the

railways; or, on the other hand, how far modern railways together with

traffic congestion on the roads will increase passenger traffic on the

railways. Similar questions can be asked oonoerning freight traffic. It

is very difficult for someone not intimate with the industry (or even

someone in the industry) to be able to forecast the outcome of railway

modernisation.

In paragraph 58 of the 1959 -lan it is estimated that by 1963 passenger

traffic will be the same as in 1957* while freight traffic will have

declined by 15 -. iter laok of other data these estimates are accepted.

Further, it is assumed that traffic will reraain the same from 1963 to 1965*

Thus, on those assumptions, the number of train-miles will be 363 million by

1965.

Out of a total of 371m. miles in 1959, 70 were run by steam

locomotives, * 15,1 by diesels, and 15.' by electric trains. By 1963 only
g

one third *of the mileage will be run by steam trains; on the assumptions,

therefore, that (i) the efficiency of steam locomotives will be the same as

7.
in 1959, ' and (ii) all solid fuel will be burned by engines, then by 1963

4«8®. tons of solid fuel will be used by the railways.

In 1959 diesel and electric trains accounted for only 30 of rail

traffio but by 1963 67 of railway traffic will be pulled by diesel or

eleotrio traction. In 1959 1.2m. tons of coal equivalent were consumed by

5
see: British Transport Goranission: annual deport, 1959: Table 5.

Steam 259m. miles, Diesel 56m. miles, Flectrio 56m. miles.
Steam 70;! Diesel 15;' Eleotrio 15,,.

Grand. 813, Paragraph 26.
7* The efficiency may be slightly higher owing to the scrapping of the

oldest locomotives but the improvement will probably be small.
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diesel or eleotrio locomotives. By 1363 consumption should have inoreased
Q

to 2.6m. tons, ' on the assumption that (i) efficiency is constant and (ii)

all fuel is consumed by traction vehicles. Total fuel consumption, therefore,

may be about 7«4a. tons of coal equivalent in 1963 and, if traffic is the

same in 1965 and efficiency increases only very slowly after 1963, fuel

consumption by 1965 may be around 7.3m. tons.

There is one assumption, noted above, which has not been examined.

Part of the fuel consumed is used by stations, railway boxes, etc. for purposes

such as heating. «hat proportion this is of total fuel consumption is

unknown* It is unlikely that the efficiency of the use of fuels for non-

traction purposes will expand as quickly as in the traction field, owing to,

among other tilings, a less favourable oil (or electricity) conversion factor.

As a result of this, fuel consumption by railways may be nearer 7*5 or 7*6m.

tons by 1965 than the 7*3m. tons mentioned above.

Method II It is next assumed that (i) up to 1965 passenger traffic will

remain constant and freight railway traffic will decline by 15 and (ii) the

increase in efficiency will continue until 1963 and then increase much more

slowly.

xtrapolating an efficiency index by least squares from 1948 through

1959 to 1963 may underestimate future efficiency^' since efficiency increased

fastest (as might be expected) after the Modernisation Plan was increasingly

put into operation. The first gains of the Modernisation Plan may not have

been in evidence until 1956, at the earliest, and the real benefits may not

have been seen until 1958 or 1959» when seme segments of the industry were

8, There is some room.for error in so far as the conversion factor in
Hallways is not 1.7 but is considerably higher - see the Hidie y Report,
page 113.

Q

Prom Table I and Figure I it appears that efficiency is increasing at a
rate faster than linear: however, the trend does not follow one of the
'better1 known types of curves.



FIGURE I» Train Miles Travelled. Fuel Consumption and Efficiency
in Railways (as indices with 1954 " 100)«

(a) Train Miles Travelled and Fuel Consumption.
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modernised and their full efficiencies realised. On the other hand, it is

probable that some of the initial modernisation schemes yielded the greatest

results (e.g. changing to diesei shunters where the oil/ooal conversion

ratio is 12). If the 1956-1959 trend is extrapolated, fuel consumption will

be 9.1m. tons by 1963. If the 1958/1959 movement is projected to 1963 fuel

consumption will be 8.2m, tons. On the assumption that efficiency increases

only by a small amount (3 or 4 point3/ between 1963 and 1965, then fuel

consumption by 1965 will lie somewhere between 8m. and 9m. tons. The latter

figure may tend to underestimate the increase in efficiency caused by

modernisation since (i) the 'great strides forward' appeared after 1958 and

(ii) a linear method of projection was used. Because of this, an upper

value of 8.5m. tons would seem appropriate.

Method 111 If the trend of fuel consumption for the years 1956/1959 is

extrapolated to 1963 and then continued at a much slower rate, fuel

consumption may be in the region of 7.9®. tons by 1965. If the trend for
/ - 10»

the years 1957/1959 is extrapolated then consumption by 1965 may be 7.3m. tons.

Conclusion It appears that Railway fuel consumption by 1965 may lie

between 7.3 and 8,5m. tons of coal equivalent. Of this, coal may account

for 4.7 to 5.2ra. tons, diesei for 1.4 to 1.7®. tons, and electricity for

1.2 to 1.6a. tons of coal equivalent.

RAIL WAYS APT R 1965

By 1970 the Modernisation Plan should be more or less completed,

conomies in the use of fuel may continue in th- late 1960's and the 1970's,

as the last of the steam engines are replaced by diesei or electric

The change in production (i.e. train miles travelled) does not
require analysis: the reduction in production during the years 1957/1959
is in line with a mileage of 363®. train miles by 1963, thus the expected
reduction in production is refleoted in the trend figures of fuel consumed.
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locomotives, bpt the increase in fuel efficiency should be much slower after

1963 than before that date.

is team locomotives will be replaced by diesela except for some suburban

electrification e.g. around Glasgow, and the electrification of (i) a few

main line3, e.g. London to Manchester, and (ii) the track in the south east

of ngland - to the ea3t of Portsmouth. Lteam locoaiotives will gradually be

scrapped - the oldest first (probably the most fuel inefficient) - and will

bs replaced by diesels, but even by 1970 or 1973 the steam engine may not be

eliminated completely from Britain.

In the first JAodernisation Plan it was estimated that by 1970 passenger

traffic would decline to about 204bi. passenger train miles - with an increase

in fast and suburban traffic but with a large decrease in stopping and branch

line traffio. It appears that in the long-run (say 1970 - 1975) aeroplane

traffic will have increased still further but, in a country as small as

Britain, the advantages of internal air traffic - especially 'with a congested

journey from the airport to the centre of the town - are limited. Road

traffio will become heavier thus reducing speed, especially through towns,

where the advantages of the new motorways are not to be gained. The parking

problem also may foroe more and more people to use the railways. On the

other hand, as more oars are bought, there will be more vehicles on the roads,

which may result in less use of the railways. r'urther, motorways will help

to quicken journeys between the main oities and this may encourage more use of

oars for inter-city travel. Because of these conflicting forces it is very

difficult to estimate railway traffio in the future, but, on balance, it mi$it

be assumed that passenger traffic on the railways will not decline or increase

although the total amount of travelling by rail, road and air may increase as

the general standard of living rises.
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Freight traffic on the railways nay suffer more than passenger traffio.

No matter how fast and effective mo d ern freight transport may be it often

has an inherent disadvantage: the goods may have to be transferred from the

railway to the consumer by road. Thus with the advent of motorways the

advantage of&st rail traffic between centres may be reduced while the

problems of town congestion, together with the oo3t and encumbrance of using

two types of transport, remain. In time the railways may be helped by the

greater development of road-rail trailers.

The main oargo which the railways carry is ooal and as less ooal is used

direotly, and more power stations are situated at the coal mines, there may be

less of this traffio for the railways. British Railways estimated that by

1963 freight traffic would be 15. Ies3: a continued reduction in freight

traffio say be expected for the later years.

The following estimates of railway fuel consumption for 1970 are based

on the above assumptions and analysis. (a) Using the efficienoy method of
11

calculation, by 1970 fuel consumption may lie between 7»35m. 'tons and
12# "11

8.1m, 'tons of ooal equivalent! * and, (b) using the fuel projection method

of oaloulation, by 1970 fuel consumption may be about 6.5m. tons.^ It

thus appears that fuel consumption by Railways in 1970 may lie between 6.5 and

7.6m. tons of coal equivalent. This estimated fuel consumption will result

from a reduction in solid fuel consumption, accompanied by increases in diesel

ana electricity consumption (see Table II).

11. This assumes an index of produotion of 90; it uses the 1958/59
projection of effioienoy.

12# This assumes an index of produotion of 90; it uses the 1956/59
efficiency projection.

As in the earlier analysis it seems more likely that fuel
oonsuiqption may lie closer to the lower estimate.

14. This assumes an index of produotion of 90.



There seems little likelihood that in the period 1970-75 there will be

any fundamental change in traction methods: for example, it is unlikely

that nuolear power will be used other than for the generation of electricity

By 1975 diesel oil will have gained further in importance at the expense of

coal, while electricity will have increased only slightly, since few

additional lines will be eleotrified. Total demand for fuel may again

decline, as a result of greater fuel efficiency and a slight drop in traffic

Estimates for 1975 are included in Table IX.

TABLE II Estimates of Riel Consumption in Railways

Coal and other
solid fuels 10,3 4*7 - 5*2 3*1 - 3*5 1.8-2,2

Oil 0.2 1,4-1.7 1.9-2.2 2.4-2.6

Electricity 1.0 1.2 - 1.6 1.5 - 1.9 1.8 - 2.2

11.5 7.3 - 8.5 6.5 - 7.6 6.0 - 7.0
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RO-tiD TAJtSfORT

In the thesis road transport will be taken to cover private oars,

cycles (motorised), public service vehicles (buses), goods vehicles, arid

electrically propelled vehioles (traiaoars). In the following analysis the

total number of vehicles on the roads will be taken to be the number of

A

licensed vehioles driven by petroleum, excluding tractors 'and vehicles

exempt from licence duty (e.g. fire-engines). The statistics of the number

of vehicles and fuel used by them are given in Table I,

Because of the length of tim> it would take for radical changes in

vehiole propulsion to affect fuel consumption it can be assumed that up to

1965 no major technical development will influence the fuel consumption of

road transport.

Since there is no suitable output indicator no adequate measure of

efficiency can be derived. However, a dependent relationship, given as an

index, can be established between the number of vehicles on the roads and

fuel consumed.^* This is not a particularly meaningful index as movements

in the ratio may be influenced by several indireot fhotors, for example

(i) An increase in the ratio may be due to smaller mileages per

vehiole rather than to any increased efficiency in the use

of fuel.

(ii) A decrease in the importance of certain types of vehiole, e.g.

buses, may change overall efficiency in the use of fuel.

• In the official statistics the fuel used by agricultural tractors is
omitted and is included under Agriculture. In the thesis the same
practice will be followed.

p
• There is a measure of output for public service vehioles but this is
of little use as (i) they are of minor importance and (ii) their
importance has decreased through time.

3» The dependent relationship will be given as the number of vehioles/the
quantity of fuel used, expressed as a percentage.



TABLAI

•oadTransporttailstias:includingKanbcrofKuadVehicles.ItependentKsIntiunship.sadWldonsuW>ti'on"""
Kos.ofPrivate VehiclesCycles (inth.)Public

Goods

UnitedKingdom A.IHIEI(1954=100) FuelUsed (into.tonsofcoal equivalent)
B.If?TEX(1954«100)

Indexofdependant delatiooship(a)
Of

with1954»100
/lilectrioVehicles(inth.) FuelUsed

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1961

2131

2258

23o0

2508

2762

3100

3526

3888

41<7

4549

4966

559

654

752

848

949

1037

1139

1256

1326

1471

1520

1733

124

130

132

132

128

112

103

99

96

94

92

89

772

848

900

938

968

1000

1037

1114

1179

1221

1274

1331

3483

3740

4125

4386

4648

5016

5497

6127

6632

7126

7595

8299

63

68

75

00

84

91

10C

111

120

129

138

151

8.6

9.5

10.6

11.2

11.3

11.9

12.5

13.3

13.8

12.8

14.7

16.O

69

76

85

9G

90

95

100

106

110

102

118

128

91

89

88

89

9396

100

105

109126117

10

9

9

8

87

7

6

654

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.60.5

0.5

0.4

0.40.40.3
118

3

Sources:.-ntnalhstract.fable226; 'Uccst.Table7.
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(iii) In a particular category, e.g. cars, there my be ohanges in

tastes e.g. to smaller oars which may use less petrol.

Although this dependent relationship is rather vague and has a

relatively looser meaning than is theoretically desirable, it is a useful

tool for forecasting ^urposes and hes been used in the following analysis.

Since 1952 the number of vehicles on the roads has increased by about

500,000 per annum, although the increase in 1959 was some 700,000 - an

exceptionally prosperous year for the economy and for the motor industry in

particular. As the standard of living increases, more people acquire cars,

but since the rate of increase of Incomes may not be faster than during the

last ten years, the: expansion in the number of vehicles may not be quicker

than in the past. The limits to this growth of vehicles seem to be (i) the

inadequacy of the British road system to cope with increased traffic, (ii)

market saturation (which seems unlikely until after 1965), and (iii) the

compulsory road test for 10 year old cars. This may result in the scrapping

of many vehicles: some may not be replaced because of expense.

By extrapolating the past trend from 1952 - the first full year without

petrol rationing - an estimate can be obtained of the number of road vehicles

in 1965! between 11.25 and 11.75®*^* Using these figures and the

projection of the dependent relationship index (excluding 1957* because of

the Sues ©risis) the total amount of fuel used by 1965 can be derived as

18.8m, tons.

There are some implicit assumptions in the above analysis: these will

be examined to see whether they are realistic.

This forecast is corroborated by an article in the 00no-mlst, 22nd
October, 1960, page 362, where it says "in spite of the increased supply
of new oars the oar population probably will not rise any faster than it
has done in the last few years".



It is assumed that the index of the dependent relationship will

increase at the paet rate. Whether this can be justified is open to doubtt

as roads become more congested, cars will use more fuel for a given journey,

owing to delays, etc.; on the other hand, people may decide (i) to go by

rail, or (ii) to go by bus, or (iii) to stay at home. Any of these decisions

would alter fuel consumption. Motorways may help to quicken traffio and to

avoid delays, thus saving fuel, but, on the other hand, in cities it seems

unlikely that present road plans will do much to alleviate the congestion

which may well become much worse.

Although there has been a tendency for the development of smaller oars,

which use relatively less fuel, there has also been an accompanying increase

in the size of the engines of the larger oars. As a result of these

movements it is impossible to say how •efficiency' will move. The rate at

which old, and generally less fuel efficient cars are scrapped - which may

depend on the 'ten year test* - will affect the dependent relationship.

The lessening relative importance of public vehioles and goods vehicles

(see Table II) will also reduce fuel consumption since these two groups are,

per mile travelled, heavier fuel consumers than cycles or cars. On the

other hand, several cars may replace one bus and thus the over-all fuel

consumption in a year may not be very different.

It can be seen that some of the implicit assumptions in the method may be

open to dispute; all that can be said is that by 1965, on present indications,

the consumption of petroleum products by road vehioles may lie between 16,5

and 19.5m. tons of coal equivalent.
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TAIflff II -Percentage Number of Vehicles,, by Types, for
Various Years

1951 mi mi

Private Oars 55 59 61
Cycles (Motorised) 19 21 21
Public Service Vehicles 3 2 1
Goods Vehicles 22 18 17

99 100 100

(As the figures are rounded the totals do not necessarily
add up to 100)

As can be seen in Table I the importance of electrically driven vehicles

has declined considerably since the viar owing to the scrapping of most tramoar

systems. By 1965 electrical fuel consumption by road transport may be as low

as 0.1 or 0.2m. tons annually; thus electricity will have little influence on

the over-all fuel demand.

3<\iel Consumption after 1965

In most oases the sale of a consumer-durable good expands until the

percentage of owners of that good in the population rises to a point where

increased sales are difficult tu achieve: "market saturation" has occurred.

Sales are then related to scrappings and obsolesoence rathor than to growth

(this situation is apparent in the market for television sets where replacement

rather than expansion is now the predominant influence.) In the motor trade,

where the good is of a relatively high price and there is a develox^ed second¬

hand market, the timing of saturation is difficult to estimate.

In 1959 the car population in xitain was about 5®. i. e. one oar for every

ten in the population whereas in the U.S.a. there is one for every three persons.

It is unlikely that this latter density will be reached in Britain, owing to

such factors as poorer roads, shorter distanoes, and lower standards of living.

If a ratio of five persons per oar were assumed for Britain then the total car

population would eventually reach 10m. to iO^m. Conroensurate with this



increase in private oars, there may be a decline in public service vehicles

(perhaps to 70,000) while the number of goods vehicles may continue to expand,
5.

perhaps to 2 or 2.23sa. by 1970. Motor cycles may also increase in number

but probably less quickly than oars, say to 2.75 or 3®* an annual

increase of about 100,000. On these estimates total vehicle population by
6.

1970 would lie between 14.75 to 15.75®. The timing of the levelling off

in vehicle population growth is impossible to estimate exactly but it will
. 7.

probably occur in the late 1960's or early 1970*8.

assumptions concerning fuel efficiency which will be tenable to 1975

are difficult to make with confidence. In a high demand consumer-durable

field, like motor-cars, it is possible that some new invention may revolutioni

developments. It is noteworthy that, while the internal combustion engine-

has propelled vehicles for over sixty years and the oar has been an important

consumer durable for forty years, there has been no radical change in engine

design during all that period. However, the Wahkel engine, the gas-turbine

engine, or the Ferguson revolutionary car, may all have some effect on fuel

consumption by 1975. None of these inventions, however, are likely to be on

the market for some years. ven were a radically new design to be developed

by one firm immediately, it would take a number of years before other

manufacturers changed to the new method of propulsion. Unless the life of

cars were to decline sharply, even by 1970 there still would be considerable

numbers of conventionally propelled vehicles. Furthermore, a new

revolutionary engine design does not necessarily imply that the new vehicle

5
Especially when the 'popul tion bulge' affects the 17 to 22 age group;

this will begin to happen before 1965.

It is estimated in the Esso agazine, Vol. IX, No. 4> Autu in 1960, that
by 1970 the vehicle population in Britain will reach 15m.

If an annual increase of about 500 to 600 thousand vehicles is assumed,
the 'stagnation point' should be reached between 1968 and 1971*
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will consume less fuel per raile. No matter the importance of the engine

revolution, the vehicle will still require fuel to operate and this fuel is

likely to be some type of oil derivative.

Even with considerable changes in design, fuel consumed by road vehicles

may continue to increase until the vehicle saturation point is reached around

1970. After this date, fuel consumption is unlikely to increase and may

even decline if there is a break through in engine design or if the present

designs are made more fuel efficient. Because such a revolution is only

problematic the index of the ratio of vehicle numbers to fuel consumed will

be assumed to continue to increase slowly.

There is unlikely to be much consumption of electricity by road

transport whioh will be confined to battery driven vehicles,®'a few tramoars

and some trolley-buses: at the upper limit, this may amount to 0.1m. tons

of coal equivalent annually by the 1970*s.

On these assumptions the total fuel consumption in the first half of

the 1970's may be about 22m. tons of ooal equivalent.

It would appear that the potential development of battery driven
vehicles is limited until some better method of storing electricity is
invented. Some modifications of the Bacon fuel cell may eventually
have some importance in this field but this development is even more
remote, in time, than those envisaged for petroleum driven vehicles.

It seems unlikely that any city (except Blackpool) will have tramoara
by 1970. Trolley buses may have ast'.ghtly longer life but their
total consumption of electricity will be small.
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cioutae 6

VjATIR IxUdJIQAT

In the official fuel consumption statistics, later Transport covers

consumption by barges, boats, ships, etc. which do not go outside territorial

waters. The statistics of ships which refuel in Britain (e.g. British liners

or deep sea fishing boats) are included under foreign bunkers, As the

purpose of this Bart of the thesis is to assess total fuel consumption it is

necessary to include foreign buacers since they are an integral part of the

demand for fuel in Britain.1, This has been done below.

fhel consumption by ships will be a function of their number, their size,

their age, and the distances they travel. It is impossible to obtain an

index which incorporates these features. With the lack of any better index,

net tonnage"* gives a reasonably suitable measure with which to compare

consumption. The index takes account of tonnage but not the number, size,

or age of ships, or the distances they travel. The index gives an approximate

measure of output of the vater Transport sector.

In Table I net tonnage is given in toto, that is, including coastal

traffic and foreign going shipping. It can be seen that net tonnage has

increased considerably since the War. Table I also includes figures of fuel

consumption and efficiency.

Britain is basically a trading nation with high propensities to import

and export and a3 the national income increases, both exports and imports will

increase. Since the figures in Table I include the ships trading with other

nations it can be assumed that the trend of net tonnage will increase as

F-uel consumption by naval vessels cannot be included wing to lack of data.

Net tonnage, in this context, measures the amount of shipping leaving
British ports and is defined as gross tonnage minus certain deductions e.g.
crew space and engine rooms.



TABLEI

WaterTransportStatistics:FuelConsumption,VeaaelaClearedfrom BritishPorta,andEfficiency
194819491950195119521953195419551956195719581959

FuelUsedGoal6.76.45.35.04-54.13.63.22.62.21.8(inm.tons ofooalOil equivalent)
TOTAL INDEX

(1954=100)
Allvesselsoleared (inm.nettons)

INDEX
(1954»100)

EFFICIENCYINDEX (1954«100)
3.83.94.46.06.77.17.78.28.87.58.1 10.510.39.711.011.211.211.311.411.49.79.9 939186979999 .1001011018687

122.0129.0136.5146.5154.3161.3164.6167.8170.5172.3175.8 747883899398J00102104104107
808697929499100101103121123

1.5 8.5 10.0
895

1

Sources:oniualAbstract.Table250; Digest,Tables7,42,111.
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Britain's national income and trade ***grow, Further, there has been a

general tendency sinoe the War, through agencies such as the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, to encourage international trade and this

aim appears likely to be continued in the future. It seems legitimate,

therefore, to assume that the tonnage using British ports will continue to

increase and, on the assumption that the 1952 to 1956 trend will oontinue

to 1965, the total tonnage leaving British ports will be about 210m. by that

date.

Sinoe the War there has been little or no upward trend in fuel

consumption by shipping because of the fact that efficiency seems to have

increased steadily - especially since 1955. The general increase in

efficiency may be accounted for by the number of modern post-war ships which

(often; are of large siae and may embody technical advances in ship and
«

engine design. Whether efficiency will continue to rise is an open question.

If it does, then fuel consumption may remain constant or increase only slowly,

but if the continued improvement in efficiency cannot be maintained then

fuel consumption will increase with greater trade.

At present, the world has an over supply of shipping, nuch of which is

modern as a result of replacement since the War. as the life of a ship is

approximately 25 years there will be little replacement of this modern fleet

for a considerable number of years and thus there will be little increase in
4.

efficiency owing to the application of new technology. Beoause of this,

fuel consumption will probably rise. Further, the large economies to be

gained by changing from coal to oil firing have already been largely obtained.

■*' P = 0.8 when net tonnage is correlated with the volume of imports and
exports of the United Kingdom. The net tonnage figures include passenger
traffic whioh is not as dependent on trade.

There will, of course, always be some rebuilding e.g. larger tankers,
which, generally, will be more fuel efficient than those which they
replace.



The above arguments are subs tantiated by the trend of the efficienoy

index (see Table 1). However, none of the arguments explains the rapid rise

in efficiency between 1956 and 1957• An explanation for this may be that

the world recession in 1957/1958 resulted in less buoyant freight rates and

so (i) fuel may have been used as economically as possible in order to

reduce costs and, (ii) the oldest and most inefficient ships may have been

laid up resulting in increased efficienoy.

On the assumption that (i) fuel efficiency will increase at the same

rate as in the years 1951 to 1956 and (ii) net tonnage will be the same as

calculated above, total fuel consumption will be 11.5m. tons of coal

equivalent by 1965. On these figures and when account is taken of the rapid

increase in efficiency during 1957 and 1958, the further increase in

efficiency from 1939 to 1965 would appear to be negligible: this seems

unlikely. It would be more realistic to assume that the slower 1951/56 rate

of increase in efficiency may continue in the period 1959/1965 but from a

point reflecting the gains in efficienoy in the period 1957/1958* This

would give fuel consumption a value of some 10.5m. tons by 1965.

It seems, therefore, that by 1965 fuel consumption by Water Transport

may be about 10.5 to 11m. tons of coal equivalent, of which about 0.3a*. tons

may be coal (used more or less entirely in inland water-transport and fishing)
and the rest will be oil.

Fuel Consumption after 1965

Until 1965 the propulsion of all vessels using British ports will be by

oil or coal. By 1975 nuclear power may be used for some specific types of

ships e.g. enormous tankers or fast Atlantic liners. It seems very doubtful,

however, whether atomic energy will have more than a very marginal role to



5.
play in ship propulsion even by that time. By the 19701s ooal will have

all but disappeared and probably will play an even smaller role than

nuolear power. The only fuel used extensively will be oil.

If the life of a ship is assumed to be 25 years then the 1970's will

see the rebuilding of rauoh of the fleet constructed in the immediate post-war

era. These replacement ships may incorporate some ohanges in fuel

consumption, since by that time, nuolear propulsion, newer methods of oil

propulsion, new designs and larger ships may all help to reduce fUel

consumption per net-ton mile. The main effects of this change will occur

outwith the time period of the thesis; in the later 1970's, The actual

timing of the replacement may depend not only on the physical age of the

ships but al3o on general conditions of world trade. Unless some cheaper

method of transport is developed, it is unlikely that much of the replacement

can take place before 1975 and it may be delayed for several years.

Because the refraining benefits to be gained from the change from coal to oil

may be completed by the raid-1960's and beoause of limited rebuilding until

the I97f- 's, increases in efficiency after 1965 will probably be less than

before that date.

Britain is an island and because of this all her imports and exports must
£

be carried by sea and air. * ^t present, air traffic is principally concerned

with passengers: during the time period examined in the thesis the emphasis

will continue to be on passengers owing to the problems encountered in bulk

transportation by air. ahips, therefore, may lose passengers to aeroplanes

but may lose very little goods traffic. :ven by the 1970*s there would

5
See, for example: W.P. Zinn A R.P. Godwin: 'The Uses of Nuclear

Energy for Purposes Other than the Generation of leotriclty', Geneva
Conference Paper (58) p/1831. (taken from Progress in Nuolear Power,
Vol. II)
This assumes that even if a Channel Tunnel were built the traffic

through it would be of only minor importance compared with Britain's
total trade.
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appear to be a place for passenger liners, either to provide restful luxury-

voyages or aheap • oafeteria-oum-dorraitory type' transport for those who

cannot afford the more expensive, super-sonic flights. Passenger travel may

increase as distances become apparently less and the standards of living of

the developed countries improve further. Whether shipping can hope to

capture a part of this increased mobility is an open question but on the

other hand it seems doubtful whether passenger traffic by sea will decline to
7

any signifleant degree. *

From these arguments and on the assumption that trade will increase at

the same rate as in the period 1959/1965, more fuel will be used by 1970

than in 1965* Because of shipping replacements in the 1970's efficiency

may again increase at a faster rate with a resultant readjustment in fuel

consumption.

Hie following table gives possible values to the above speculation.

Fuel Consumption by Water-Transport in 1959. 1965,
1970: 1775

(in m. tons of ooal equivalent)

1959 1965 1970 1975

Goal 1.5 0.3
Oil 8.5 10.2 - 10.7 11.5 11.3
Nuclear - - - .1

Total 10.0 10.5 - 11 11.5 11.4

7* The same forces have been in operation since the War and the net tonnage
of passenger ships using British ports has increased. Passengers crossing
the Atlantic by sea inoreased only fractionally from 1948 to 1958 but there
was a considerable drop in 1959. Building a replacement for the queen Mary
would hardly suggest pessimism, at least on the part of the Chandos
Convnission.
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CHAPTER 7

AIR TRAHSfOHT

The amount of fuel consumed in a year by Air Transport wiU be a

function of, among other things, the number of miles flown by aeroplanes and

the loads which they carry. The unit, the short-ton-mile, is a measure

which incorporates these variables. (The index includes all traffic: i.e.

passengers, freight and mail).

Although the short-ton-mile is the measure normally used^'to show 'air¬

transport-production* , this index (used as a measure of output) is of

limited validity in the present context. Most British airways fly to

countries outside Britain and many of the planes must of necessity refuel in

other countries, thus, although the statistics (see Table 1) show mileages

flown by British airways, the fuel used by them may not be purchased in the

United Kingdom. Similarly, many foreign planes are refuelled in Britain

(e.g. for the North Atlantic flight): their 'production' does not enter into

the British figures although their fuel consumption does. Whether these

two sources of error are equivalent is unknown. Further, the mileage flown

by military planes is not recorded in the 'production' figures but the fuel

which they use is incorporated in the fuel data. As ni^t be expected there

has been a rapid annual inorease in the number of short-ton-miles flown by

British airways since the War.

Fuel consumption rose until 1356; it has since declined, although a

slight rise was reoorded in 1959. Within the total, aviation spirit

consumption rose until 1956 but has since declined. Turbine fuel

consumption has increased although in a rather fluctuating manner. The

^• See, for example; G.F. Ray & F.T. Blackaby: "Energy and Expansion",
National Institute oonoraio Review, Nos. 11, September 1960.



TABU.IAirTransportStatistics:iaileage,FuelConsumption.andEfficiency 1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

TOTaLi'lLisGE (inin.short-ton- mile8)

85.8

94.7

118.7

157.2

175.3

196.6

203.3

244.6

276.9

313.5

329.6

?

INDEX
(1954«100)
42

47

59

77

86

97

100

121

137

155

163

FUELCONSUMPTION AviationSpirit
(th.tonsof petroleum)

273

288

282

335

600

886

1095

1140

1159

1106

1064

972

AviationTurbine Fuel

(th.tonsof petroleum)

70

110

176

34X3

361

298

393

558

595

524

501

656

TOTAL

(inm.tonsofcoed equivalent)
0.6

0.7

0.8

1.1

1.6

2.0

2.5

2.9

3.0

2.7

2.7

2.8

INDEX

(1954=100)
24

28

32

44

64

80

100

116

120

108

108

112

EFFICIENCYINDEX (1954=100)
175

168

184

175

135

121

100

104

114

144

151

Sources:AnnualAbstract,Table252; Digest.Tables7»117-
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decline in the oonsuar^tion of aviation spirit ooiaoided with the replacement
2»

of piston-engined aeroplanes by turbo-prop and jet airoraft.

In the following, for lack of any better indicator, it is assumed that

short-ton-miles give an adequate measure of production* By the normal

method, efficiency in the use of fuel can be calculated, the figures are

given in Table I. Efficiency decreased until 1954-1 it has since increased -

most markedly since 1956. About the same time as the change-over to turbine
*

fuel occurred there was an increase in efficiency in the use of fuel, Tahich

appears to be in line with the claims made for the Viscount and the

Britannia. however, the trend runs contrary to the oft quoted opinion that

pure-jets are heavy oonsumers of fuel. The reason for this appears to be

that, apart from B.O.A.C., few British airlines have pure jet-planes but

many have turbo-jets; because of this, over-all fuel efficiency improved.

Further, it is probable that less than half of the jet fuel consumed is

purchased in Britain (e.g. on the North Atlantio run the planes will be

refuelled in New York) and thus the higfr fuel consumption characteristics

of the pure-jet are minimised in the figures.

In the future more passengers may travel by plane because of advantages

of speed while, with the greater use of turbo-prop airoraft, relatively cheap

fares may be possible on certain (e.g. internal) routes thus these planes may

be able to oompete in price, comfort, and speed with rail and road. The

transport of freight nay increase but probably less quickly than passenger

travel owing to the limitations of bulk transport by air. More mail may be

carried but this is unlikely to make a major contribution to the yearly

For example, it was in the financial year March 1956/57 that B.O.A.C,
introduced Britanniaa, in 1957/56 the larger Britannia, and in 1958/59 the
Comet IV; all of these planes replaced piston types.
Viscounts beoame operational in 1953 but were not in service in large

numbers until 1954- or 1955* By November 1960 piston engined airoraft
had been replaced completely by B.E.A.
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short-ton-mileage. Because of these factors and because of higher

standards of living air traffic will increase and it may be at a rate

similar to that of the years since the War.

If it is assumed that the rate of increase in the mileage travelled by

aeroplanes is similar to that in the years 1950/5^^* then by 1965 about

510m. short-ton-railes will be flown. However, if it is assumed the.t air

travel will increase at the same rate as in the period 195V^958, then by

1965 about 650m. short-ton-miles will be flown. These two figures will act

as the lower and upper limits in the following analysis: the two limits

appear to cover probable eventualities.

As has been shown above, it is unlikely that the present fuel

consumption pattern will be permanent. Up to the present time (i.e. from

about 1954) the increased mileage flown has apparently Just been compensated

by the increased efficiency brought about by new methods of propulsion.

The slight increase in fuel consumption in 1959 may have arisen because

increased mileage was no longer balanced by increased efficiency since the

major air-lines had already replaced almost all their piston engined

aeroplanes by turbo-props and pure-Jets. Gradually the smaller air-lines

will also use these more modern aircraft but most of the re-equipment will

be carried through with turbo-Jets rather than with pure-Jets, * After these

change-overs are completed, fuel consumption, once more, may become primarily

a function of mileages flown rather than a function of new methods of

**" When the calculations were made 1959 figures were not available.
•'* Most of these smaller non-nationalised companies try to carry
passengers (and freight) as cheaply as possible and thus they do not
depend on the 'glamour* of a pure-Jet to get trade. They require hard¬
working cheap-to-run aircraft with which they can cut costs to the
minimum. It should be pointed out, however, that in Decei-ber 1960 a
number of orders were plaoed for pure-Jets by independent air-lines.
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propulsion. The result of these forces may be that the growth of

efficiency in the use of fuel my decline (this already may be in evidence

in 1958).

If it is assumed that the short-ton-mileage by 1965 is 510m. and that

there may be close similarity to past experience between mileages flown and

fuel consumption - allowance, however, being made at the same time for a

small increase in efficiency caused by newer planes and the modernisation of

non-nationalised British air-lines - then the fuel consumption index will be

160 by 1965: the corresponding fuel consumption will be 4m. tons. On the

same assumptions, the tonnage equivalent to a mileage of 650m. miles will be

4.25®. tons.

If forecasts are made by the efficiency technique and not by the

projection of past consumption, and if it is assumed that efficiency can

only rise very slowly, sinoe the main benefits of aeroplane change-over have

already taken place, then by 1965 the efficiency index may be equal to 170.

Prom the mileage limits given above and the estimate of efficiency just made,

fuel consumption will lie between 3.7 and 4.0m. tons of coal equivalent,

respectively, in 1965.

Prom these estimates it appears that fuel consumption by Airways may

lie between 3.7 and 4»3m. tons of coal equivalent by 1965.

Fuel Consumption after 1965

Although aircraft improvements have increased considerably sinoe the

ar, future advances in design and speed may be even greater. During the

next ten to fifteen years the aim in civil aviation will be to span the

world with aeroplanes flying at up to two or three times the speed of sound.

The technical difficulties of such enterprise are enormous but it is

thought technically possible that by around 1970 this objective may be

attained. Up to that time no oivil air-liners will be supersonic and,



because of the .phenomenon of the sound barrier, there is little likelihood

that planes will travel at speeds greater than these attained to-day, i.e.

about 600 m.p.h.

A plane, like the Boeing 707 or the Comet, has an expected life of some

8 to 10 years. Tims about 1966 to 1968 the present fleets may have to be

replaced although supersonic aeroplanes may not be ready to take their place

at that time. The replacements, therefore, can only be improvements on what

there is already.

During this subsonic era the bulk of traffic will be carried by the

slower but much more adaptable turbo-prop air-liners. ven by the 1970's

these may still be of fundamental importance for relatively short journeys

e.g. in Britain and Europe, for which the pure jet is of limited use at

present.6-
It is evident from the above analysis that until the late 1960's the

type of fuel used will be virtually the same as to-day. By the 1970*s

rooket fuels may be necessary to give the required thrust for speeds of

raach 2 or 3*

In general, it can be assumed th«t air traffic will continue to grow

between 1965 and 1975* A'ithin Britain, itself, there may be limits, as on

the roads, beyond which it is unlikely that traffic will expand. Britain

is a small densely peopled island in which the advantages of air travel are

limited and some of the limitations^* will tend to increase as the

population become more affluent. Traffic to areas outside Britain may

continue to expand as the world becomes more closely knit. On the other

hand, with aeroplanes able to fly greater distances without refuelling there

6. This analysis assumes th t there is no new type of engine developed
comparable with the pure-jet or turbo-prop.

•t
*

For example: greater traffic congestion in the towns may increase the
time taken to go from the air-port to the town centre; this proble»i may
be ameliorated by the use of helicopters.
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may be a decrease in the traffic whioh uses London mainly as a refuelling

station with the result that there will be a decline in fuel consumption.

(Even now, this may be beginning to show itself).

Although there is not much evidence to support the following views, it

is possible that freight traffic may increase faster than in the past but

that the rate of increase of total air traffic will slow down in Britain in

the later 1%0's and in the 1970's. If these general forecasts are correct,

traffic by 1970 will be in the region of 575-630m. short-ton-miles annually,

rising to 640-700tn. short-ton-miles by 1975*

Efficiency must next be considered. From the above argusaents, it is

likely that effioienoy will increase only slowly after 1965, to an index of

175 in 1970 and 180 in 1975.

Using the mileage figures given above and the efficiency figures just

raentioned fuel consumption may have a minimum level of it-.25atons in 1970

and 4.6m. tons in 1975.

By extrapolating the consumption of fuel, and making allowances for the

increase in mileage (but no allowance for increased effioienoy), fuel

consumption may be as follows :-

For a Mileage of 575m. miles by 1970 fuel consun^tion may equal 4.6m. tons

For a mileage of 630m, miles by 1970 fuel consumption may equal 5.1m* tons

For a nileage of 640m. miles by 1975 fuel consumption may equal 5# 2m. tons

For a mileage of 700m. miles by 1975 fuel consumption my equal 5.7m* tons

t/hen efficiency is taken into account fuel consun^tion will be lower.

It seems probable that fuel consumption may lie between 4.3 an<3 4.6m. tons

in 1970, and between 4.6 and 5.2m. tons, in 1975.
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CHAPTER 8

AGRICULTURE

agricultural fuel consumption has increased since the War at a

relatively constant rate: however, within the trend, the rate of increase

since 1954 has been slightly slower (see Table 1).
Fuel consumption by Agrioulture would seem to depend upon the

mechanisation of farms and upon the number of farms connected to electricity
-J #

supply rather than upon the total volume of agricultural production.

Often the degree of mechanisation is dependent upon electricity supply: for

exaa$)le, it is only possible to use electrical orop driers, if electricity

is available. Because of this, it is necessary to sub-divide mechanisation

into two parts: (a) that mainly dependent upon oil, and (b) that mainly

dependent upon electricity.

(a) Between the years 1946 and 1956 the number of tractors increased
2

from 203,000 to 478,000, * combined harvesters from 3,000 to 33,000, and

pick-up balers from 2,000 to 40,000. 3eoause of this increased

raeohanisat on it might be expected that oil consumption would have increased:

in fact, during the period 1948 to 1959 oil consumption rose only by 0.1m.

tons - a negligible amount.

(b) Between the years 1946 and 1956 the number of milking machines

increased from 48,000 to 102,000 and grain and grass driers increased from

1,000 to 9,000. During the period 1948 to 1959 electricity consumption

increased from 0,2m. tons to 1.1m. tons of coal equivalent.

When the fuel consumption figures are analysed in greater detail it is

Because of this fact, it is not possible to use an efficiency index
in the following analysis.

* All the figures quoted are taken from tee annual .abstract of
■Statistics. 1957. Table 209.
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AgriculturalFuelConsumption
194819491950195119521953195419551956195719581959

FuelGoxisump-Goal
0»4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.3

tion(in m.tonsofGoke
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

ooal equivalent)Elect.
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.1

1.1

OU

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.6

1.6

TOTAL

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.8

2.9

3.0

3.0

3.2

3.1

INDEX

(1954-100)

79

82

86

93

96

100

100

104

107

107

114

111

Source;Digest.Table7.
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seen that the consumption of ooal and coke has remained virtually constant,

that of oil has increased marginally, and that of elootricity has inoreased

more than five fold. The 'odd' consumption pattern of oil is examined

below. The increased use of milking maohines, eto., is insufficient to

account for all the increase in the use of electricity. Some reason, other

than mechanisation, must be looked for in order to explain this growth.

The explanation appears to lie in the number of farms whiah have been

connected to public electricity supply since the war. The number of

Agricultural consumers ha3 grown from 90,000 in 1948, to 250,000 in 1959,

a far greater percentage growth than in the Domestic sphere - from 10,797,000

to 15,109,000, in the same period. Further, the consumption of electricity

per consumer has expanded faster in Agriculture than in the Doraestic sector:

3,782 kwh in 194-9 to 7,015 kwh in 1959, and 1,187 kwh in 1949 to 1,902 kwh

in 1959,^* respectively. Prom this, it appears that the main reason for the

growth of electricity consumption by Agriculture is the large increase in the

number of farm consumers, and related to that, the rapid increase in

consumption per farmer.

ijxother factor which may influence Agricultural fuel consumption is the

weather. Both temperature and rainfall may affeot the quantity of fuel used,

for heating and for general agricultural purposes. This may be the reason

for the less rapid rise (and even fall) in fuel consumption in the good years

4.
1957 and 1959s 1958, being wetter and colder than average, may have given

rise to unusually high fhel consumption. For the years 1948 to 1959 the

correlation between trend-free fuel consumption and annual average

The various statistics in this paragraph are taken from the Digest.
Table 80.

Bee, the Digest. Table 1.
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temperatures, though not statistically significant, is nevertheless

indicative since p is as great as -0,54, In the last few years - say

from 1956 - temperature may have played a more important influence on

consumption: the increased correspondence may be due to the ending of all

restrictions on fuel consumption.

Up to 1965, new connections to the public eleotrioity supply will

continue to be made but probably at a decreasing rate since there will be

fewer farms still requiring connection and these may be more inaccessible.

In many areas, e.g. North ..est Scotland, increases in the number of

consumers may not expand consumption by aB much as in the past since these

'new' consumers will have (generally) lower incomes than those already

connected and thus will have less to spend on mechanisation and consumer

durables.

On the assumption that the annual increase in electrical consumption

by farms will be only marginally less than in the period since the war,

consumption of electricity in 1965 should be 1,5 or 1,6m, tons of coal

equivalent.

Goal and coke consumption will probably decline as there is inoreased

consumption of electricity (and oil) but the decline is unlikely to be very

marked unless price differentials become considerably greater. The price

of coal to Agriculture may rise faster than coal prices in general beoause

of higher transport charges arising from the relative isolation of farms:

coal may thus lose sales. The total consumption of coal and coke may be

around 0,3®. tons by 1965.
Oil consumption, which appears to be an enigma, may rise in the 1960's

but perhaps very slowly owing to the apparent lack of correspondence between
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msohunisation and oil consumption.5* There may bu Increased uae of oil for

heating purposes, perhaps offsetting the Melius in coal sail coke sales. By

\%5 oil ooapuspticn any be around 1.7m. tons of coal equivalent.

From the above it would appear that total fool consumption by

Agriculture in 1965 ia?>y bo in the region of 3*5 or 3.6m. tons of caul

equivalent.

If the total fuel ounsuMptloa tread for the years 1934 to 1)59 Is

rejected to 1965, the result corroborates the above estimate.

Fuel vonauraptioo after 1965

By 1965 most far -a in Britain will be oooaeoted to the public electricity

supply. 'rhe expansion io sales of electricity after that date will be almost

entirely due to increased consumption per oonsuiasr. From this it appears

probable that the annual inorueoe In electricity snle-B may decline in the later

1960'a and early 1970*»•

Since 1949, agricultural electricity consumption per consumer has

increased by BOi. British fars« are &aio^*fco be among the most highly

mechanised in the world, thus the need to increase mechanisation in the ftature

sa&y be less strongly felt than in the pact, which may scan that the rate of

There appears little obvious reason for the 2&ck of aorres>>oadenoo
between increased mechanisation and the non-increase in the use of fUel.
There are, however, several factors which my have possibly brought this
about;-

(i; .1 though the tractor population has more torn doubled amy old
vaporising oil tractors have been replaced by ijewer diesal types which
have higher fuel efficiency.
(ii) The number and oasplexity of Agricultural mrshines hm gram but

the actual usage may not have increased proportionately. Formerly a
machine was oft?n used jointly, say by three farmers; if these farmers
now all have & machine, the use, i.e. the fbal consumption, may not have
Increased threefold.

(ill) Many farms art- now supplied by public electricity. br-.vrly they
may have -wad® their am from ami! d&osel generators. Thus the
acquisition of public electricity may have affected toe anouat of oil
oonauaaad.

.,e®, for v>:aaplw: 3. Clark; 'British and uropean .•.griaulture',
■ est-.lnatcr Batik evlew, isovenfeer 1955, and F, ^tarrock: *.--'regress in
Hritish F-rifling Wloiency*, District iank" ^vicw, Hoa.136, font? 1961.



increase of fuel consumption by Agriculture will decline.

Because of the isolation of farms, coal, and to a lesser extent oil,

may becoiae relatively more expensive owing to increased transport charges.

Electricity, on the other hand, does not have the same transport problems -

once the cables are laid - and, therefore, its price may go up less. As in

other sectors of the economy it is hardly likely that people alter their fuel

consumption pattern solely because of & small change in the price of a fuel,

or of a competing fuel. A change in the type of fuel consumed may occur

only when re-equipment (or new equipment) is envisaged: it is at this stage

that electricity may benefit.

Hie effect of these forces on the individual fuels cannot be estimated

exactly. Goal (and coke) may continue to decline and by 1975 may be of

negligible iiapor taaoe; oil consumption may increase but probably only

slowly; electricity oonsuiiption may increase quite rapidly in the second

half of the sixties - although slower than in the first half - but may

increase much more slowly in the 1970's. The Table below gives an

indication of the possible outcome of these various movements.

agricultural Fuel Gonsumption in 1959. 1965, 1970 and 1975
(in million tons of oo&l equivalent)

1252 1265 12Z2 12Z5
Goal and Goke 0.4. 0.3 0.2 0.1
Cil 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8
Electricity 1.1 • vjn 1 -A. • ON 1.8 2.0

3.1 3.5 - 3.6 3.8 3.9

During the years 1948 to 1959 the trend of total fhel consumption was

curvilinear and, from what has been said above, it appears that it may
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continue to be so. By promoting the trend^'to 1970 and 1975 it is

possible to ascertain fuel consumption values for those years: the results

are similar to those in the previous table.

The data do not fit an exponential trend. If a parabola is fitted the
estimates appear rather large with an insufficient slowing down in the
growth trend: 3«7, 4.0, and 4.j$m. tons of coal equivalent for the years
1965, 1970, and 1975. The results given in the text are derived by
extrapolating graphically the past trend. The Agricultural sector is so
small that variations in the actual amounts consumed are of relatively
small Importance to the global figures required for the purposes of the
thesis.
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SHaFTEK 9

THE; ^jasLL.mous OBJTOH

The Miscellaneous oector oovers a wide heterogeneous group of

oooupations (and fuel consumers), and although they all come under the one

heading, they have relatively little in common. The iisoellaneous Sector

includes all fuel consuming sectors whioh are not dealt with elsewhere - for

example, retail distribution, street lighting, offices, and public

administration.

From Table I it oan be seen that fuel consumption increased from 1948

to a maximum in 1956: it has oinoe remained ^virtually constant.

Consumption in the early post-war years vraa influenced by coal rationing

but if Polanyi is to be believed, (see the Domestic Chapter) the unsatisfied

demand caused by rationing was very small. Further, it was often possible

in periods of stringency for consumers to increase fuel consumption by using

alternative sources of power e.g. oil. In the following it is assumed that

rationing had no effect on fuel demand.^"
The following axialysis examines the factors which affect fuel

consuaption in the Miscellaneous Sector.

as in the Domestic Sector, the Miscellaneous Sector might be expected to

have been subject to annual variations as a result of temperature changes.

The correlation coefficient between annual average temperatures and trend

free fuel consumption has a value of -0.19: this negative correlation is of

a lower magnitude than for the Domestic Sector and is, like that for Industry,

not statistically significant.

This assumption is probably quite realistio for the period sinoe 1954,
when fuels other than coal were available in reasonable quantities.
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MISCELLANEOUSFuelConsumptionandGrossDomesticProduct 194919501951195219531952*19551956195719581959
FuelConsumption (inra.

Coal

10.5

10.3

10.8

10.9

10.6

11.4

11.3

11.1

10.5

9.7

9.3

8.9

tonsof coal

Coke

5.6

5.5

6.2

7.1

6.8

6.4

6.9

6.7

6.6

5.6

5.6

5.3

equiva¬ lent)

Gas

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.1

3.2

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.2

3.0

3.1

2.8

Elect.

3.9

2*.2*

5.1

5.4

6.0

6.4

7.0

7.5

8.0

8.2

8.9

9.2

Oil

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.7

2.3

2.5

3.5

4.2

TOTAL

23.3

23.8

26.0

27.4

27.6

28.4

29.7

30.3

3(1.6

29.0

30.3

30.4

INDEX

78

80

88

92

92

96

100

102

103

98

102

102

(1952*=
100)

G.D.P

(at

constantprices with1954=100)

87.6

91.0

92.9

92.1

95.8

100

103.6

102*.4

106.3

106.4

111.6

Sources:NationalIncoineandExpenditure,i960.Table12* Digest,Table7-
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There is a close correspondence between Gross Domestic Product and
2Miscellaneous fuel consumption *(see Figure 1): sinoe 1954 the two graphs

have tended to diverge with G.D.P. rising faster than fuel consumption.

For projection purposes, the trend of fuel consumption has not been

sufficiently constant to derive a fixed ratio between G.D.P. and ffc»el

consumption.

It is impossible to use an efficiency index in order to aid the

analysis owing to (i) the existence of too many heterogeneous groups under

the heading Miscellaneous and (ii) the impossibility of obtaining a

meaningful measure of output for distributive trades, public administration,

eto.

As in other sectors of the economy, the relative stagnation in fuel

consumption has been associated with a fall in coal consumption and a rapid

increase in oil consumption. The growth of oil consumption has been

particularly rapid since 1954? ooal consumption has been declining since

1953 (see Table 1). These two trends, (i) of fuel consumption stagnation

and (ii) of the greater use of oil, are probably connected.

In Appendix IV it is established that by 1965 the G.D.P. will probably

have a value of 123, with upper and lower limits of 126 and 121, If these

values are assumed, the problem Is to determine the corresponding values of

Miscellaneous fuel consumption.

Although the use of fuel by the Miscellaneous Sector may expand (e.g.

with increased services in the economy), from experience it seems improbable
4

that the growth of fuel consumption will be as rapid as the rise in &.D.F.

2
The coefficient of correlation between the two factors is 0.88 which

is significant.



FIGURE Is Miscellaneous Fuel Consumption and Gross Domestic
Product (as indices with 1954 ■ 100)7^""
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Sources! Gross Domestic Product, Table 14, Blue Book
on National Income and Expenditure, I960.

Miscellaneous Fuel Consumption derived from
Table 7, of the Digest*
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To take index limits for fuel consumption of 107g- and 112^- by 1965 leaves

considerable room for slowly increasing efficiencies and a relatively high

rate of growth of G.D.P., or for high efficiencies and low rates of growth,

or for any variation between these limits. In terms of coal equivalents,

these estimates give fuel consumption limits of 31*9 and 33.4m. tons of coal

equivalent.

In the past, the inorease in electricity consumption has been linear.

There appears little reason to expect this trend to change and on this

assumption, 12m. tons of coal equivalent will be consumed in 1965. Oil

consutiption has been increasing at a relatively steady rate since 1955 and

there is no reason to suggest that the rate of increase in oil consumption

will decline, for the reason that the low operational costs associated with

small oil heated boilers - in comparison with coal fired boilers - may well

be an important matter for the relatively small firms found in oofirneroe and

distributive trades. On this assumption oil consumption by 1965 may be

8m. tons of coal equivalent.

The consumption of coal has been declining since 1953. The rate of

decline may increase owing to the greater use of oil. Further, the

consumption of coal shipped to Northern I reland and the Channel Isles is

included in the data find this 'export consumption' say decline for the same

reason. If these movements are taken into consideration coal consumption by

1965 may be in the region of 6m. tons. The use of coke may also continue to

decline - possibly slightly slower than at the present rate owing to the

effects of the Clean Air Act - giving a consumption of 4.5®. tons by 1965.

In the period from 1948 to 1959 gas consumption at first increased and then

declined. Because of the possibility of a relative increase in the cost of

gas, demand may fall to 2m. tons of coal equivalent by 1965*
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Fuel Consumption after 1965

As Gross Domestic Product grows, fuel consumption by the Miscellaneous

Sector may increase. The higher standard of living arising from a growing

G.D.P, may call for greater emphasis on distribution and services within the

economy. The increase in fuel consumption associated with this movement

may be gradual and raay be tempered by greater efficiency in the use of fuel

e.g. in street lighting. Although there may be greater efficiency in fUel

use, there may be a moveraent in the opposite direction through the greater

use of fuel to do the same job more effectively e.g. in increased or improved

lighting in buildings. Whether this movement will compensate for greater

effioienoy cannot be ascertained.

As the Glean Air Act becomes operative, it may have three effects on

Miscellaneous fuel consumption: (i) beoause of action taken to reduce the

amount of smoke emitted from ohimneys, efficiency in fuel use may be improved;

(ii) because of the necessity of reducing smoke pollution, people may change

from coal to non-smoke producing fuels - gas and electricity - provided that

the price of these fuels is relatively competitive; and (iii) fuel

efficiency may increase relatively quickly for a few years - during the

change-over to new boiler techniques and to different fuels - and then

increase more slowly.

If it is assumed that G.D.P, grows at about 3 points per annum and that

increases in efficiency will be less after 1965 than in the period from 1959

to 1965, then, by 1970, fuel oonsuinption may be 35m. tons of coal equivalent.

If the growth of Miscellaneous fuel consumption increases owing to the

greater importance of services, but, if a slower rate of growth of

efficiency is assumed as a. result of the changes brought about by the Glean

Air Act, then fuel consumption may be about 38m. tons of coal equivalent by

1975.
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The quantities of the various fuels which may make up these totals are

given below:-

miscellaneous Fuel Consumption
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

1959 1965 JL2Z0 mi
Goal 8.9 6 3 2

Oil 4.2 8 12 14

Qoke 5.5 4.5 3 2

Gas 2.8 2 2 2

Electricity 9.2 12 15 18

TOTAL 30.4 32.5 35 38

Hie detailed data for 1970 and 1975 are mainly conjectural. In

general terms it can be said that oil will probably gain in importance owing

to the effects of the Glean Air Act but may increase less quickly thereafter.

Goal demand will decline but imy tend to stabilise at a lower level. Coke

consumx>tion may fall but perhaps less quickly than coal because it is a

smokeless fuel. The demand for gas nay stabilise since its price will

probably rise relative to other fuels and thus reduce demand but, being

smokeless, it may manage to withstand soiae of the downward pressure.

Bleotricity demand may continue to expand at roughly the same rate as in the

past.
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CHAPTER 10

COILIKRIES

Coal Is produced in Britain from open oast and deep mines. The

following analysis will include only the fuel consumption of deep mines, as

open oast mines are not included in the statistics of the fuel consumption

of oollieries.

Colliery production resnained relatively constant for a considerable

period after the war, but there was a marked decline in output in 1958 and

1959 (see Table 1).

The consumption of fuel by Collieries has declined considerably since

the war and the pattern of consumption has also changed - away from coal to

electricity. As modernisation really got to grips with the problems of the

industry and as a surplus of coal developed, less effective mines were closed

and more modern machinery (often using eleotrioity) was employed. Because

of this, efficiency in fuel utilisation - an aim of the National Coal Board -

has increased very considerably - by 42 points (see Table I).

.Electrification of the mines is likely to continue and thus there may be a

continuing trend for lower fuel consumption as more of the fuel consumed
, 1*

becomes eleotrxo.

Fuel consumption by collieries principally depends upon (i) efficiency

in the use of fuel, (ii) the production of the oollieries, and (lii) the

number of collieries in operation. All these factors are functions of the

general consumption of coalj further, the demand for coal, itself depends,

4

"Complete electrification will usually give the most efficient and
economical service and the Board are in the process of electrifying
these oollieries which are expected to continue in operation for a
long time. .... There will remain, however, a number of collieries
which will continue to have their own boiler plant," Annual Report
of the K.C.B., 1956: page 37, paragraphs 145 and 146.
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CollieryProduction,
Fuel

Consumption,andEfficiency
1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

Production (inm.tons)

I97.6

202.7

204.1211.9
214.3

212.5

214.0

210.3

209.9

210.1

201.5

195.3

INUSX

(with1954=100)
93

95

95

99

100

99

100

98

98

93

94

91

Fuelconsumption
Goal

11.3

10.8

10.7

10.6

10.3

9.9

9.5

3.7

8.0

7.2

6.5

5.6

Electricity

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.8

1.9

1.9

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.7

2.7

2.7

&c&ceOr,Gas

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

TOTAL

12.8

12.4

12.4

12.5

12.3

11.9

11.8

11.2

10.7

10.0

9.3

8.4

IKUSX

(with1954=100)
108

105

105

106

104

101

100

95

91

85

79

71

EfficiencyIndex (with1954»100)
86

91

91

93

96

99

100

103

108

115

119

128

Source:jUgeat,Table7»8
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to a small extent, on the total quantity of fuel, and the type of fuel

consumed by the collieries.

From all the preceding analysis in Part I, an estimate of the total

amount of fuel consumed in 1965, 1970 and 1975 can be snade. The total amount

of coal which, may be consumed, directly and indirectly, is unknown until the

analysis of Part II is carried through* However, in order to undertake

Part II, total fuel consumption must be estimated and Colliery consumption is

a part of this; in making this estimate of Colliery fuel oonsunption, certain

assumptions must be made concerning the probable level of coal demand.

In the following analysis it is assumed that coal consumption (and

production) will be 170m. tons by 1965* 150m. tons by 1970, and 140m. tons by

1975, and that efficiency will increase during the next few years (owing to

the completion of the modernisation schemes, the closure of the most

uneconomic pits, and the greater use of electricity) but vdll slow down as

further economies become more difficult to achieve. Table II sumnafiees the

possible values of total coal production and of the efficiency of fuel

utilisation for the years 1965, 1970 1975; from these figures the fhel
2m

consumption by Collieries has been calculated. "

TABLE II: Fuel Consumption by Collieries in 1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975
(given as index numbers with 1954 = 100)

1959 1965 1970 mi
Total Coal Production 91(195) 79(170) 70(150) 65(1¥>)
(figures in brackets, coal
in m. tons)

Fuel Consumed by Collieries 71(8.4) 51(6.1) 44(5*1) 40(4*7)
(figures in brackets, fuel
in m. tons)

Efficiency 128 155 160 162

2.
In order that the Table may oonform to the normal pattern, the figures of

fuel consumption by Collieries have been shown in line 2 although they have
been derived from total coal consumption and efficiency.
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Table III shews how the fuel consumption figures of Table II may be

subdivided among the different fuels.

TABLE III: Fuels IQakift- up Colliery Fuel Consumption in 1959*
1965. 1970. and 1975

(in m, tons of coal equivalent)

1959 1965 1970 1975

Goal 5.6 3.1 1.9 1.3

Coke Oven Gas 0,1 0,1 0,1

Bleotrloity 2,7 2.9 3.1 3.4

TOTAL 8,4 6.1 5.1 4.7

At the end of iurt II the findings of Collieries will be re-exanlned to

see whether the total production figures, assumt-d in Table II, are realistic.
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SUMMARY

The analysis in Fart I has now been completed; the tables which follow

summarise the findings. They show, for the projection years, (i) the

estimates of fuel consumption of different sectors of the economy and (ii)
the estimates of total fuel consumption ~ both subdivided by types of fuel.

Fuel Consumption in 1965
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

Total Goal Goke^ * Oil Creosote/ Electricity Gas
Pitch

Industry 115 21.0 19.0 36.0 vo00.

Domestic

Miscellaneous

70

32.5

27.5

6.0

4.0
(+2.$
4.5

4.5

8.0

25 7

12 2

Oollieriea 6.1 3.1 - - 2.9 0.1

Agriculture8" 3.5 0.3 mm 1.7 1.5

Water Trans. 10.7 0.3 mm 10.4 mm mm mm

Air Trans. 4.0 mm - 4.0 mm mm mm

Road Trans. 19.0 - mm 19.0 mm mm mm

Railway Trans.8" 8.0 4.9 - 1.6 1.5

TOTAL 269.3 63.1 27.5 85.2 3.0 72.9 15.1
( +2' 5)
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(in ra. tons of coal equivalent)
Total Coal Coke^'' Oil Creosote/

xltoh
Electricity G-as

Industry 125 16 20 44 3 35 7

Domestic

Miscellaneous

72

35

21

3

4.5
(+3.0)
3

6.5

12

mm 31

15

6

2

Collieries 5.1 1.9 - - * 3.1 0.1

Agriculture®' 3*8 0.2 - 1.8 - 1.8 -

Water Trans. 11.5 - - 11.5 mm - mm

Air Trans. 4.5 - - 4.5 - mm -

Road Trans. 22 - - 22 - - -

Railway Trans.
® 7.1 3.3 - 2.1 - 1.7 -

TOTAL 286 45.4 27.5
(+3.0)

104.4 3 &7Jo 15.1

Fuel Consumption in 1975
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

Total Coal Coke Oil Creosote/
Pitch

Electricity Gas

Industry 134 12 21 50 4 40 7

Domestic

Miscellaneous

74.5

38

14

2

5
(+3.5)
2

9

14

mm

mm

38

18

5

2

Collieries 4.7 1.3 - - - 3.4 -

Agriculture®" 3.9 0.1 mm 1.8 - 2.0 -

later Trans, 11.3 - - 11.3 - mm -

Air Trans, 4.9 - - 4.9 - - mm

Road Trans. 22 mm - 22 - - -

&
Railway Trans.

•

6.5 2.0 mm 2.5 - 2.0 -

TOTAL 299.8 31.4 28
(+3.5)

115.5 3 103.4 14

a« The coal data for Agriculture and Railway Transport inolude a
small amount of coke.

b. Figures in brackets denote solid fuels other than coal or coke.
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PART II

Part I of the thesis estimated, for the years 19^5, 1970 and 1975* the

consumption, in direct use, of the different fuels consumed In the economy.

This analysis included manufactured fuels i.e. fuels made from other fuels.

The objective of Part II Is to examine these secondary fuels and to determine,

for the years under analysis, in \«hat quantities the primary fuels will be

used to produce the manufactured fuels. Prom the analysis it will then be

possible to derive the total demand for coal, oil, and nuclear power, for

1965, 1970, and 1975* Prom these data, together with the demand for

electricity and gas, the volume of investment necessary to achieve these

estimates will be derived in Part III»
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CHAPTER 11

ELECTRICITY

In the eleotricity generating industry a long period elapses between the

planning of a station and its coming into operation. Because of this, the

Electricity Authorities in Britain have already published plans for the

construction of power stations up to 1964. These plans will be looked at and

will then be examined in the light of the analysis of Part I.

Electricity is produced in Britain by Public Boards and by various

industries.1* Unless otherwise stated the following analysis will only deal

with the Public Boards.

In 1959 the output oapaoity of Public eleotrioity supply was 27.8 thousand

megawatts. Between 1960 and 1964 it is planned to increase this oapaoity

considerably to give an overall output capacity of 38.7th. (see Table I).

Table I: Planned Increase in Output Capacity, 1960 to 1964
(in megawatts)

Central North of Scotland South of Scotland Total
Eleotrioity Hydro-.leotrioity Eleotricity Board
Generating Board
Board

Inorease
1960/64 11/350 316 84!*. 12,510

Less closure
of oapaoity 1,600 - - 1,600

Net Increase 9,750 316 82*4 10.91

Sources: Central Electricity Generating Board, Annual Report, to
31st March, 19(30, Appendix b.

"Scottish Eleotrioity; Plans for the Future". December, 1958.

* In 1959 the industrial Producers sent out about 14* of all eleotrioity
produced in Britain (see, the Digest: Table 66). The fuel used by
industrial producers to generate eleotrioity is included in the fuel
consumption figures of the Industrial Sector.
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The data in the official plans are given as increases in capacity and

not in terms of coal equivalents or of eleotrioity generated. In order to

examine the future plans in units sirail&r to these whioh were used in Part I

it is necessary to translate the capacity figures into terms of coal

equivalents. In Table 7 of the Digest, the coal equivalent of electricity

generated in 1959 is given as 56.2m. tons. This figures includes electricity
pm

generated by "public supply and transport generating stations".** In order

that the data in the plan may be compared with the Ministry of Power figures,

it is necessary to make an allowance of 0.5m. tons of coal equivalent for
z

transport generating stations."'* The coal equivalent of electricity supplied

by Electricity Authorities in 1959 was therefore 55.7®. tons.

Thus, in 1959, the eleotricity generated from a capacity of 27.8 th. M.W.

was equivalent to 55.7«U tons of coal. It is next necessary to find the

corresponding data for 1964# In order to find the eleotrioity generated (in

coal equivalents) from the planned capacity, simple proportion is adequate,

if allowance is made for changing thermal efficiency'2*'* and for changing plant

load factor."'* By 1964, therefore, fuel consumption may rise to some

A

• the Digest; Footnote (a), page 15.

From Table 65 of the Digest the amount generated by transport in 1959
was 0,955 th. ra. KWh. From Table 68 the eleotrioity generated per ton
of fuel used is given as 1,925 KWh. On the assumption that this latter
figure applies equally to transport (in faot, the figure may be lower
owing to less modernisation) then fuel consumed would be 0.5m. tons.

By calculating the straight line through the thermal efficiencies from
1951 to 1959 and extrapolating this trend to 1964 the value of efficiency
can be estimated for that date as 29.4,5. The Central Eleotricity
Generating Board have estimated that efficiency will be 50 by 1965? the
above estimate appears realistic.

C
- * It is assumed that the plant load factor remains relatively constant.

From the data given in Table 68 of the Digest it appears that the plant
load factor may decrease slightly - but only marginally. Although the
new plant brought into operation will be used mainly for base-load
purposes, other older plant will be relegated to non-base load use, thus
the overall consumption ratio is unlikely to change.
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669.2m. tons of ooal equivalent; " the increase in consumption, in ooal

equivalent, will therefore be 13.5®. tons.

The manner in which this inorease in consumption will be subdivided

among the different fuels will next be examined. The increased generation

may not be divided among the different fuels proportionately to the inorease

in capacity since the load factors of different types of generation are not

usually the same.'* Because of this, each method of generation nust be

examined in order to derive the ooal equivalent of the electricity produced

in 1964. Where possible, estimates have also been made for 19«5.

Hydro-Electricity Most hydro-eleotrioity is generated in the

North of Sootland, although some is generated elsewhere. Table II shows
O

hydro-eleotrioity capacity in 1959 and the capacity planned for 1964.

TABLE Hi Hydro-Electricity Capaoity in Great BritainH—1 in. 1 ■ »mi mi . ii ■ .1 n ■■■h——— 1 Sim !■■■ ■ t 1 1 n m ■ <1m

(in megawatts)

N. of S. 3. of S. Q.E.G.B. Total

1959 866 122 63.5 1,051.5

Inorease 1960/1 964 316 - 349 655

Total 1964 1,182 122 412.5 1,716.5

55.7 x 38.7 x 26.3 * 69.2m. tons of ooal equivalent.
2778 29.4

T* In order that nuclear power may be as cheap as possible it uaist be
run at base load whereas hydro-eleotrioity is used often roost
economically for peak load generation.

®* Estimates can also be made for 1965 based on schemes not completed
until after 1964 e.g. the Awc/Oru&chan pumped storage development.
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la order to arrive at the coal equivalent of the Increase ia capacity,

the amount to be generated by this increase must be estimated. Prom

Table 66 of the jInfest it la possible to obtain the electricity generated per

kilowatt of installed capacity.-** This ratio fluotu&tea oonsiderabiy being

dependent, auong other things, upon rainfall. The annual average asnount of

electricity generated per kilowatt of installed oapacity for the years 19i?1

to 1959 was 2,171 K«h. The trend was slightly downward and with the

introduotion of pumped storage e.g. at Ffestiniog, the ratio may fall slightly

further, to a level of 2, 100 K«sh by 1964.

bith a oapaoity of 1,716.5 M.W. and a ratio of 2,100 between kilowatt-

hours and output capacity, the total acsount of eleotrioity generated by
10#

hydro-electrioi ty ia 1964 will be 5,62m. Srfh.

Table 66 of the Digest gives the correspondence betw ea eieotrxoity

generated and each ten of fuel used by steam stations. 3y projecting this

trend, the amount of electricity generated per ton of fuel used in 1964 (and

1965} will be 2,070 XWh. and 2,095 KWb., respectively, From these figures and

the above generation outputs, the increased production of hydro stations will

be 1,7 and 2.0m, tuna of oo&i equivalent ia i964 and 1965, respectively.
11c

IIuolear rower Since ths first nuclear power programme * wag published

in 1955, the possibility of future cost advantages for nuclear power have

receded and, at the same time, conventional fuels have became iftore plentiful,

thus reducing the need for alternative fuels. By 1960 the position had been

^* Output capacity and Installed oapaoity are not identical, the difference
being accounted for by consumption on the generating premises. For hydro¬
electric stations the difference ia small. The estimate for 1964 takes
account of the slightly lower value of output capacity.

On similar assumptions generation in 1965 will be 4.2m. KWh. The large
difference between 1964 and 1965 Is due to the inclusion of a part of the
large aw© project.

11 \

*A Programme of I'uclaar rawer (Omd. 9369), February 1955.
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reached that the third major revaluation of the nuclear programs had to be
12,

undertaken. ' This programs eav IsAged the construction of 3a000 J •'<?• of

nuclear capacity by 1966 r:* sing to 5,000 , by 1 968.
The present plana of the T-lactricity Boards would suggest that sows

\TL
2,125 *-#.•;• of output capacity may be in operation by 1964* on the

(It.

assumption that nuclear stations will be used for base-load - as they must

to reduce the cost of eieotrioity produced - then the output generated by
1 1

these stations can be found to be 14*892 th. £Sh, in 1964. " If this figure

of atomic generation in 1964 is converted into oo&i equivalents (by using the

above projection oi electricity generated par ton of fuel used) then the

equivalent coal consumption will be. 7*2®. tons and by 1965 the figure will be

8.65m- tons.

Oonventlonal £ggg£ The part of the increase in fuel consumption not

accounted for by hydro-electric or nuclear generation must fall either to

oil or to ooai. *11 though oil is cheaper than oo&l for the manufacture of

electrioity in the south-east of England the Central * lectrinity Generating

Board (hereafter referred to &£ the G.E.G.B.) decided, because of external
17.

pressure, to postpone increased consunption of oil. In the 1960/1964

12
The Nuclear Power iTograstr-e (Omnd, 1083), June 1960*

See: Oentraj Electricity Generating Board, Seport to 31st -arch, 1960.
^.ppentjix 6, &ncl '
"Scottish -lectrioity; Tlan for the Future".

^ With a load factor of at ls&st 80 .

15, * £&r * 2.125 x ^ th. Ok.
16 *

Since it is proposed to bring one atomic station (capacity 400-500 M»« •)
into operation annually and to have 3,000 M.rf* capacity by 1966 then two
stations will have to be built in 1965/1966. a this assumption,
capacity by 1965 will be about 2,550 S. generating soma 17,870 th. Oh.
of electricity in a full year.

17* gee, O.E.G.3. annual Seport, to 31st larch. 1960; paragraph 30.
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programs, therefore, only j>}6 U9w# of mw cap?,city %s®re planned to be oil
18.

burning« In 195% oil consumption by the fj. .<*0.'3. was 7*7^ tons of ooal

equivalent ana by 1964 it aeouw probable that it may be around 3.0®. xons.

It is aasuitwd that in 1965 oil ooasua^tion will not rise further since no

other oil burning ctatioaa are ooateuplatad. the regaining consumption oust

go to bo lid fuel. Ooal and ccfce ©oaauEptton, therefore, any be 52#7a* tone

by 19l>4 an* 55.2®. tons by 1965. In order to have oospe-rabillty with the

coal equivalent data 'public transport' tssuet be included. * ubli© transport*

gouerrtien has been dteliaing' 'over the last few years and thus a ooal

equivalence of 0.4a, tone would seem re&aonabla for 1964.

Table III eassaariscs the abov& findingsi total fuel conamqpttan by 1965

way be some 2 to 2go. fcoau n^e&ter titan in 1964*

T.vBXi. Ill s Official rlan» for leotrlolty cfancratl on in

; t?n tgr ,(in ai# tons ox coal equivalents}
1959 J2&

Huclear - 7.2 8.65

Hydro 1#2 1.7 2.0

Oil 7.7 3.0 3.0

Ooal 45.7 51.4 51.9

Coke 1.1 1.3 1.3

TOTAL 55.7 69.6 71.85

•public transport* 0.5 0.4 0.4

Tctel, including
*public transpert'e*' 56.2 70.0 72.25

a,hle«tttolty generated by the public transport companies
is ©xoludeci tfom the 'official plans'•

1®* See, 0.1 Annual Report to 3'U-t arch. i960; appendix 12, page 155#
4Q .

3ee, the Placet: Table o5»
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After allowance has been made for Scotland, the figures for 1965, in
20.

Table III, seem to be in line with preliminary estimates made by the 0. .G.0.'
General Jribioism and Comparison with Thesis Forecast In 1955 it

appeared that there was a chronic shortage of conventional fuel. atomic

Power - although still something of an unknown - was thought to be the

answer to the problem. It was anticipated th&t by the early'sixties

nuclear generated electricity would be price compo titive with conventtonally

generated power, both on base load. neither of these assumptions has been

fulfilled; oosl is now in &mple supply and it is now estimated that, even
21 •

on base load it will not be until 1966 that nuclear generated electricity

say be price competitive. Although nuclear power is still relatively dear

it is felt that it -nay be invaluable as & source of power in the later

decades of the century. Because of this, and because of the need for

Britain to keep in the van of technical developments, it is thought that up

to 1968 one station should be completed annually. These technical

arguments cannot be quest loaned by a layman and must be accepted.

whether oil or coal should be used in power stations is not solely a

problem of economics; it is inseparable from political and social

considerations. Prom a purely economic standpoint it is a highly dubious
22.

practice to reject cheaper foreign fuel for more expensive British fuel.

Because of this the *1964 plan* would appear to minimise the gooncotic

advantages of oil. The type of fuel chosen to fire a power station has

lasting effects - the length of life of the station - and thus the probable

20 *
Sec, O.'r «G,B. Annual Heport to j1at March, 1960: paragraph 68.

Sir Christopher Ilinton: "Economics of Nuclear rower in Great Britain,"
..orld Power Conference (.Madrid, June 1§60).
This assumes that the price of the various fuels reflects the 'true*

cost of production. For both fuel oil, a Joint product, and coal, with
its disguised subsidies, price may not reflect the real cost of
product ion.
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long-run price movements most also b& aaalyse<3. As is pointed out in

Appendix XII future price iioveiaento my favour oil.

Hie estimate of electricity consumption given in the thesis is slightly

greater than that made in the official plans. This 'extra' demand will

have to be generated from coal (see Table VJ) since the official programme

will not iiseet it through nuclear, hydro, and oil generation.

electricity Generation in 1970 and 1975

It was assumed in Part I, for ease of calculation, that up to 1975

efficiency in electricity generation would increase at the same rate as in

the past. From the theory of the Garnet Cycle, it has been deduced that

the limit of efficiency of electricity generation is 45. • In 1959 the

average thermal efficiency was 26.3 but the best - the newest power

stations - were nearer 33 or 34^ efficient, As time passes the average

level of efficiency will rise and the 'best' stations will more nearly

approach the limit. The rate of increase of the average efficiency may

then tend to decline, for it will become more difficult to continue to

inarea.se efficiency as the 'bc-st' stations tend towards the technical limit

and m more stations approach this limit. It ace sis probable that this

slowing down will be apparent by the 1970's, Table IV estimates efficiency

by 1970 and 1975 on the assumption of a decreasing rate of growth in

efficienoy.

TABLE IV: ff ioienoy In Sleptrioity Generation

JIZO 1975
Continued efficienoy
Growth as in the past 30 * 32.7/' 35*3,»

Recalculated efficiency
values for a slower
growth in efficiency 30 32.6 33*5,"*
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Table V quotes the figures for electricity demand which were reached as

a result of the analyses of Part I. These figures, baaed on projections of

the past, inherently assumed that efficiency in electricity generation

would increase at the same rate as in the past. But the argument just

given above shows that efficiency, though continuing to increase, will do so

at a diminishing rate and so the fuel requirement will be more than that

determined from a direct projection of the past. Table V makes the necessary

corrections. It will be these data that the following breakdown will

analyse.

TABLE V: Total Demand for -electricity adjusted for Changing
Efficiency in Generation

(in m. tons of coal equivalent)
1959 1965 1970 1975

Demand dependent upon
projection of the
past 56.2 73.0 87.7 103.5

Demand adjusted for
changing efficiency 56.2 73.0 87.9 108.8

Hydro-Kleotrioity By 1959 about 40 j of the total potential output of
23

hydro-electricity in Scotland had already been developed. As most of the

potential sites for hydro-stations in Britain are in Scotland the maximum

total output capacity in Britain would be able to generate electricity

corresponding to about 4m. tons of coal equivalent.

It seems probable that the best sites have already been developed and

that as a result the cost (per unit generated) from new capacity may be higher

than in the past. At the same time, costs per unit of electricity generated

from conventional stations will decline as greater efficiencies are aahieved,

both in construction and in operation.Hydro-stations thus may become

23.
See A.A. Till ton: 'The Future of Hydro-Electricity Generation in Scotland,
(A speech to Dundee Business Olub, 4th March 1958).

24.por exampie, lower constructional costs per KW of installed capacity (see
Electricity Council, Accounts and Reports, 1960, page 7), and greater
efficiencies in the use of fuel (see above).
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gradually less price competitive.

On the other hand development of pumped storage - now being put into

practice for the first time in Britain at Ffestioniog - may help to 'even

out* demand and thereby enable capacity to be used more effectively, thus

reducing oosts, Hydro-stations, because of their 'turn of the tap'

characteristios, are admirably suited for peak load demand. Nevertheless

in the past - and even today - much hydro development has been thought of

regionally rather than nationally and this has meant that many hydro-stations

are used for other than peak loads. The stage has been reached when hydro-

stations, having lost much of their original cost advantage, may have to

have more specialised use (e.g. for peak load generation) than in the past,

if they are to be justified at all on economic grounds. The cost

competitiveness of a hydro-station depends very largely on interest rates

and its length of life, since operating costs are small. In the long-run,

inflation helps hydro-stations and if it can be assumed that there will be

secular inflation2-'* then capital expenditure today on civil engineering
26

works lasting 80 years may be a profitable investment.

Hydro-electricity generation - even at best - can be of only marginal

importance. Because of output limitations and the increasing cost of

electricity produced from new developments, the rate of increase in capacity

may tend to decline. In the later 'sixties, pumped storage schemes may be

built, especially in conjunction with the nuclear stations, but by the 1970's

even this growth may be curtailed. With output of 2m. tons of coal

25.
It appears unlikely, with the growing importance of services in the

community and with the difficulties of increasing productivity in
services, that increasing productivity in industry can be sufficient to
offset the 'burden' of higher wage oosts in services.

p£
"In 20, 30, and 50 years hence people looking at hydro-electric

development in Scotland will say how tremendously fortunate it was that
this water power development took place when it did," Sir Christopher
Hinton on opening the Glenmoriston Scheme in Septeinber 1958.
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equivalent in 1965, output in 1970 ana 1975 may be in the region of 2.3m.

tons and 2.4nu tons of ooal equivalent, reap? ctively.

Nuclear Power It is officially planned that by 1968 there will be

some 5,000 M.<. of nuolear capacity in Britain.2^* The latest estimates
pQ

of oosts of nuolear power 'show that, on base load, nuolear stations nay
be competitive with conventional stations by 1966 and, on loads of 60.:> by

1970. It should be emphasised that nuolear cost evaluations are fraught

with many problems since there is no actual working knowledge on which to

base the estimates; for example, assumptions concerning the length of life

of stations may prove erroneous in practice. Further, it may prove

technically difficult to produce electricity at outputs less than base load;

unless there is to be considerable 'wastage' of electricity, a re-adjustment

of tariffs may be necessary in order to encourage a higher overall load
29 • 28factor. * It Is estimated 'that the unit costs of electricity produced

from nuclear stations may level off at 0,45d in 1972 while conventional

costs may level off at 0.5d by 1974; but an estimate of costs for

conventional stations in ten to fifteen years time largely depends on fuel

costs which are extremely difficult to forecast accurately.

Despite their uncertainty the cost estimates made by experts in their

respective fields are accepted and their probable effects are now analysed.

It is assumed that in order to generate electricity as cheaply as possible

the industry will use methods of production giving the lowest cost results.

2^* The Ruolear Power Programme (op. ait.)
28 • Sir Christopher Einton: "Coonondos of Nuclear Power in Great Britain",
at the World Power Conference (Madrid, June 1960).
per an examination of a similar point: see the Introduction,

especially footnote 23.
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By the 1970's nuclear generated electricity will probably be price

competitive with conventionally generated electricity for load factors

greater than 60 Because of this, all load factors greater than 60 . may

be supplied by nuclear generated electricity.

From the Digest. Table 69, it can be seen that in 1958 40, of the

electricity consumed was at load factors greater than 60 If it is

asstm d that this ratio of electricity constaaption to load feotors will
30

remain the same in 1970 and in 1975, * then the capacity necessary to

meet 40 of the eleotrioity demand can be derived. The consumption of

electricity, in coal equivalents, in 1970 and 1975 is known to be 87.9 and

108.8m. tons, respectively. From the analysis above it was ascertained

that 2,125 M.tV. of nuolear capacity would generate 7.2m. tons of coal

equivalent at a load factor of 80 „ Thus 2,125 x 80 x 43.5 M*W. or
71 7.2

14,673 M.W. will generate 43.5®. tons of coal equivalent at an average load
31

factor of 71,-' *in 1975» Similarly for 1970, 9,148 M.-,/, of oapaoity would

generate 27.12m* tons of coal equivalent, at an average load factor of 71$ la

1970.

It has been officially planned that by 1968 there will be some 5,000 M.W.

of oapaoity in operation and that up to that date one station annually will

be corpleted. It can thus be seen that the capacity estimates derived above

for 1970 suggest a rapid spurt in the building of atonic stations totalling

over 4,200 M.W* in the period 1969/1970, which would imply the completing

of 8 to 10 stations in the two year period. This appears excessive after

the rate of construction in the 'sixties and gives no latitude for a

re-assessment of nuclear costs in an upward direction, if this should be

neoessary.

The assumption appears reasonable since, for example* on the one hand,
less three-shift working may reduoe the base load and, on the other,
greater use of eleotrioity at non-peak times for off peak heating, etc.,
may inorease the base load.

31 •

That is the average load factor for load factors greater than 60 ',
taken from the .Digest, Table 69.
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With a capacity estimated to be 5,000 M.W. in 1968 and 12|.,673 M.W. in

1975, over 9,000 M.W. of capacity would have to be built in the seven year

period, 1969/1975* On anticipated station size this would require some

32.19 plants. It seems probable that 'the construction of nuclear stations

may increase at an increasing rate from 1968 to 1975* If it is assumed

that two a year arc oon^leted in the years 1969/1970 (as against one a year

until 1968) then, on the average, three a year will require to be completed

from 1971/1975.33*
If this prograimne were fulfilled, some 7,000 M.W. capacity would be

installed by 1970 generating some 22.2m. tons of coal equivalent in that

year. The average load factor of these stations would be 73/ and all of

them would work more than 67^/ of the time (see the Digest. Table 69),

This estimate is in line with the official programme to 1968, and the thesis

programme to 1975, while fitting into the pattern of probable capacity and

oost movements for the period.

Conventional Power Nuclear power must be produced at high load

faotors in order to be economic. By 1975, for load factors greater than

60 , nuclear generation will be cheaper: conventional generation may be

used for all load factors less than 60 , (excluding the small amount of

hydro-electricity)Bart of the conventional power required may be

generated by stations which formerly operated at high load factors but which,

on aooount of obsolescence, should work at lower load factors, and part

generated by new capacity designed to meet non-base load demand and to

3^» The reasons for this are twofold: (i) the relative cost advantages
of nuclear generated power are greater in the 1970's than in the 1960*s
and (ii) the load factor coiqpetitiveneas of nuolear stations may
gradually become lower.

33* This increase in the number of nuclear stations being constructed seems
to be in line with present Government policy.

3^* Other methods of electricity generation e.g. wind power, peat, and
diesel generation, have been disregarded as being impraotioal technically,
or uneconomic in practice, or of so little relative importance as to be
of only marginal in^ortance to the nation.



replace worn-out capacity.

By 1970 conventional generation, which must Eieet the needs not met by

nuclear or hydro power, should on the above estimate amount to some 63.6m.

tons of coal equivalent. Although oil may be the cheapest fuel in oertain

areas it is unlikely to be utilised for the same reasons which have tended to
35,

restrict its consumption over the last few years. " By 1970 oil consumption

may have declined to some Jm. tons of coal equivalent, as the oil consuming

stations are relegated to lower load faotors. Coke consumption may rewain

about the same as today (l.4m. tons) thus giving coal consumption - the

remainder - a value of 54.9m. tons.

By 1973 oil consumption may have fallen again as the oil stations are

further relegated away from base load. Goal and coke consumption will make

up the balance.

Conclusions The results of the above analysis are given in Table VI.

It can be seen that nuclear energy may 'save* an inoreasing quantity of

ooal annually and that oil nay gradually decline in importance, having
36.

acted only as a stop-gap until nuolear energy was cheap enough to take

over major sections of generation. Goal consumption for the generation of

electricity may gradually inorease, but only slowly from 1963 to i975-

Among these ares (i) political and social considerations concerned with
the closing of collieries, (ii) the siting of power stations close to
collieries thus reducing transportation costs and so waking coal generated
electricity more price competitive with oil generated electricity, (iii)
over supply of poor ooal which can only be used effectively by power
stations, (iv) because of (iii) the price is unlikely to rise as muoh as
with other ooals, and (v) the import burden of is\porting large quantities
of oil. (in the Economist, of 25th February, 1961, page 782, Mr, J.G.
George is quoted to have said in the Commons: "I can give the ooranittee
an assurance that our overseas oil is not a heavy cost to this country
and not & heavy charge in the balance of payments." This was the first
time that a ministerial spokesman had said that the oil industry's
bal&noe of payments was negative.)
"It toay be that in the evolution of our economy the use of oil in power

stations will be 3een to have been an operation to bridge a gap. The gap
is not only between the demand for and supply of ooal but also a gap in
time - the time needed for the untried industry of nuclear power to
supplement the responsibilities hitherto carried almost exclusively by the
traditional source of energy, the ooal industry." From the Asso Magazine,
Vol. IX, No. 1, Winter, 1959/1960, page 4.
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TABLE VI: A Forecast of the quantities of the Different Fuels
which may be used to Generate Sleotrioity in 19*>5»

1970 and 1975
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

1959 1965 1970 1225
Total OonsuH^tion in
ooal equivalents 56.2 73.0 87.8 108.7
(change in efficiency
having been allowed for)

OOAL 1*6.2 53.0 54.9 56.3

OIL 7.7 8.0 7.0 5.0

NUCLEAR - 8.7 22.2 43.5

RYDRO- 1.2 2.0 2.3 2.4

CCSKS 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5
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CHAPTER 12

TIL: GAS XNDU3TRT

The gas industry is small in comparison with the other fuel industries

in Britain. Gas is a joint product and along with it are produced

innumerable other products, the most important for the following analysis

being gas coke, coke breeze, and creosote/pitch mixtures. The main customer

for gas is the Domestio sector.

The present method of gas manufacture has reached the practical limit of
1 2.

increasing its high efficiency. * ' It was assumed inherently in Bart I that

efficiency of gas production would increase at the same rate as it has done

since the War, This assumption is therefore unrealistic and the data shown

in Table I, line 1, must be oorrected to allow for the non-increase in fuel

efficiency in the future. Line 2 of Table I gives the adjusted data on the

assumption that efficiency will remain similar to that in 1959.*"*'

TABLE Ij Demand for Gas Adjusted for Changing Efficiencies
("in ra. tons of coal equivalent}'

1959 1965 1970 1975

Total Gas Consumed (no
allowance being made
for changing
efficiencies) 15-7 15»1 15.1 14.0

Total Gas Consulted

(allowance being made
for changing
efficiency) 15*7 15.7 16.1 15.4

* This can be illustrated by the growth in production efficiency (i.e.
thermal output x 100) since 1948*
thermal input 1953/1954 1958/1959 1959/1960
Production efficiency 72;? 75«4? 77.7/ 77•!%
(The data are taken from the Gas Council Report and Accounts. 1959/1960)

For a fuller analysis see the Economist, 10th December, 1960, page 1157.
The method used to recalculate fuel equivalents is as follows. The slope

of the trend of the increase in efficiency since 1948 is found and projected
to 1965. The level of efficiency at that date on the projection is 80.7
but, because of constant efficiency, it may in fact be only 77.7 '• Therefore,
since 15.1m. tons of coal equivalent of gas were to be made at 80.7, efficiency
15.1 x 80.7 m. tons of coal equivalent of gas will be made at 77.7 efficiency.

7777
A similar analysis was carried through for 1970 and 1975.
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It must next be determined how the coal equivalents of line 2 are

subdivided among the different fuels in the saanufaoturing process. There

are really two problems to be overco/ne in this analysis.

(a) Goal Ujuivalents The ooal equivalent of gas sold, as given by

the Ministry of Power, is taken to be "the ooal used at gas works plus the

ooal equivalent of oil used, and coke oven gas purchased less gas coke and

ooke breeze produced for sale and creosote/pitch mixtures sold".^ It is

evident from this, that the actual input of fuels to the gas industry is

greater than the ooal equivalent of the gas produced. Any forecast,

therefore, of the coal equivalent of gas production must take into account

not only the fuel input but also the output, including fuel by-products,

furthermore, there are fuels (e.g. ooke and coke breeze)U3ed by the gas

industry which do not enter into the manufacture of gas and are not

included therefore in the coal equivalent data: this 'non-gas making

consumption' h.s been taken account of elsewhere in the analysis. Table

III column 1, gives a breakdown of fuel input, output, and coal equivalents

for 1959.

(b) The Unknown At the moment the Gas Industry does not have

definite plans for its future developments the Industry is in a state of

flux. The traditional methods of gas raanufaoture are at their technical
c

maximum efficiency and therefore increases in the price of coal * or higher

wage costs are diffioult to absorb by higher productivity. If no new

technique can be evolved gas will beoonx; increasingly more expensive and

therefore less price competitive, as indeed has been the case since the War.

^* The Digest, footnote page 15.
5

Amounting to some 2.2m. tons of ooal equivalent in 1959.
6* Gas coal is scarce and therefore may increase in price faster than

many other types of ooal.
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There are alternatives open to the gas industry if it is going to try

to compete effectively: (1) to make gas by some new method from ooal, or

(2) to manufacture gas from some other raw material. These points will be

examined below.

(1) Manufacturing processes have been developed (e.g. the Lurgi

process) which totally gasify low-ranking coals; the gas made must be

enriched, however, before it can be used in present appliances. This

method appears economic - although there has not been sufficient experience

of the prooess for the present results to be completely conolusive - but it

does not make coke as a by-product.^*
(2) Gas can be manufactured from oil at atmospheric pressure but the

costs axe not sufficiently low to be competitive with other newer forme of

gas technology. High pressure oil gasmaking might offer possibilities if

there were not other prooesses which have greater potential. Refinery tail

gases are a useful addition to supplies but are of insufficient volume.

Coke-oven gas is an important addition to supplies but the prioe of this

by-product of the steel and coal industries may rise as the prioe of coal

increases. Imported natural gas and methane are probably the keys to cheap

supplies of fuel for the Gas Industry although, as yet, no definite cost

evaluations can be made. It is too early to say whether importation by

tanker or by pipe-line may be the more economic but the initial experimental

imports by tanker appear to have been technically syo&essful, It is with

natural gas and methane (together with the Lurgi type plant) that any

future expansion, or competitiveness, of the gas industry seems to lie.

Imported gas does not, of course, have any coke as a by-product.

In the short-run the non-produotion of ooke may suit the Gas Industry,
which has an over-supply of ooke, but in the longer—run, owing to the
Clean Air Act, there may be increased demand for ooke as one of the
smokeless fuels.
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With these imponderables in mind it is very difficult to try to

forecast the quantities and the types of fUel which will be used as the

basis of gas supply in 1965, 1970 and 1975. The Gas Council published,

in February 1960, their development plans8*for the period to the end of the

financial year 1965/1966. According to these plans, the quantity of gas

which it is estimated may be consumed in 1965 appears to be somewhat

greater than that envisaged in the thesis (approximately 17m. tons of coal

equivalent compared with 15.7m. tons of coal equivalent). The Gas Council

plans give little guide to the fuel to be used, as the subdivisions are in

rather broad categories, but an indication of the Council's views

concerning their probable production patterns is given in Table II.

TABLE II: Gas Counoil Plans for Gas Production
(in mill, therms)

Coal Gas

Other ga*
made

Gas Bought

Method of
Manufacture

From coal

From oil and
coal

1958/59 Feroentye
of Total

1, S4B

461

From methane,
natural gas,
coke oven gas,
and refinery
tail gas

530

1?^/66

1,699

609

776

■Percentage
of Total

(20$

(25/)

Total Gas Available 2,839 (100$ 3,084. (100,.)

Probable Demand for Fuels It appears that by 1965, 25 % of the gas

sold by the Gas Boards (see Table II) will be produced outwith the industry.

On the assumption that consumption is 15.7m. tons of coal equivalent, about

3.9m. tons will be supplied from outside the industry.

8* *Gas Looks Ahead', Gas Council, February 1960
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Oil consumption will probably increase to 1965j thereafter declining

as the oil consuming stations are relegated to lower load factors and as

newer methods of production are incorporated in the system.

Output of creosote/pitch may gradually decline since some of the new

processes do not manufacture the mixture as a by-product. In 1959 coke

output was approximately 38 of coal input while coke breeze output was

7z?j of coal input. If it is assumed that these proportions will decline^*
through 1965, then the quantity of coal input and coke, breeze, and

creosote/pitch output can be calculated to give a net production of 15.7m.

tons of coal equivalent. The results of this analysis are shown in Table

III - column 2. Similar analyses were carried out for 1970, and 1975 -

see Table Ills columns 3 and 4.

The assumptions upon which these analyses are based are as realistio

as can be achieved at the present time but it is evident that the forecasts

are very notional and may be altered considerably by changes in technique

and alterations in the costs of the various 'new* methods of gas

production. On present indications, and if the assumptions are fulfilled,

the quantities of the constituent fuels used in gas production may be

similar to those shown in Table III.

9.
These fractions will fall as a greater percentage of gas manufactured

from coal is made in plant which yields no ooke or breezes up to 1965 this
change will be of little importance. When due regard is had to the fuels
which the Gas Boards are likely to use, it would appear that, after 1965*
the change may become more marked and may give ratios similar to these
shown in the following table.

1959 1965 1970 1975
Ooke output/coal input 38 ' 35 3Q?o 20^
Breeze output/coal input 7%% 7% 5$
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TaBLT, HI: Town Gas Induction and
(in m. tons of ooal equivalent)

1259 1965 1222 mi
Total Town Gas Consumed
(no allowance being
made for changing
efficiencies) 15.7 15.1 15.1 14.0

Total Town Gas Consumed
(allowance being made
for changing
efficiency) * 15.7 15.7 16.1 15.4

INRJT Coal3, 22.6 I7.0b* 12.0b# c J3*5.0

Oil 1.3 2.3 2,2 1.7

Gas Bought 2.3 3.9°* 6.3 10.0

Total 26.2 23.2 20.5 16.7

OUTHJT Gas Coke -8.5 -6.0 -3.6 -1.0

Coke Breeze®* -1.7 -1.2 -0.6 -0.2

Creosote/Pitch -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1

Total -10.5 -7.5 -4.4 -1.3

Net Coal Equivalent 15.7 15.7 16.1 15.4

Notes: a* See Table I.

b. Derived from changing coke/coal and breeze/coal ratios
(see footnote 9)

o. Prom Table II, and initially derived from the Gas
Council Plan

d. The fall in the consumption of ooal from 1959/1970 ^ay be
annually slightly less than that experienced sinoe 1957*
From 1970 the reduction in ooal consumption may be slower
owing to the use of Lurgi-type plants.

e. Coke breeze is converted to ooal equivalents at 0.9 tons
of ooal/ton.
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The basic equation for the calculation of the table is:

Input Output

ooal + oil + bought - (coke + breeze + creosote) = net coal
equivalent
of gas
output

Sources of 1959 data:

Coal input (Table 84. of the Digest)
Oil input (Table 84 of the Digest)
Coke oven gas input (Table 98 of the Digest;
converted to ooal equivalents at 40,000 oub.ft./ton)

Gas coke output (Table 93 of the Digest)
Coke Breeze (Table 93 of the Digest;
Creosote/Pitch (Table 100 of the Digest)
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CHAPTER 13

COKE. OTHER HT.LS AND EXPORTS

COKE

Like electricity arid gas, coke is a manufactured fuel. Coke

production is a part of other industrial effort and is made primarily

either as a by-product of the gas industry or as an adjunct to the Iron

and Steel Industry. Table I shows the quantities produoed in 1959,

TABLE I: Coke Production by source, in 1959
(in m, tons of coal equivalent)

Gas Works^ Coke Ovens^ Total

Coke produoed 10 17 27

Breeze produoed 2.2 1,0 3»2

30.2

Sources! the Digest, (a) Table 93» (b) Table 97•

Coke output by the Gas Industry has already been examined. The

following will deal with coke production from ooke ovens, most of which is

consumed by Industry, in particular by the Iron and Steel Industry - for

blast furnaces.

Blast furnaces account for over two thirds of the consumption of hard

ooke (i,e. ooke manufactured in ooke ovens). Because of this, there is a

high correlation between blast furnaee output and the consumption of ooke.

It seems probable that in the future the demand for iron products will

increase with a resultant expansion in the output of blast-furnaces. The

result of this will be higher coke consumption unless (i) efficiency in

blast-furnaces increases, or (ii) new processes, to replace the blast

furnaoes, are developed. Technically, the 'best' blast furnaces are now
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approaching their potential maximum efficiency * but the 'average* furnace

is often Quite fuel inefficient: because of this, increases in efficiency

my be expected, There appear to be no new blast-furnaoe techniques which

are likely to supersede coke and which will be commercial propositions

within the foreseeable future.

In 1959, some 10.9m. tons of cok-v were used by blast furnaces but in

1957 sojoc 13• 9«i. tons of coke were used. This fall in consumption, which

was contrary to the trend of the 'fifties, was mainly due to a fall in the

output of iron - owing to the reoession in industry - arid only marginally to

higher efficiency in fuel utilisation. By 1965, assuming that there is no

undue fluctuation from the trend growth of industrial prod tuition, blast

furnace consumption of coke my be around 15m* tons. 'efficiency in coke

usage in blast furnaces may continue to increase during the second half of the

1960's, after which gains in efficiency may be more difficult to achieves

on this assumption consumption, of coke might be 16m, tone and 16a, tons in

1970 and 1975, respectively. Consumption of hard coke, for other industrial

uses, may fall slightly swing to the greater use of alternative fuels e.g. oil.

Souse of the 'now' methods of gas production do not manufacture coke and

therefore if the total demand for coke is going to be met, greater production

of hard coke may be necessary in the later i960'a and the 1970's. Table II

gives estimates of the production and of the consumption of coke, based on

the above assumptions and the analysis of Chapter 12.

*

dee, for example, ' Economic .speots of Fuel and Power in British
Industry'- Papers at the Conference of the innohester Joint Research
Council, November 1958, especially chapter IX;
Steel Review. II o. 2, April 1956; and
'Efficiency in the Steel Industry"; British Iron and teel Federation,
September 1955#
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TABLE IIs Consumption and Produotioa of Coke
(in m, ton3 of ctoal equivalent)

1959 1965 127^ 1975

Total consumption8" 27.9 28.9 29,3 30.9

Gas Coke (an<1 Breeze)
Supply 10.2 7.2 4.2 1.2

Difference: going to
Hard Coke (and Breeze) 17.7 21.7 25.1 29.7

(a) Calculated from the preoeding analysis in Parts I and II.

(b) This includes some going to stocks.

Coke oven efficiency is virtually at its technical maximum2, and thus

the input of coal to achieve the above output will be found from the ratio

between output and iniJUt in recent years.The results of this are shown

in Table III.

TABLE III. Goal Input to lianufaoture Hard Coke, 1965, 1970 and 1975
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

1959 1965 1970 1975

Consumption of Hard Coke 16.2 21.7 25.1 29.7
and Breeze

Input of Coal 25.8a' 31.0 35.8 42.4

'Although input was at this level all production
was not consumed: the difference went to stocks.

MziHUPACTUSED FUELS The ooal used in the manufacture of smokeless

fuels is roughly equivalent to the output tonnage of manufactured fuels.

Because of the costs of processing, the prioe of smokeless fuels must be

2* See: "Economic -Aspects of Fuel and Power in British Industry", (op pit),
Chapter IX.

3* Calculated from Table 97 of the Digest, as about 7Qt.
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relatively high. Resultant from this the demand, even with the

implementation of the Glean Air Act, is unlikely to be large. The forecasts

are given in the Summary to Bart I.

GKBOSOTE/PITCH MIXTURES As over 60 of the supplies of oreosote/pitoh

mixture oome from Tar Distilleries (see the Digest, Table 100), even with new

methods of gas production supplies of the mixture are assured. Of the

remainder, 40 ooke ovens supply roughly the same amount as gas works, and

the former source may increase as coke ovens produce larger quantities of

coke. As creosote/pitch mixtures, however produced, are a by-product of

other processes the fuel input can be disregarded since it is included

elsewhere.

.EXPORTS The Table shows the volume of exports of fuels from Britain

for three representative years since the War. Except for oil re-exports,

fuel exports have dwindled. The main reasons for this seem to be:-

(i) Since the War there has been a much greater use of non-solid

sources of energy.

(ii) At the present moment there is an over-supply of all types of

fuel in the world.

(iii) Reconstructed Europe has tended to change the type of fuel

consumed: it also has its own aollieries \vorking again,

(iv) Britain lost markets in the early post-war years owing to a

lack of fuel to export. Once a market is lost it is

difficult to regain.

(v) Britain no longer supplies the cheapest form of fuel or

even the best, or oheapest, coal.

Because of these factors, and because Britain has no natural resources

of the new 1 popular' fuels, the export outlook appears discouraging.
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Except for oil re-exports, there seeras little ohance of increased fuel

exports - unless temporarily, for example, in an upsurge in industrial

activity. Notional export volumes have been fixed for the projection

years (see Table)

Exports of Fuel from Britain
(in ra. tons of coal equivalent)
I949a- 1955&* ±25f 1965 1970 JL2Z&

COAL 14.1 11.3 3.6 3.0b* 2.0 1.0

COKE' 1.5 1.2 1.0 •00•T- -

MANUFACTUIED
RJELS

0.4 0.3 0.1 -

OIL 0.85 10.9 14.1 15.0«-17.0 19.0

a*3ources: Derived, after adjustment, from the Digest,
Tables:- 54 for coal, 58 for coke, 63 for roanufactured
fuels, and 111 for oil.

k*Graphical projection of the past would suggest that this
figure should be lower than 3.0, but the figure has been
raised because of the better export performance in i960.

0'Graphical projection of the past would suggest that this
figure should be higher than 15.0, but owing to the world
oil surplus exports during the next few years may be
somewhat depressed.
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF PART II

The following Table summarises the findings of Part II: it aggregates

the total demand for the two raain primary fuels, coal and oil, for the

years 1959, 1965, 1970, and 1975.

Coal Consumption
(in m. tons of ooal equivalent)

Oil Consumption
(in io. tons of ooal equivalent)

1959 1965 1970 1975 1222 1262 12Z2 mi

Electricity 46.2 53.0 54.9 56.3 7.7 8.0 7.0 5.0

Gas 22.6 17.0 12.0 5.0 1.3 2.3 2.2 1.7

Industry 31.5 21.0 16.0 12.0 18.7 36.0 44.0 50.0

Domestic 33.6 27.5 21.0 14.0 2.3 4.5 6.5 9.0

Miscellaneous 13.6 6.0 3.0 2.0 4.2 8.0 12.0 14.0

Collieries 5.6 3.1 1.3 - mmmm - mm

Agriculture 0.3 0.3 0.2 o.1 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8

later Trans. 0.8 0.3 mm 9.5 10.4 11.5 11.3

Air Trans. - - 2.8 4.0 4.5 4.9

Road Trans, mm mm - 16.0 19.0 22.0 22.0

Rail Trans. 9.5 4.9 3.3 2.0 0.2 1.6 2.1 2.5

Coke Ovens 25.8 31.0 35.8 42.4 - mm - -

Manuf. Fuels 1.6 2.5 3.0 3.5 mm • - -

TOTAL INLAND 191.1 166.6 1541 138.6 64.3 95.5 113.6 122.2

Exports 3.6 3.0 2.0 1.0 14.1 15.0 17.0 19.0

TOTAL DBMANl)a *194.7 169.6 153.1 139^ 78.4 110.5 130.6 141.2

& •

*The assumptions made under Part I concerning the output of
Collieries in the promotion years appear to have been
relatively accurate: there is no need, therefore, to
revise the estimates.
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PAST III

The fiaal section (Part III) of the thesis will examine the investment

required to meet the consun^tion patterns outlined in Parts I and II.

The section will give a detailed analysis of investment in electrioity,

coal (including manufactured fuels), gas, and coke (included under Goal and

Gas) - the nationalised industries - and the investment in oil. The

conclusions to the section will summarise total investment in the fuel

industries and will examine briefly the implications of the findings of the

analysis.

Throughout Bart III it will be assumed that prioes reiiain constant,

using 1959 as the base year.
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CHAPTER 14

mV-'.STS&JIT IN ELECTRICITY

The amount of investment whioh will be required to meet the demand

for electricity depends primarily upon: (i) the annual quantity of electricity

generated and (ii) the peak demand for electricity. (These factors are

dealt with together: for a fuller an lysis of (ii) see footnote (11) in the

Appendix to this Chapter.)

Chapter 11 estimated future electricity consumption in terms of coal

equivalents. The capacity of nuclear reactors -.fas calculated, the

percentage of total capacity attributable to nuclear power, and the

percentage of electricity generated by atomic energy were estimated. The

total demand for electricity and the quantities generated from the

constituent fuels were also calculated. Prom these data the following table

can be derived (see the Appendix to this chapter for an explanation of the

method)*

TABLE I: Electricity Generating Capacity (in thousand M.W.)
required by 1965. 1970. and 1975

1252 1215 12Z0 12Z5

Nuclear 2.6 7.0 14.7
Conventional 28.9 40.5 44.5 41.8
Hydro 1.1 2.0 2.2 2.3

TOTAL 50.0 45.1 53.7 58.8

Until 1975 there should be no scrapping of nuclear or hydro stations.

However, some conventional stations may be closed when their useful life

comes to an end. The life of a conventional station is usually assumed to
1

be 27 years. * Replacement of these stations is not at a constant ra^g2.

* For example, by the Electricity Authorities. 27 years is the
amortisation period, which may not equal the real life of a station.

2
In the C.E.G.B.'s plan for 1960/1964 only 1.6 th.M.W. of capacity was

for replacement: this was out of a total output capacity of 25.5 th.M.W.
in 1959. An annual replacement, of oapaoity, at that rate, is only
1.26".
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3.
since they have been built at an increasing rate, especially since Hie War."

Because of this, the total amount of construction to 1965, including that in

Scotland, will be the net increase in capacity together with the building

which arises from replacement i.e. 11.6 th. M.W, + 2 th. M.W. or 13.6 th.
4.

M.W. In the period 1966/1970 replacement may be only slightly greater
5.i.e. 2.2 th. M.W, * In the period 1971/1975 replacement investment may be

slightly slower, sinoe there was little building 27 years earlier, i.e.
6 •

during the 1944/19^3 period. * These estimates do not take into account

any tendency to replace old stations before their amortised life is up,

which may happen if the economies to be gained from new generation

techniques more than offset the costs of renewal before amortisation is

completed.

The capital costs of future development are difficult to estimate

since much depends on future technical advance. The costa/kw of installed

capacity may be in line with those shown in Table II.

TABLE II s Oapital Costs/kW of Installed Capacity^ *
Nuolear Conventional

Average 1959/1965 £130 £47
Average 1965/1970 £110 £43
Average 1970/1975 £95 £40

Sources: Nuolear: Economist, 9th May 1959, page 543.
Economist, 13th February, 1960, -age 639.
Sir Christopher Hinton's speech, op.pit.

Conventional? Sir Christopher Hinton: op.eit.
Eleotrioity Council Report 19^0. page 7.

In 1938 there were 9.2 th. M.W. of oapaoity, in 1946 12.2 th. M.W., and
in 1959 29.0 th. M.W. - see Table 67, of the Digest.

In the period 27 years earlier some 2 th. M.W, of oapaoity were installed-
aee the Digest. Table 67.

5 •

In the period 27 years earlier some 2.2 th. M.W. of capacity were
installed - see the Digest. Table 67.

c
' Some 1.0 th. M.W. of oapaoity were built during the period - see
the Digest, Table 67.

^" It is assumed that the cost of nuolear fuel is a 'running cost' and not
a 'capital cost*.
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Hydro oosts are difficult to estimate: it is impossible to give

capital costs for ' an average scheme' since the cost depends largely on

topographical factors. The estimates below have been based on the capital

costs given in Scottish Electricity. "Plana for the Future", page 9.

Table III gives estimates of total capital expenditure on generation,

for the thr-e sources of power, for the three time periods.

TABL2 Ill: 'stimated Investment in Electricity Generation
up to 1975 (in in. £'s)

1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Nuclear £332 £434 £732
Conventional £639 £269 £83a*
Hydro £236 £30 £15

Total Annual Amount £201 £157 £165

a.
This includes some investment on'work done'before

1976 on constructions to be completed after 1975
i.e. to replace the 5 th. M.W. of capacity built
between 1949 and 1953.

Apart from Generation costs, the other capital expenditure items are

Transmission and Distribution. The percentage of capital costs for which

each is accountable can be derived from page 13 of Public Investment in

Britain (Cmnd. 1203). For eaoh of the four years, 1958 to 1961, the

percentages of total oapit&l expenditure spent on Generation, on

Transmission, and on Distribution were approximately 57% '2/, and 31/

respectively. As the number of potential consumers still to be connoted

to electricity supply falls - as the Electricity Boards expect after 1965 -
8

the oapital expenditure on Distribution may decline relative to the others.

Proportionately transmission oosts will probably remain about the same

because of the continued expansion of the grid and the continued connection

Q

'The cost of connecting eaoh additional household ma/ go up as these last1
houses will often be the most inaccessible and the further from major
centres of population.
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of new power stations to the main consuming areas. Table IV shows the

possible percentage allocation of total capital expenditure in the

Electricity Industry.

TABUS IVs proportion of Capital Expenditure going to

1959 1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Generation 57 55 58 63
Transmission 12 12 12 12
Distribution 31 33 30 25

From the data in Tables III and IV the annual amount of capital

expenditure for the electricity industry can be calculated (see Table V).

TABLE V; Annual Capital Expenditure in the Electricity
Industry (in K. £'s)

1952s" 1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Generation 201 201 1a 13,
Transmission 43 ^5 an 6S
Distribution 108 126

TOTAL 352 372 267 261

a*Souroej Derived from Public Investment in Britain (Grand 1203)

It could be argued that inv straent carried out by the Atomic Energy

Authority should be included under Electricity. There is a strong case for
this point of view but because of other projects undertaken by the Authority,

the amount directly accountable to Electricity is not clearly defined. For

this reason no capital expenditure by the Atomic Energy Authority has been

included.
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4xPK;:DIX TO QEa-? .H 14

The following Table (derived in Chapter 11) shows nuolear capacity for

the projection years.

1965 1970 J92S

Nuclear Capacity 2.6 7.0 14.7 th. M.W.

Table 69 of the Digest gives the 'distribution' pattern for different
a

load factors for 1958s this pattern is assumed to remain constant. This

assumption is used in the following two paragraphs.
Stations with a load factor of over 60 ~ produced from 24 ' of the

generating capacity 40$ of the electricity generated in the country.

Chapter 11 shows for 1975 the total demand for electricity (in ooal

equivalents) and indioates that nuclear reactors will probably provide all

the high load factor stations (i.e. those over 6c S) . The remainder of the

capacity (i.e. 44*1 th, M.W.) must be provided from conventional or

hydro stations.

For 1970 and 1965 similar analyses were carried through. As was

pointed out in Chapter 11, nuolear energy will generate in 1970 all

electricity consumed at loaa factors greater than 67g$. From Table 69

the Digest it is found for 1958 that 15$ of the electricity generating

capacity produced 25$ of the electricity sent out at load factors greater

than 67i$. On the above assumption that this 'distribution* will continue

to 1970, thea nuolear capacity will amount by that date to 7 th. M.W. and

•other capacity' to 46.7 th. M.W. In 1965 the ooal equivalent of

electricity generated by nuclear and other generation is known (see Chapter

11). The percentage of total generation which will be supplied by nuclear

9* See sub-footnote to footnote 11.
10. since 24o of the capacity is 14.7 th. M.W., 100 ! oapacity minus 24!
capacity gives 'other generation'.
Although electricity sent out and consumed are not the same it is

assumed that the 'wastage* will be identical for all types of generation:
the differ,;noe, therefore, can be disregarded.
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power oan therefore be found (i.e. 12!). It la also knovm that nuclear

power, In order to be economic, will produce at the highest load factors.

Prom Table 69, of the Digest, it is found that in 1958 12 of the output

oa. •© from 6 of the capacity (i.e. from stations with the highest load

factors). If it is again assumed that the 1958 'distribution' is continued

to 1965 "then the quantity of nuole&r and 'other capacity' in 1965 can be

found. 'fable VI summarises this analysis.

TA'dL:-. Vis Sstinated Generating Capacity for the -Projection
Wrel1»

1959 1965 1970

Nuclear - 2.6 7.0
Convention&l
and Hydro 30.0 42.5 46.7

This analysis overcomes the problem of the aaannt of oap&aity
required to met peak deir&nd. Since capacity in 1958 was sufficient
to meet peak demand and since the percentage amount of generation
from different percentages of capacity are known for that year then,
if these ratios continue in the future,(a) the above analysis has
determined the capacity which is sufficient to meat both total
generation and peak demand.

(a^It is difficult to try to predict what maximum demand,
and the ratio between generation and capacity, will be
in 15 years. There are several factors, ofter
contradictory, which will determine peak demand.
Aiiong these are (i) changing consumption patterns
caused by greater differentiation in tariffs between
peak and off-peak consumption, (ii) less three-shift
working, which will reduce the base-load, and (lii)
greater reliance, mainly in the Domestic sector, on
electrical heating which my increase peak demand.
Because the effect of those oontrasing forces is
impossible to foretell and beo&uae there is no
definable trend, the method adopted of assuming
constant ratios appears reasonable.

Mi
14.7 th. M.W.

44.1 th. M.I?.



The ratio between generation, given in ooal equivalents, and the

capacity of hydro-stations is slightly less than 1 (i.e. one th. K.W. of

oapaoity produces slightly less than one m. tons of ooal equivalent of

electricity - see Chapter 11). Since the electricity generated by

hydro-stations has been estimated (Chapter 11) the capacity required to

produce this can be calculated. By subtraction the oapaoity of conventional

plant can be derived, see Table VII.

TABLE VII: Total Electricity Generating Capaoity for the
Projection Years
(in th. M.W.)

1959 12*2 JSZ2 1975

Nuclear 2.6 7.0 14.7

Conventional 28.9 40.5 44.5 41.8

Hydro 1.1 2.0 2.2 2.3

TOTAL 30.0 45.1 53.7 58.8
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CHAPTER 15

IKY STUNT IN THE COAL INDUSTRY

1 2It is estimated *that annually the coal industry loses souse 4m. tons

of ooal production through the exhaustion of ooal seams. Sinoe it costs

some £11^ "of capital expenditure to produce an extra ton of ooal^* the

annual capital expenditure, Just to make good exhaustion, would be £44m.

Table I shows (i) estimated ooal consumption - from the conclusions of

Part II - and (ii) the level to which production would fall if it fitted in

with the 'natural exhaustion' pattern. There is close similarity between

the two levels up to 1970. This might suggest that no investment is

necessary until that date, except for replacement of worn out machines.

TaBLE I: Estimated Consumption and Production (assuming
exhaustion! of Goal"

estimated Consumption Produotion
(Assuming Exhaustion)

1959 195 m. tons 195 m. tons
1965 170 m. tons 171 m. tons
1970 153 m. tons 151 tons
1975 140 m, tons 131 m. tons

At the moment the coal industry has plans1*-* for spending some £511m. between

1960 and 1965 to give a total estimated output of some 200 to 215 tons by

1965. Much of this investment cannot be halted without considerable capital

loss as it takes up to 10 years to sink and develop a new colliery. Some

^*
E.C. Schumacher: "Britain's Goal", national Provincial Bank Revue,

November 1957 •

2 * This nay decline in the future as production declines and as production
is concentrated in newer collieries. In the following analysis it is
assumed constant.

■*' This was in 1957. The figure of £11 may alter as techniques of sinking
new nines change and if mining techniques become more capital intensive.
£11 per ton is assumed in the following analysis.

Revised Plan for Coal, N.C.B., October 1959.
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plans, however, could be curtailed and others postponed: this will be

necessary if there is not to be a large surplus of coal. Expenditure on

coke ovens and smokeless fuel plants may require to be similar to that

outlined by the Board. When this is taken into account and when due

allowance is nade for development work which the N.G.B. has already under¬

taken, it would seem that total expenditure, for the period 1960/1965, cannot

be reduced below about £390 m., made up thus:-

on collieries and replacement £52ra« annually
on coke ovens £3m. annually
on ancillary activities £lOm. annually

Total £65m. annually

In the second period, 1966/1970, natural exhaustion almost coincides

with the estimated decline in consumption. Because of the need to replace

worn out machinery and to develop new collieries - especially in the

Midlands - for future coal production, and because of continued expenditure

on coke ovens and ancillary activities, oapital expenditure in that period

may be around £47®» annually i.e.

on oollieries^* £l1m. annually
on replacement £27m. annually
on coke ovens £2nu annually
on ancillaries £7m. annually

Total £47«w annually

In the period, 1971/1975* natural exhaustion, will be greater than the

fall in consumption, thus increased oapital expenditure will be necessary.

g
The cost of the •extra' output will be son© £10Qnu over the period, i.e. £20m.

c
*
The figure for replacement is calculated from the annual amount spent

on re-equipment maintenance in the period 1947/1957 - allowance being made
for higher oapital intensity in the future.

£ * 9m. tons at £11 ru, per 'extra* ton.
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annually. Maintenance capital expenditure may amount to another £25%»

giving a total of £45m. Including provision for coke ovens and anoillaries,

at the sane rate as the previous period, total investment would have a level

of approximately £54m« annually.

Because of the long gestation period for collieries some of the

investment required to meet the 1975 demand will be expended before 1971 *

The rate of investment in earlier years, therefore, will have to be altered

to make allowance for this change (see Table n) . Similarly provision must

be made in the 1971/1975 period to meet increased exhaustion after 1975*

TABLE II j Capital Expenditure in the Coal Industry 1959/1975
(in m.'s of £*3) - as annual averages

1959/1960 1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Collieries 69.2 25 14 21
Coke Ovens 1.5 3 2 2
Ancillaries 9.5 10 7 7

80 38 23 30
Re-equipment 27 27 27 25

Total 107 65 50 55

Another method of forecasting investment in the coal industry up to 1975

would be to use some form of capital/output ratio.

Coal output in 1965 has b en calculated (l70m. tons) in Fart II and the-
1

proceeds per ton *of output for 1959 are known (84/— per ton). If it is

assumed that prices remain constant, then the value of coal sales in 1965 oan

be calculated. The value of the output of Collieries, however, amounts to

more than the prooeeds from the sale of coal, and so to obtain the total

Colliery income, prooeeds for goods other than ooeil must be included. In

recent years this has amounted to between £40 and £45"a annually (see, Annual

See: the Summarised Financial Results of the N.C.B.} Annual Report of
the N.G.3., 1959.
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Annual Reports of the N.C.B.). The total income will therefore amount to:-

£170 x + 44®* or £758®*
20

Prom past data a type"* of capital/output ratio can be calculated using

figures obtained from Schedule 1 and Tables on Financial Results contained in
q #

various Annual Reports of the N.C.B.* By taking the trend through this

capital/output ratio and projecting it to 1965 the level of the ratio, on thit

data, is estimated to be 1.19.1^*
Since both the capital/output ratio (1.19) and gross output (£745®*)

have been estimated for 1965, the value of net assets oan be found: £897®*

Similar analyses ar- carried through for 1970 and 1975* It is assumed

that there will be continued investment in the mines, in an endeavour to make

coal as cheap as possible, with the result that the oapital/oiiput ratio will

rise. Mechanisation, however, cannot continue, at its present rate, for very

long, since already over 90, i of coal is out and conveyed by machine.

Mechanisation, however, may have still considerable room for expansion in

loading and cleaning. Although joaay mining processes are now mechanised,

the machinea in use today may be replaced by improved types thus considerable

capital expenditure way continue. Because of this it has been assumed that

the annual increase in the capital/output ratio will decline in the late

1960*s and in the 1970's. Table III shows the results of the analysis.

8
What is compared is net assets and gross output. This comparison is

not very meaningful but for the purposes of the thesis it is a useful
projection indicator.

For example j-

1949 1951 1953 1955 1957 mi
Nat Assets (c) 281 291 4-31 565 672 777 in m* £'s
Output (o) 478 541 682 809 937 851 in m. £'s

0/0 0.58 0.54 0.63 0.69 0.71 0.9Unm. £'s

10
* It is assumed that the ratio of price movements between net assets and
output has been constant.
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TABLE IIIs Capital and Output In the Goal Industry
(in m. £«a")

1959 1965 1970 1975

Output 851 750 680 630
Capital 777 897 945 1,002
Increase in Capital 120 48 57
Annual increase in
Capital 20 10 11

If no investment took place between 1959 and 1965 then capital xvould be
1 1

depleted by the annual amount of depreciation. The total annual amount

of investment must be therefore: the annual increase in capital (Table III)

plus the provision for oapital depreciation.12* Table IV give3 total annual

investment in the coal industry.

TABLE IV: Annual Investment in the Coal Industry
(in m. £*a)

1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Annual Increase in
Capital 20 10 11
Provision for
depreciation 41 44 kB

61 54 57

In view of all the uncertainties involved, Tables II and IV are

strikingly similar. For the period 1960/1965 investment is higher in Table II

owing to the incorporation of plans already being executed by the N.C.B. with

respect to an estimated annual output of approximately 200m. tons: the

higher investment in that period affects the investment required during the
13

later 1960's and the 1970*s.

1 1
For 1959 the net amount to depreciation was £38m. - Schedule I of

National Coal Board Report, 1960.
12
'This quantity will rise through time as the industry becomes more
oapital intensive,

13.The results of the two tables could be summarised
Table II: what investment will be, given the present situation.
Table IV: -what investment should be, on the thesis estimates.
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CHAPT'?i i6

iHvasm:-jrr ih ths gab industry

The Gas Industry is in a situation of flux; future demand is uncertain
and the nature of future supply is even more uncertain. Because of this, it
is very difficult to estimate how much investment may be required. The
official plan^'estimates expenditure of some £350®. between 1959/1960 and
1965/1966. Muoh of this investment (over 50/) will go on Distribution.

If the consumption figures for ga3 (derived in Chapter 12) are assumed,
then the amount of investment necessary to achieve this demand can be

calculated if production techniques etc, are known. This imponderable is

unknown, however, because of the uncertainty of the future sources of gas
supply.

If imported gas is brought by tanker, then tankers, storage capacity,
reformers, and possibly a more extensive gas grid, may have to be built.
If natural gas is brought from the Sahara, then considerable capital investraent
may be required to build international pipe-lines. The Lurgi-type of
gasification of coal will require reforming plant and considerable investment
on the generation plant itself. These methods would reduce the amount of
investment required for oonventioxial production and the importation of natural

gas would reduce considerably investment in manufacturing plant. Further,
Distribution costs will probably decline as sales of gas stagnate and new

connections become less frequent.

With a roughly constant gas output capital expenditure may be similar to
2.

that of today i.e. £45m* annually. This assumes that what savings there are

"Gas Looks Ahead", the Gas Council, February 1960.
2* Up to 1965/1966 "Gas Looks Ahead" envisages an annual expenditure of about
£50ra.: this expenditure is higher than that in the thesis. The higher
capital expenditure contemplated by the Gas Industry results from an
estimated hi^ier consumptionof gas than that which, is envisaged in the thesis.
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on conventional plant and distribution are just offset by increased

investment in new techniques.

The use of capital/output ratios would add little to the analysis

because of the number of imponderables associated with the future technical

structure of the Industry. If the capital/output ratio were to remain
3

constant then the amount of investment required would Ml since the value

of 'other output' - other than gas, e.g., coke - will deoline as new

techniques are introduced (see Chapter 12). If investment is about £45m

annually, the capital/output ratio will rise. This appears reasonable when

looked at in conjunction with a falling level of total output and high

expenditure on new techniques.

Total assets of the Gas Industry would deoline from £69&a. in 1959,
to £650in. in 1965, to £599m. in 1970, and to £473m. in 1975. Investment
annually would be: up to 1965, £19m., 1966/1970 £ 13m., and 1971/1975
£7m.
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GBAxTBR 17

jmzsfi: -NT IN OIL

Capital expenditure in the oil industry is much more complex than for

the other fuel industries: oil is not 'dug' or manufactured solely in

Britain; there is not one monopolist firm but a number of large international

firms; unlike the N.C.B. the oil companies explore, transport, refine, and

distribute their products and do not rely on other firms e.g. British

Railways, to supply considerable facilities. Further, difficulties arise

over inadequacy of statistical data.

Technically the process of oil refining has certain definable limits

e.g. straight refining of Middle East Crudes (about 805 of Britain's crude

imports) gives 20 t motor spirit, 205 middle distillates, and 40 5 residual

fuel oil.1* iihen a refinery is built, catalytic cracking plant, etc., may be

incorporated to alter the 'straight refining throughput' in order to produce

more easily the probable consumption patterns. If fuel oil consumption

continues to expand at a rapid rate (see Parts I and II) then, because of

technical limitations, fuel oil imports may become necessary.

The problem is complicated further. Britain produces virtually no oil.

After the Second World War Britain decided to expand its refinery capacity,

with the result that today it is one of the largest refining nations in the

world. During the last few years, however, there has been a tendency for

the oil producing states to set up refineries at the main crude oil centres.

The result my be that future increases in oil consumption in Britain may not

be accompanied by corresponding increases in the throughput of refineries at

home.

1* Midland Bank Review: February 1955.
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The development of refineries in Britain may be influenced further by

the quantity of cheap foreign refined oils imported e.g. from the U.S.S.R.

and Germany. Whether cheap imports from such sources will have any permanent

effect upon refinery output at home my depend upon (i) government sanction,

or lack of it, and (ii) the permanence of a surplus of refinery capacity in the

world.

In the analysis which follows the quantities of oil used are given in

millions of tons, not millions of tons of coal equivalent. Because of the

lack of any definable trend it is assumed that in the future the ratio of

inland consumption (given in m. tons of coal equivalent in the Summary to

Part II) to crude oil distillation capacity at refineries will be the same as

in the past few years i.e. about 80S. Using this assumption the refinery

oapaoity for the projection years can be derived (see Table I).

TABLE Is Estimated Oapaoity at Refineries and Oil Consumption
in Britain (in'W tons)

19568" 1959a* 1965 1970 1975

Inland Consumption 25.2 56.25 55.9 67.6 72.9
Crude Oil Distil¬
lation Capacity
at Refineries 30.2 43.3 69.9 84.5 91.1

a*
The data are taken from the Digest. Tables 117 and 119

It has been stated 'that to produce one extra ton of refined oil entails

£40 of capital expenditures £10 on refining, £10 on distribution and

tankerage, and £20 on crude producing capacity (including exploration). In

the last few years some of these figures seem to have changed.

2
For examples de Veulle and F. Thackeray: "Financial Factors in Oil

Development", Institute of Petroleum, June. 1956, and G.P. Glass:
"Outlook for the Oil Industry", Institute of Petroleum Review. 1955.
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From Tables 127 and 119 of the Digest it seems that, in recent years,

the cost of an additional ton of refinery capacity has been about £10.^*
However, tankerage, wholesale and retail distribution, and research amounted

to much more than another £10 per ton.^" Whether this change is permanent

or temporary is difficult to surmise. .Many tankers built during and after

the War are no longer large enough to bs as economic as the super-tankers of

today. The r< suit may be that in the next few years there will be

considerable re-equipment. On the other hand, there is unused tanker oap&city

in the world. Further, new techniques in pipe-line laying may result in

considerable investment in that type of transportation. With expanding sales

of oil products in Britain, distribution - either wholesale or retail - will

probably expand but whether on the same scale "''as during the last few years is

difficult to say.

In the short-run - say to 1965 - expenditure on exploration may be lower

thaua it has been in recent years because of the world surplus and the

successful development of oil wells in the Sahara. On the other hand, in the

longer-run, with the demand for oil increasing throughout the world, fresh

sources must continue to be found and exploited.

3. por example: For the period 1957/1958 capacity increased by 3,870 th.
tons and capital expenditure on new refineries in the same period was
£36.3 - slightly less than £10 per ton. For the period 1956/1957 capacity
increased by 4,200 th. tons for a capital cost of £42m.

4. 1956 !95Z 1958

Refinery Capital Expenditure 22.0 42.1 39.f"in, £*s
Tankerage Capital Expenditure 17.5 34.6 36.1 m, £'s
Wholesale and Retail Capital
Expenditure 18.6 31.2 42.1 Hi. £fs

TOTAL 58.1 107.9 118.1 El. £*s

a» including £3.6m. of new capacity not yet completed:
From Table 127 of the Digest

•*' For example, considerable quantities of capital have been spent on
renovating and developing filling stations for motorists. This
'modernisation' would seem to have limits.
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On the assumption of £10 of capital expenditure for every ton increase in

refinery capacity, the expenditure between 1960 and 1965 will be £266m.;
6

between 1966 and 1970 it will be £146111.; and between 1971 and 1975? £66m. *

This relates only to net increases in capacity. By 1975 the refineries built

after the war will be more than 25 years old end may have to be replaced, or

at least re-equipped, to meet the needs of that era. In 1950 there were

approximately 25m. tons of refining capacity in Britain and to replace this

by 1975 may add another £80m. to oapital expenditure between 1366 and 1970,

and £175 between 1971 and 1975. Table II shows possible capital expenditure

on refining: the annual amount ia only slightly greater than that in reoent

years.

TABLE II: Capital Expenditure on Refineries (in £m's)

1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Net 266 146 66
For Replacement - 80 175

TOTAL 266 226 241

Annual Amount 44 45 48

If oapital expenditure on tankerage and distribution remains roughly the

same as at present then total annual investment in Britain by the oil industry

(i.e. on refining, tankerage, and distribution) may be between £115 and £125m»

per annum. On the other hand, if refineries are built fbrth of Britain and

pipe-lines are laid to substitute, in whole or in part, for tankerage, then

total investment in Britain may be considerably less.

Exploration and development oapital expenditure per ton of output is said

to be twice that of refinery capital costs (see, footnote 2). On this

assumption, total oapital expenditure by the oil companies, at home and abroad,

to meet the estitrated rise in oil conauniption in Britain may lie between

In the period 1949 to 1959 £3i8m. was spent on refinery development.
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£210 and £220;.u annually.^*
All this investment n&y not originate from British sources as only two

of the major international oil companies functioning in Britain are British

or part British. On the other hand, considerable investment may be

necessary by British oil companies to meet possible increased consumption

outwith Britain. The costs of exploration may not be & large drain on

Britain1s foreign reserves, as much of the investment takes place in the

Sterling Area.

Because of the inadequacies in statistical cover it is impossible to

derive any useful capital/output ratios for projection purposes.

Although the results of the above analysis are uncertain, total

investment in the oil industry to satisfy future British demand must

oert&inly be high. The amount which may be spent in Britain 'will depend

upon the several factors outlined above; it seems probable, however, that

total capital expenditure may be somewhat greater than it has been during

the last few years.

ill though this i3 an enormous sum, over £1,000m. was spent in the five
year period prior to 1956. See: de Veulle and F. Thackeray: 'Financial
Factors in Oil Development', Institute of Petroleum Review, 1956. Over
£3,000 m. is invested annually by the world oil industry: see: J.H.
Dunning and O.J. Thomas, 'British Industry. (London 1961), page 105.
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chapter 18

OCKCmsiCHS

General

Table I shows some of the statistical conclusions to Part III: the

total amount of investment which may be carried out annually by the

nationalised fuel industries.

TABLE I: Estimated Annual Investment by the Nationalised
Fuel Industries (in m, £'s)

1958/1959s- 1959/1960* 1960/1965 1966/1970 1971/1975

Gas 46 48 45 45 45
Fleotrioity 300 352 372 267 261
Coal 103 108 65 55 51

TOTAL 449 508 482 367 357

a* Source: Fublio Investment in Britain (Omnd. 1203)

Table A, page 31, in Public Investment in Britain shows that Public

Gross Fixed Capital Formation, as a percentage of Gross National Product,

has fluctuated, since 1950, between 7 and 8.8/, with an average value of

7.5/ since 1955* If it is assumed that Gross National Product increases by

2, 2^, 3, or per annum, non-cumulatively, to 1975 and that prices remain

constant,^* the quantities of Gross Fixed Capital Formation corresponding

to these rates of growth can be derived, provided that the further assumption

is made that the ratio of Public capital expenditure to G.N.P. will continue
2 4

to be 7»5' The results of this are shown in Table II.

"*• It is assumed that, in the past, the ratio of price movements in
capital formation and the G.N.P. were the same.

p
Because of the calls made upon the Public Sector for investment on

roads, hospitals, etc., it appears unlikely that the ratio will fall. On
the other hand, because of limited national resources it may be difficult
to increase the ratio - assuming that the Public Sector, as such, does not
gaixi in relative importance in the economy.



TriiJLKIIIDifferentBatesofGrowthofGrosaNationalProduatandtheCorresponding GrowthofGrossFixedCapitalFormation (inuu£'s;
2$Growth

' G.H.P.

Corresponding Capital Formation

Growth G.N.P.

Corresponding Capital Formation

%Growth GJM.P.

Corresponding Capital Formation

3■%"GrowthCorresponding G.N.P.Capital Formation

1959

20,882

1,578

20,882

1,578

20,882

1,578

20,882

1,578

1965

23,390

1,754

24,014

1,801

24,640

1,848

25,268

1,888

1970

25,480

1,911

26,624

1,997

27,773

2,083

28,923

2,169

1975

27,570

2,068

29,234

2,193

30,906

2,318

32,578

2,443
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Table III shows the amount of investment in the nationalised fuel

industries (from Table I) as a percentage of Public Gross Fixed Capital

Formation (from Table II). The fuel data in Table 1 were calculated from

the fuel estimates made in Parts I and II and thus the data are sometimes

derived from an implied growth in Gross Domestic Produot of 3.1 per annum.

For different rates of growth of G.N.P.^*(as used in Table III) estimates

of the total amount of fuel demanded might not have been the same (see, for

example, Chapter 2); and, accordingly, estimates of the Quantities of each

individual fuel might have been slightly different from those of the thesis.

As a result, the invest:aent neoessary to achieve the various levels of

consumption might have been different. Because of this, the data in

Table III for growth rates of 2 and 2=jr • over-estimate, and for a growth rate

of 3a$» underestimate, the percentage of Gross Fixed Public Expenditure going

to the fuel industries.

TABLE Ills Investment in the Nationalised Fuel Industries as a

percentage of Total Gross Fixed Capital Formation^-

At # G.N.P, At 2% G.N.P. At %> G.N.P. At 3|r G.N.P.
Growth Growth Growth Growth

1950 2#
1955 29,%
1958 iOfi
1959 12$
1965 21,% 26.# 2i% 25.#
1970 19.3:5 18.# 17.# 16.#
1975 17.# 16.3, 15.# 1k-,6/0

The reasons for the fall in investment in the fuel industries, as a

percentage of Total Public Gross Fixed Capital Formation, seem to bes-

**• It is assumed that the correspondence between Gross National Product and
Gross Domestic Product will remain constant through time.
If there is a greater bias to capital intensive fuels (e.g. electricity)

then investment may be greater; and vice versa for an opposite movement.
Either way, however, total investment, as a percentage, appears likely to
be less than in the past.
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(a) There has been very high investment in the Coal Industry since the

war. Because many of the collieries are now modernised and because the

demand for coal will decline the amount of investment necessary in the future

may be considerably less.

(b) Because of the growing importance of oil in the British economy,

investment in oil, as a percentage of total investment in the fuel industries,

is still increasing, and oil as a non-nationalised industry is not included

in the figures.

(o) Although eleotrioity generation capacity will increase considerably

in the next fifteen years, the difference between net and gross additions

are not very large because there will be little replacement of capacity until

well into the 1970's. Thus, although net electricity capacity expansion is

very great, little extra will be required for replacement purposes.

Table III demonstrates that in the future the percentage of public

investment going to the nationalised fuel industries will be less than in the

past. Thus, if it can be assumed that a fairly constant percentage of G.N.P.

will be invested by the Publio Sector (see footnote 2), there will be an

increasing proportion of public investment available for non-fuel use e.g.

roads, hospitals, etc. Even if the more capital intensive types of fuels

were to be oonsumed in greater quantities than is envisaged in the thesis

(see footnote if), the percentage of publio investment going to the nationalised

fuel industries will still be less than in the past. This relative decline

in Publio investment in fuel has important political, economic, and sooial

implications.

Since the nationalised fuel industries will take a smaller proportion of

Public Investment, in the long-run the problem of shortages of capital for

new hospitals, prison rebuilding, road improvements, etc., my not be so

severe as in the past. For example, even with only a two percent annual



rise in G.R.P. to 1975, non-fuel investment by the Publio Sector would rise

from £1,089m. in 1959 to £1,711m. in 1975. During the sarae period oapital

expenditure on railways Bhould also decrease considerably - owing to the

completion of ,;he Modernisation Plan - and thus the total increase in capital

available for the rest of the Public Seotor may be very considerable. As a

result of this, many schemes, which at the moment must be postponed beoause

of laok of oapital, could be carried through muoh more easily in the later

part of this decade and in the 1970's.

The change in the direction of investment caused by less oapital

expenditure in the fuel industries ra&y itself change the G.N.P. and the amount

of fuel consumed. This factor is appreciated but not analysed.

Total Investment in Britain in all the Fuel Industries

Total investment in Britain by all the fuel industries (as derived from

the estimates made in the thesis) will be as shown in Table IV. It oan be

seen that in the early 1960"s the capital expenditure of the fuel industries

will be higher than at any previous period, but that after 1965 the amount

will fall. As a percentage of a rising Gross National Product the amount

invested in the fuel industries will decline. Thi3 suggests that either

(i) the total investment in the nation may fall, in peroexitage terms, or (ii)

there may be increased investment in other sectors of the economy. Either

result may affect fuel consumption in the nation, and thus investment by the

fuel industries.

Investment in the Fuel Industries at Home and Abroad

Total investment by the oil companies (when investment abroad is

included) will be larger than that shown in Table TVHowever, as was

If it is assumed that capital expenditure by the Public Sector forms a
constant percentage (7.5) of G.N.P.

£
Just under half of the investment in the petroleum industry will take place

abroad (on, for example, exploration) and a considerable proportion of the
rest may be incurred abroad depending upon political, oil technological,
and other factors.
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TotalInvestmentintheFuelIndustriesinBritain(inm.£'s) 1950

1955

1958

1959

1965

1970

1975

Goal

26

77

95

105

65

55

51

Gas(a)

33

59

50

44

45

45

45

Eleotricity

138

249

297

340

372

267

261

TotalPublic

197

385

442

489

482

36?

357

Refineries

32

13

40

28

44

45

48

Otherinvestmentinoil inBritain(e.g.tankers)
20

23

78

?

70

70

70

TOTAL

249

421

560

596

482

475

AspercentageofG.N.P. (growing3points/annum)

2.4/3

1.7/

1.2/

AspercentageofG.N.P.(^) (growing2points/annum)
2.1/

2.5/

2.8

2.5/

1.9/

1.7

Sources:Fordatapriorto1959,theBlueBook,Table54,theDigest,Table12?. (a)Someofthisnaybeabroad.(b)Atthisrate.'ofgrowthfuelconsumption wouldbeless,thereforepercentages wouldlower.
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pointed out in Chapter 17# investment by British oil companies on

exploration may be less in the period up to 1965 than in the immediate

past. In the deoade 1966/1975 investment may be greater than in the past

few years. As a result of this, total annual investment in the fuel

industries at home and abroad will be less - as a percentage of G.N.P - than

in the latter half of the 1950'a.
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SUMl&RY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS

1. From an examination of the consumption of the various fuels (coal,

electricity, gas, oil, eto.), ■ artioularly since the War, and from a

consideration of trends, a forecast has been made of British fuel

consumption tc 1975« The analysis was undertaken in respect of the several

sectors of consumption (industry, railways, domestic, eto.)(Part I)j and the

consumption of derived fuels (electricity, gas, eto.) has been related to the

primary fuels (coal, oil, eto.) (Bart II). The capital investaient required

to meet fuel demands to 1975 has been investigated in Part III.

Fuel Consumption

2. The foreoasts of the fuel requirements for the various consumption

sectors are given at the end of Part I. Incidental points of special

interest are noted below.

5. In the industrial sector, from 1923 to 1957» the mean value of the

rate of increase in the index of total fuel consumption to the rate of

increase of the index of industrial production was \ (Chapter l)j but from

1946 to 1959 it was 2/3 (Chapter 1).

4» Although the mean value of the ratio was 2/3 from 1948 to 1959 it

changed rather sharply about 1956, becoming much smaller. Two possible

causes were examined, viz. (i) a Ghange in industrial structure, i.e. a

movement to the low fuel consuming industries, and (ii) better fuel

utilisation in industry.

5. The evidence does not support (i) and indeed suggests that movement

was rather towards the industries which consume fuel heavily (Appendix I).

6. The evidence confirms that fuel effioiency increased markedly from

1956 (Appendix II). A breakdown by industrial sectors shown the increases

in efficiency in the different sectors, (appendix Ii).

7. The substitution of oil (aiid electricity) for ooal (and coke) is the

main influence in bringing about the gains in efficiency. (Chapter 1).
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8, It would appear from the annual data employed that, after a

recession, the increase in industrial production was followed a year later

by the corresponding increase in fuel consumption. (Chapter I and Appendix II) .
9. In the domestic sector, and probably also in other seotors, the

demand for a fuel appears to depend not on its absolute price, or on the

relative prices of the different fuels at a point in time; nevertheless

demand is related (not neoessarily causally) to the relative price movements

of the different fuels through time. Changing tastes, the cleanliness of

the different fuels, ease of use, etc. also influence demand. (Appendix V),

10. In regard to manufactured fuel3 (Part II), there is still

considerable room for improvement in the technical efficiency of the

generation of electricity. Because of cost advantages at high load factors,

nuclear generation will be greatly increased by 1975, but conventional

generation will still be important far lower load factors. Hydro-generation

will have only marginal importance, probably in conjunction with nuclear

stations as pumped storage. (Chapter 11 and Appendix III).

11. The price of electricity is likely to become increasingly

competitive. (Chapter 11 and Appendix III).

12. The efficiency of present methods of gas production is nearly at

its technical maximum, and, unless new methods of gas-making (e.g. the Lurgi

process) and th importation of methane realise their considerable potential,

gas prices 'will rise and consumption may not increase. (Chapter 12 and

Appendix III).

13. It appears probable that the prloe of coal will continue to rise to

1975; the price of oil may in general increase less quickly than coal,

although this ray not be true of particular years.

14. as the national Income increases the consumption of fuel will

continue to rise in Britain to .270m, tons of coal equivalent a 19&5, to
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to 2 87a. tens in 1970, and to 307%u tons in 1975. Within this upward

movement oil and electricity will rise while coal, gas, and coke will fall in

relative importance• The foreoast change from 1959 to 1975 is shown below:-

Consumption in m, tons of ooal equivalent in

1959 1975

Coal (direot use) 93.5 31.4
Oil (direot use) 47.5 115.5
Electricity 56.2 108.8
Gas 15.7 15.4
Coke 27.9 28.0

Fuel Investment

15. In order to meet rising demand considerable investment will be

necessary (For details see Table IV, Chapter 18).

16. As a percentage of a growing national income investment 'will be

less than at present (e.g. not more than 1.7,"S in 1975 against 2,8 in 1958)

(Chapter 18).

17. Because of changes in the pattern of consumption, the nationalised

fuel industries will require a smaller percentage of Public Capital

Expenditure than they have had in the past (around 15 by 1975, against 30.'

in 1958). Thus the aEiount of capital available, if desired, for other

public purposes, e.g. schools and roads, will be much greater than it has

been sinoe the War (Chapter 18).



APPENDIX I

THE STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY IN POST-WAR BRITAIN

Any change, through time, in the relative importance of the heavy

fuel consuming industries will play an important part in the quantity of

fuel consumed in the economy.^" Because of this, the following analysis

examines those industries whioh are large consumers of fuel am tries to

see whether their importance in total industrial production is deolining or

increasing*

The first problem is to determine which are the high fuel consuming

industries. At first glanoe this appears to be quite straightforward: for

example, in 1956 the Iron and Steel Industry consumed some 31u». tons of fuel

while the Chemical Industry consumed only 14m. tons. It appears from this

that Iron and Steel is a very much higher oonsuraer of fuel than Chemicals.
p

The problem oan be looked at, however, in another way. The net output * of

the Iron and Steel Industry (in value terms) my be higher than that of the

Chemioal Industry, and so if the fuel consumed for each unit of net output is

analysed It may be found that the Chemical Industry, not Iron and Steel, is

the higher consumer. The problem is to determine whioh definition is more

aooeptable in the present oontext.

Although it is perhaps dangerous to argue from analogies, it appears

that, in this oase, suoh argument my be justified. If it is assumed that

two cars consume, in quantity term, the same amount of fuel in a year but one

goes five miles to a gallon and the other fifty miles to a gallon, then by the

first argument (above) both these oars (or industries) are equal consumers of

fuel. It would appear, however, to be more correct to make the ooaparison

See, for example: Planning. Nos. 356, Deoember 1951.

See next page* footnote 3.
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with regard to all considerations i.e. including miles travelled. If this

criterion is introduced then it is evident which is the larger, and which the

smaller, consumer of fuel. Similarly for the fuel industries: the output of

an industry influences the fuel consumption of that industry and, therefore,

the aise of output must be taken into account. In the following at^ilysis,

therefore, fuel consumption to output is used as the measure of industrial

fuel consumption. Output is measured as net output^* in money terms and fuel

consumption in tons of coal equivalent. A figure of, say, 0,05 will show

that 0.05 tons of fuel are used for £1 of net output.

Through time (for example, the twelve years since 1948), the amount and

type of fuel consumed by certain industries have changed quite considerably.^"
For the analysis it might have been desirable if two years could have been

taken, say, 194-9 and one in the later 1950's, so that any major differences

might have been levelled out. This method, however, was not adopted for the

following statistical reason. The Ministry of Power Statistics which give

subdivisions by industry (for example, Iron anil Steel, and Engineering and

Allied Trades) provide coal statistics from before 1950 but the electricity

figures can be obtained only from 1950, the oil figures from the early 1950's,

and gas consumption only from the financial year March 1936/1957• ^* 1956 is
thus the earliest year for which all the relevant data are available - and even

then only if it is assumed that gas consumption is the sane in calendar

and financial years. In view of these statistical difficulties it was

deoided, therefore, to use one 'representative' year, i.e. 1956,^* which was

neither beset by fuel shortage or by abnormal trade conditions.

X

Net output is chosen since it shews the amount of value added by an
industry and overcomes the problems of the double counting of materials
used in production.

'h* For example, the Iron and Steel Industry used less than half the coal
in 1959 that it did in 1948 even although both the output and the fuel
consumption of Iron and Steel had risen.

Goke and oreosote/pitoh mixtures are of less importance and only the
main industrial consumers are given.

6. Industrial production in 1956 was below the upward trend movement but was
preferred to 1957 owing to the effects of the Sues episode during the early
part of that year.
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The fuel atatiatios compiled for this Appendix probably include some

small errors (such as arise, for example, when figures for financial years

are oofifcined with others for calendar years), but it is considered that these

errors will affeot the different industries more or less equally and will

therefore be of only marginal importance. The fuel statistics quoted in the

Tables are given in coal equivalents. For the oil conversion, 1,7 tons of

ootfl is taken to be equivalent to 1 ton of oil, although it is recognised that

in a few uses this conversion ratio may not be strictly applicable. (Creosote/
Pitch mixtures are included under oil). Gas and electricity are converted by

the amount of coal used to manufacture gas and electricity in 1956, so that

0.54®. tons of coal are equivalent to 1m. KWh, and 0.013®. tons of coal are

equivalent to 1m. therms. Table 1 shows fuel consumption by industries.

The net output figures were obtained fro® Table 150 of the Annual

Abstract of Statistics and the 1956 Sample Census of Production. In order to

bring the industrial production data into line with the fuel statistics it

was necessary to adjust the breakdown by industries.''*
The various ratios of fuel consumed/net output are given in Table II.

It can be seen, from that Table, that for a given net output some industries

use considerably more fuel than others.

To complete the analysis the manner in which the production of these

different industries has moved, relative to total manufacturing, must be

looked at in order to examine whether the low fuel consuming industries have

gained in relative importance since 1948.

The index of industrial production (Table 149 of the Annual Abstract of

Statistics, 1959) shows which industries have grown faster, or slower, than

It was necessary to group soxae of the data together e.g. Textiles,
Leather and Clothing, and Engineering and Allied Trades using the weights
given in Table 149 of the Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1959.
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Coal 6.1 3.4 3.2 6.8 5.2 3.8 1.6 6.4
Coke 14.3 mm 1.0 «*> mm *» *

Oil 3.6 1.4 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.3
Gas 1.9 3.9 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.1 1.3
Sleot-
rioity 3.7 6.2 1.3 5.5 2.4 2.2 - 1.7

TOTAL 29.6 14.9 6.0 14.4 8.3 6.5 3.2 9.7

Sources: Ministry of Power, the Digest. & 0.2.P.O.

TABLE II: Met Output. Fuel Used, and Growth of Inrlustrial Groupings

I'Xiel Used Net Output Tons of !
|

Rate of Increase relative
(in m. (foifi) Fuel j to All 'Janufaoture.
tons of
coal

Net Movement Annual Average
equiva¬ Output ; Points Growth

lent.

Iron & Steel 29.6 511 0.058 sa.ee 2.9
Cheadoaia &
Allied Trades 14.4 599 0.024 Faster 4.3
Paper and \

Printing 6.5 501 0.013 faster 4.0
Pood, Drink A
Tobacco 6.0 644 0.009 ! slower 2.0
Textiles,
Leather Cloth
ing 8.3 941 0.009 ! slower 0.8

Engineering & 1
\

3.5Allied Trades 14.9 3990 0.005 faster
All Manufaotur-s 92.5 5,928 0.013 I 2.8

Sources: Iron and Ste.el net output, Census of . roduotion 1956
All other net outputs from the Annual Abstract 1959»
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all manufacturing industry since 1948. the results of the analysis are

shewn on Table II.

Prom this evidence it appears that large fuel consuming industries

have not declined in importanoe in the economy: in faot, they may have

gained. It could be argued that although large consumers of fUel have not

declined, a low fuel consunaer, for example Engineering, may be so important

in the community that it outweighs the other industries. To verify whether

this is the case it was necessary to weight each industry according to its

importance in the economy and then to compare the above-average fuel

consumers with the below-average fuel oonsumers. The annual average points

growth of each industry was compared (by subtraction) with that of All

Manufacturing and each difference was multiplied by the weight appropriate

to tiie industry. The results are shown in T^ble III from which it would

appear that the heavy fuel consuming industries have expanded faster than

the low fuel consuming industries, even although Engineering and Allied

Trades is in the latter. This result substantiates the findings, arrived

TABIS III: Weighted Comparison of High and Low Puel Consuming
Industries

Average rise in points Weight x Rise
greater or less than

Weight"* All Manufacturing Individual Total

A Iron & Steel 54 0.1 5
Chemicals 63 1.5 93
Paper & Printing 53 1.2 64 ..... . 164
(Bricks, Cement
and Glass)a« 30 1.25 38. . . 126

B Pood, Drink and
Tobacco 81 0.8 65
Textiles, Leather
and Clothing 77 2.0 144
Engineering 164 0.7 115 -94

A. The high fuel consuming industries.
B. The low fuel consuming industries.

a* Although fuel consumption figures are not obtainable for Bricks, Cement
and Glass they are recognised as a heavy fuel consuming industry (see:
P.T. Blaokaby & G.P. Ray: (op cit), page 31)
8. The weights are those used in the Industrial Production Index, Table 149
of the Annual Abstract of Statistics. 1959.
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at above. It should be pointed out, however, that the analysis in Table III

covers only some 73,£ of industry by weight. The omissions from the analywis,

with weights, are Non-ferrous Petals (15), Timber and Furniture (22), Other

Manufacturing Industry (22), and Construction (120). Of these, Construction

is the most important; it falls into group 3 and has not increased as fast

as other industries since 194-8. Its inclusion would have underlined the

results pointed out already.

From all the above analysis it appears that the decline in fuel

consumption by industry in Britain since the war is not due to the changing

structure of industry. The relative decline in fuel consumption must be

due, therefore, to increased efficiency (see Appendix II).
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APPENDIX II

EFFICIENCY IN FUEL USB IN INDUSTRY IN THE 1950*3

la the analysis of the structure of British industry (Appendix I) the

problem was raised of greater industrial efficiency in the use of fuel since

the war. This point will be examined now.

Figure I shows the relationship between industrial production and total

fuel used from 194-9 to 1959 (with 1954- = 100). The two trends are similar

although fuel consumption has been rising more slowly than industrial

production - this was known already from the analysis in the main text (see

Chapter I), What is of especial interest (in order to measure the efficiency

of the use of fuel by industry) is not the relationship of total fuel

consumption to industrial production but the relationship of industrial fuel

consumption to industrial production.

The 'normal' index of industrial production includes Mining and

quarrying, and Gas, Electricity, and Wacer. The sea tors into which the

Ministry of Power sub-divide the economy are not exactly the same. To

obtain greater comparability it is necessary to oonstruot an index of

industrial production excluding the above two sectors. This index will then

be comparable with an index of fuel consumption compiled from Iron and Steel

and Other Industries in the Digest. Table I and Figure 2 show the relation¬

ship.

TABLE I: Adjusted Industrial Produotion and Fuel Consumption
by Industry as Indioea (1934 = 100)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
Adjusted — *
Industrial
Production 77 83 88 90 88 94 100 106 106 108 10? 114

Fuel Used by
Industry 82 83 88 92 92 94 100 103 105 104 101 102

Sources: Statistics derived from the Annual Abstract of Statistics,
1959 and the Digest.



FIGURE 1: Industrial Production and Total Fuel Consumption
(as indices with 1954 ■ 100)
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FIGURE II: Adjusted Industrial Production and Industrial Fuel Consumptionl.iusted industrial Production
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The two trends were very similar until 1956, since when they have

diverged. By 'least squares', the ratio of the slopes of the two trends

(1948 - 1959) are 2.09/3.16, or, approximately two thirds.i.e. for every 3/

rise in industrial production, industrial fuel consumption has increased by

2/o,

The question may be asked why the two trends have diverged since 1956,

and, in particular, whether this is due to a general change in the

industrial structure of the British economy or to greater efficiency in the

use of fuel. The first part of the question has already been examined in

Appendix I; the second part will now be analysed.

Prom general inference it might be guessed that fUel was being used more

efficiently in the later 1950's than in 1948 as a result of, among other

things, the increasing cost of fuel (especially coal), the change over to

more modern boiler techniques, and research into fuel efficiency undertaken

by various bodies* But the question remains why this increase in efficiency

should show itself so markedly after 1956.

In Table II are given the amounts of the different fuels which have gone

towards total industrial fuel consumption in the years 1948 to 1959. As

TABLE II: Industrial Fuel Consumption, by types, from 19413 to 1959
(in m. tons of coal equivalent)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

41.7 42.2 43.8 44.8 42.7 43.0 44.6 44.5 43.1 41.2 37.0 34.8

19.0 19.1 18.9 19.5 20.8 21.6 21.9 22.3 23.0 23.0 20.3 18.9

4.9 5.2 5.8 6.2 6.6 6.6 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.0

12.9 13.8 15.2 16.2 16.3 16.9 18.9 20.2 21.1 22.0 22.6 24.5

0.5 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.5

5.5 5.6 6.2 7.1 7.7 8.7 10.1 11.6 12.9 13.7 15.7 18.7

TOTAL 84.5 86.5 90.9 94.8 95.1 97.9 103.7 107.1 10&9 10ai 104, 51(5.4

Source: The Digest. Table 7.

Goal

Coke

Gas

Electricity

Creosote/
Pitch

Oil
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was noted earlier, total ftoel consumption by industry has deolined sinoe

1956, If the constituent fuels are looked at more closely it is seen that

(i) oreosote/pltoh mixtures are of small magnitude,; (ii) gas consumption

increased until 1956, but sinoe that date consumption has been oonstaat;

(iii) oil and electricity consumption have increased very quickly but with

oil increasing much faster; (iv) coke consumption increased slowly until

1957 after which it deolined; and (v) coal, the most important single

constituent, had its peak consumption in 1954 after which it has declined

quite sharply. What seems to have happened is that coal has been replaced

by electricity and oil. Goal would be replaced by these other fuels only if

they had inherent technical or price advantages although in the early post¬

war years souk of the change-over may have been to avoid the effects of ooal

rationing. New plant, using oil and eleotricity, was brought into operation

and replaced old ooal-fired boilers; these new boilers proved more effioient.

It was not until after 1954, however, that the real movement against coal

shewed itself - up to that time any and every type of fuel was welcomed.

Gradually, as ooal and coke were replaoed by oil and electricity, the

efficiency of total fuel used increased.

It can be seen in Table III that in the period from 1948 to 1954,

efficiency** fluctuated from year to year but showed no tendency to increase.

TABLE IIIj Production, Fuel Consumption, and Efficiency (as

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Production Index 77 83 88 90 88 94 100 106 106 108 107 114

Fuel Index 82 83 88 92 92 94 100 103 105 104 101 102

Efficiency 98 100 100 98 96 100 100 103 101 104 106 112

Sources5 Derived, after adjustment, from the Annual Abstract of Statistics,
1959; Table 149 and the Digest; Table 7*

"*• The index of efficiency, as in the main text, is defined as
the Production index x 100
the Fuel Consumption

index
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Efficiency of All Industry increased by 12/ between 1954 and 1959* increasing

in every year, except 1956. The largest increase occurred between 1958 and

1959.

Although the efficiency of all Manufacturing Industry gives an over-ell

picture it would be instructive to see which industries became most fuel

efficient. For an analysis of this type there are specific statistical

difficulties to be overcome, mainly as a result of a lack of data. The
2.statistical problem has been outlined already, in Appendix I. * Since this

analysis depends on trends the lack of certain data is particularly trying.

For the period from 1953 to 1959 coal and oil figures are adequate. Gas

statistics are extremely tentative before the financial year 1956/1957 but

estimates have been nade for the earlier years. Electricity figures are

adequate except for 1959, sinoe the breakdown for that year, as supplied by

the Ministry of Power, does not coincide ©xaotly. with that for the earlier

years as supplied by O.E.E.G. The Ministry of Power figures have been

adjusted to try to bring them into line.

The data are given, as appropriate, in kilowatthours, therms, eto.s

they had to be transformed into aoal equivalents before a comparison of

efficiencies could be made. Oil (which includes creosote/pitch mixtures)

was converted at the usual ratio. To obtain the gas and electricity

conversion factors the quantity of gas or eleotriGity made from one ton of

coal was found, for each year (see Table IV); the amount of gas or

eleotrioity consumed by each industrial sector, in a particular year, was

then divided by the conversion factor, for that year, in order to obtain total

ooal equivalence.

o
* While it was possible in the problem of Appendix I to overcome the
difficulty by accepting the analysis for a particular representative year,
this solution is not available in Appendix II, where it is the trend from
year to year that is all important.
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TABLE IVj Conversion Factors for Gas and Eleotrioity. 1953 to
195?, fori use in Table v

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Coal gas uade per ton
of ooal carbonised
(in m. therms) 74.4 74.4 75 75 75.8 76.2 77.4

Eleotrioity generated

fer ton of ooal usedin KWh) 1753 1779 1827 1846 1872 1898 1923

Source: the Digest, Tables 84 and 68

The total ooal equivalents for eaoh industrial sector, are shewn in

Table V. Table VI shows the fuel consumed by eaoh sector of industry, as an

index (with 1954 = 100). Because of greater statistical cover, Iron and

Steel figures are taken back to 1948. By using the various indices of

production in Table 149 of the Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1959, it is

possible to calculate fhel efficiency by industrial seotors (see Table VI, and

Figure 3). Because of lack of sufficient statistical breakdown only six

industrial groupings could be examined but they cover the most important

industries. As with All Manufacturing, the years 1958/1959 shew the greatest

increases in efficiency.-^* The industries whioh have shown the largest

increase since 1954 are Iron and Steel (16/), Chemicals and Allied Trades

(13/), and Textiles, Leather and Clothing (13/)•

This may reflect what was evident for 193?/1933, 1949/1950, and 1952/1953?
after industrial stagnation the increase in fuel consumption ocours about a
year after the increase in industrial production. The explanation seems to
be that a proportion of industrial fuel consumption is relatively fixed.
In times of recession production declines but the 'fixed element* in fUei
consumption does not fall correspondingly. As industry olimbs out of
recession it takes some considerable time for this slack to be fully utilised.
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TABLE Vs Fuel Consumption by Industrial Groupings;
—nrm. tons of coal equivalent;

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
Chemicals and Allied Trades

Coal 5.8 6.5 6.7 6.8 6.7 6.2 5.9
Oil 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.3
Gas 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Electrioity 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.5 5.7 5.8 6.5

TOTAL 11.0 12.1 12.6 13.4 13.6 13.3 14.0

Textiles, Leather & Clothing

Coal 5.7 5.7 5.5 5.2 4.9 4.3 4.1
Oil 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6
Gas 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Electricity 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.6

TOTAL 8.5 8.6 8.5 8.3 8.0 7.5 7.5

Engineering & Allied Trades

Ooal 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.7
Oil 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.9 2.0
Gas 3.6 3.6 3.9 4.0 4.3 4.1 4.9
Electricity 5.3 5.6 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.4

TOTAL 12.8 13.7 14.7 15.0 15.3 15.5 16.0

Pood, Drink: i- Tobacco

Coal 3*1 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.9
Oil 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0
Gas 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9
Electrioity 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4

TOTAL 5.4 5.7 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.2 6.2

Pap-.,r and Printing
Coal 3.5 3.9 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.4 3.3
Oil 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7
Gas 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Electrioity 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2

TOTAL 5.4 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.4 6,4 6.4
Iron and Steel
Coal 7.4 6.9 6.7 6.3 5.8 4.6 4.1
Oil 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.9 4.4
Gas 2.6 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.0 2.7
Electricity 2.4 2.5 2.8 2.9 3.0 2.8 2.9
Coke 17.4 17.6 18.0 18.9 19.3 16.7 15.4

TOTAL 32.4 32.8 33.7 34.6 34.9 31.0 29.5

Sources; Derived, after adjustment, from data supplied by the Ministry
of Power, and Q.S.E.C. and from data in the Annual Abstract of Statistics,
1959. Table 149.
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TABLS Vis
Efficiency in Industry (as index numbers with 1954 = 100}

1955 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Textiles, Leather and
Clothing;

Production Index
Fuel Index

97
99

100
100

99
99

99
97

99
93

91
87

98
87

Efficiency Index 98 100 100 102 106 105 113

Paper and Printing;

Production Index
Fuel Index

86
89

100

M
108
105

106
105

109
105

111
105

117
105

Efficiency Index 97 100 103 101 104 106 111

Engineering; & Allied Trades

Production Index
Fuel Index

95
93

100
100

110
107

108
109

111
111

112
113

120
117

Efficiency Index 100 ^00 103 99 100 99 103

Food, Drink & Tobacco

Production Index
Fuel Index

99
95

100
100

103
102

106
105

107
'

109
109
109

114
109

Efficiency Index 104 100 101 101 100 100 105

Chemicals and Allied Trades

Production Index 89 100 106 111 115 115 131
Fuel Index 91 100 104 111 112 110 116

Efficiency Index 98 100 102 100 105 105 115



TAW;VI:(oontd.)
1948194919501951195219531954-19551956195719581959

IronandSteel ProduotionIndex828588929596JCX)108111113100104 FuelIndex8989919297991001031051069490 Efficiencyindex9296971009797J00105106107106116 SouroesiDerivedafterAdjoatmaatfro®datasuppliedbyMniatryof Power,0.S*E.C.andfromdatalatheAnnualAbstraot, Table149«



FIGURE III: Efficiences in Different Industries.
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FIGURE III (continued):
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APPENDIX III

FUTUR- PHIOS M07SMSKTS OF HJBLS

In order to estimate the future demand for fuels, an examination of

possible future price movements of the different fuels is necessary*

Coal The coal industry in Britain has certain natural disadvantages:-

(i) exhaustion of the best and most accessible seams, (ii) near exhaustion of

some types of coal, e.g., gas coal; (iii) the danger, disoorafort, and

undesirability of a miner's life -when moat other jobs appear to be 'less dirty';

(iv) the high wage oontent in the cost of coal (over 60/a); (v) the ash

content, the stone content, and other variables make it impossible to standard¬

ise coal to the degree of its competitors; and (vi) coal, being a solid,

generally entails greater labour costs to distribute and to use than liquid or

gaseous fuels.

In order to try to minimise labour costs, vast amounts of capital have

been employed and may be required to mechanise the mines. As time passes the

difficulties encountered in extracting coal will become greater; because of

this capital costs for a ton of output may increase. Further, because of the

undesirability of mining as an occupation, it nay be increasingly difficult to
4

attract man to the mines without considerable monetary incentive especially if

unemployment remains low. The problem may become even more severe if the

system of a national wage for miners retrains, since the mining industry in the

area expanding fastest, the Midlands, will be competing directly with the

Midlands durable consumer industries, e.g., vehioles, in which high earnings

can be obtained for apparently more agreeable work. Unless regional wage

rates can be determined there will be either (i) insufficient labour in the

Midland mines, or (ii) sufficient labour in the Midland area achieved at the

cost of wage increases which would make coal relatively more expensive

throughout tha country.
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If the demand for coal continues to fall then many collieries may have

to close. The result will be a reduction in cost (as the most uneconomic

pits are shut down) and this may, in turn, increase the demand for coal which

may then be cheaper. Whether closures on a large scale will be undertaken

depends not only on economic considerations but also on social and politioal

pressures. A compromise nay be evolved (as at the present time) in which

fuel imports vvill be controlled (by taxation or quota) thus artificially

extending the life of many collieries.^*
The only way to ensure relative stability of coal prices is for

productivity to rise faster^* than wage increases (higher wages would seem

inevitable if men are to be induced into the pits) and faster than the

increasing costs due to the exhaustion of the pits. In view of this, the

Board may find it impossible to keep the prioe of coal from rising.

Oil At the present time, there is a world-wide over-supply of oil

arid, because of this, prices are unlikely to increase by much in the short-run

(up to five years). In the longer-run there appear to be adequate supplies

of oil which, unless artificially restricted, could be sold at prices current

today. Much of the oil in the world, however, is situated in areas of doubtful

politioal stability, e.g., the Middle Bast, the Sahara, aixl South America,

4

Pit closures may have notioeable repercussions on the economy and
therefore indirectly on the amount of fuel consumed. For example, if
miners are put out of work their total buying power may increase, or
decrease, depending upon whether their new jobs (if they are not
unemployed) give greater or less remuneration than raining. Further,
the total amount of investment in the 'new* industries nay be more, or
less, than it wouldh&ve been if the collieries had not been closed.
Both these results nay affect deir&nd for fuel in general (and coal in
particular) and thus may affect prices in the future.

^* Already many pit operations are mechanised and room for improvement
in productivity is limited. Further, historical precedent does not give
room for optimism: "over the whole of the last 100 years, coal prioes
have gone up in relation to other prioes". Sir John Maud: Select
Committee on nationalised Industries (Report & Accounts) K.G. 1957/58
No. nl7 - 1 (315).
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The oountries of these areas will wish to use oil royalties for the

development of their own lands, and it is more than possible that the

underdeveloped oil producing nitions may get together (as they already have

done) to restrict output unless they are granted hi^ier royalties by th«

international prospecting, refining, and distributing, companies. It is

possible, therefore, that oil prices ma/ rise in the middle and later

sixties although adequate supplies of oil are still available. The prioe

may be raised either by the artificial limitation of supplies or by agreement

between the oil companies and the producing countries. The problem is

further complicated because there are large deposits of oil whiah are, as

yet, uneconomic to exploit, e.g. in Canada. If, however, the world price

of oil increased, then these deposits mij^it become economic and the price of

production from these field© might act as an upper limit to the price which

might be enforced by artificial restrictions on output. The action of the

Soviet Union is also in doubts it is not known whether it will try to flood

the market with cheap oil, or will baok the producing countries against the

international companies, or will remain aloof from the struggle.

By 1975 oil prices may have risen but because of fewer 'natural*

limitations on supply the price my not rise by as much as th - price of coal.

Oil may, therefore, become relatively cheaper and store prioe competitive.

Because of the uncertainties in the oil world it may be that oil prices will

fluctuate when crises arise - as happened during the Sues episode - and thus,

although the slope of the trend of oil prices my be less than the slope of the

trend of coal prices, oil may be considerably more expensive than coal in

specifio years.

There are two other points which should be eaantionech-
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(a) Because of the fear of over reliance on imported fuel for strategic

and other reasons, it is thought, in some quarters, that imports of oil

should be restricted by quota or by a tax on fuel oil. If a country is to

survive by exporting, as Britain raist, then it must produce goods as ohearjly

as possible. Although fuel costs, as a percentage of total production costs,

are generally small (mostly under ti), if Britain sacrifices the gains to be

achieved from a fuel cheaper than coal then, other things being equal,

British goods will tend to become more expensive than the goods of competitors.

(b) In the refinery process the proportion of the products is more or

less constant. If the consumption pattern and the refinery output get out

of line - especially throughout the world - then problems arise of revising

prices to bring demand and supply of the different products more into line.

A change in taxation may have soma effect on demand patterns.^* A tax on

fuel oil, or any other oil produot, may disturb consumption patterns causing

a considerable dislocation in the refinery prooess and this may alter the

price of the various products. These price alterations may have considerable

repercussions on the eoonomy. This fact cannot be overlooked when examining,

from social, defensive, and political viewpoints, the 'desirable' consumption

of oil products.

Secondary frhels

The possible price movements of both oil and coal have now been examined.

The effect of these price movements will be refleoted in the prioe of the

seoondary fuels - gas and electricity. The price of these fuels will also

depend upon the technical efficiency of manufacture and upon the type of

primary fuel used. (The method of manufacture is examined further in Part II).

-*• See, for example; A.L. King: "The Effect of Taxation on Consumption of
Petroleum Products in the United Kingdom", Post-War l.xpaasion in the U.K.
Petroleum Industry.
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prices will be affected by any increases in the price of the primary fuel used

for its manufacture and that present processes of gas making are near the

limit of their possible efficiency. Unless, therefore, new techniques of

gas manufacture can be developed fairly quickly the price of gas may rise

considerably faster than the price of other fuels - especially oil and

electricity. The price of gas may increase leas in the later 1960'a and in

the 1970'a because of new methods of production. (For a fuller disoussion,

see Chapter 12).

Electricity. Today electricity is made primarily from coals oil,

nuclear power, and water power are also used but are of minor importance.

Since 1948 the price of electricity to industry has gone up less than the

price of other fuels,*1" this being primarily due to the ever increasing

effioienoy in the generation of electricity. Although there is an upper

limit to improvements in effioienoy, during the period under review efficiency

can continue to increase quite rapidly. Because of this, even although the

prioe of the primary fuels used for the generation of electricity may rise,

the price of eleotrioity is likely to increase less than that of competitive

fuels.

There is considerable scope for the use of different fuels in the

generation of eleotrioity. The actual fuels used will depend upon technical
5

considerations and the cost of each method of generation. Onoe a power

station is built it is not easy to alter the type of fuel consumed. Because

From 1948 to 1959 the average net selling value of eleotrioity to industry
increased by about ¥J%i from 1948 to 1959 the price of heavy fuel oil to
industry increased by about 38 ; from 1948 to 1959 the proceeds on coal
sales increased by about 75vjJ and from 1950 to 1959 the average net selling
value of gas increased by about 62:4.

5
Some methods of production are particularly suitable for specialised types

of generation. For example, because of the problem of peak demand, hydro-
stations may be built although the unit costs of eleotrioity produced may be
high. Similarly, nuclear stations might be used for base-load in order to
be eoonomic.
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of this, it may be impossible to increase the consumption of a fuel which

has became relatively cheaper. It is therefore very important for the

Electricity Industry in planning ahead to take into acoount, as far as

possible, future fuel price movements. This is one of the reasons why soma

new generating stations can be fired either by oil or by coal.

Because of the low wage element in costs, the increasing efficiency in

manufacture, and the possibility of using different fuel3 for generation,

electricity may become inore&singly prioe competitive. As was pointed out

for the period '\%.Q to 1959 the relatively higher absolute prioe of elcotrioity

appears to have had little effect on consumption (see Appendix V). With the

price becoming relatively cheaper, it appears probable that, in the future,

the consumption of electricity by industry will continue to increase rapidly.
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AEFKNDII IV

m: iT-rpi'x of oaoss pom gtio pipiuot at factor cost in 1965

1
From 194-9 to 1959 the trend of the index of Gross Domestic Product *

(1954- = 100) was fairly constant, with a slope of 2.2. By extrapolation,

the index will be 125 by 19&5. order to corroborate this estimate it

would be helpful to calculate G.d.P. by soiifc other method.

There is a high positive correlation between industry production and
2

G.D.p, * There is also a relatively fixed ratio, of 16/11, between the two

trends, for the period since 194-9. If it is assumed that this ratio does

not change, then since a forecast of industrial production has been made for

1965 (see Chapter 2), it is possible to calculate G.D.P. corresponding to

these estimates. The results are shown belowj-

Lower limit Probable Value Upper Limit

Industrial Production 128 132 137

Corresponding G.D.P. 121 123 126

The 'probable value' of G.D.p. by 1965 confirms the estimate made above.

<|
* Gross Domestio Product at factor cost (at constant prices) is taken from
Table 14- of the Blue Book on National Income and Expenditure, 1960.

p is just slightly less than one.
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THf] "-'.FFuCT OP PHIG ■ ON TIB T> eLAND FOR DOMESTIC BIT LS

By conventional demand analysis it is possible to reaoh conclusions

concerning the elastioity of a good, and the cross elasticity with substitute

goods, at a particular point in time.

It is impossible to attempt to carry out a historical analysis of this

type in respect of fuel owing to lack of data. It is of interest, however,

for the purposes of the thesis, to find out what influence price movements

have had on the consumption of various fuels. What is carried out below is

an attempt (i) to show the relationship between the price and the consumption

of fuel and (ii) to isolate any relationships which might be helpful for

purposes of prediction.

It is assumed in the following analysis that the different fuels are

completely interchangeables this is unrealistic in some oases since, for

example, ooal cannot be used to power an eleotric washing machine.

The prices of the different fuels used in Britain are not the same

throughout the country. The basic Domestic ooal is known as Grade IV but,

in all, there are seven Grades of household ooal with the price of each

reflecting differences in Quality; for example, in January 1958, Grade I coal

was 48/- a ton more expensive than Grade IV coal. Further, Grade IV coal

has different prices in different parts of the country depending upon the

distance of the 'zone' from the collieries. Because of this, Grade IV coal,

for example in January 1958, was 145/;+ a ton Edinburgh and 172/2 a ton in

London. Similarly, gas and electricity prices depend upon the area the

consumer is ins generally the further from the coal-pit the higher the price.

Oil also varies in price in different 'zones', depending upon the distance

from the oil refineries.
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Because of this non-homogeneity of prioe of even siiailar grades of

fuel, it is impossible to treat Britain as a whole. It is necessary,

therefore, in order to gain some meaningful results from an analysis of the

effect of prioe on consumption, to examine a specific area. The conclusions

from such an analysis will be applicable to the region, if not to the whole

of Britain. An area must be found where (i) prioes are consistent and

(ii) the volumes of the different fuels bought are known. The only area

for which the required data are available is London. * Even here

difficulties arise: there is no breakdown of oil consumption statistics for

London (the British figures must suffice), and gas production is shared
2#

between the North Thames Gas Board and the South Eastern Gas Board.

Movements in Prioe. Because of lack of statistical data, the analysis

goes baok only to 1952. This may not be unfortunate since some of the 'war¬

time' restrictions on the use of fuel were tending to be less strictly

enforced by that date. Two other points must be mentioned: (i) the figures

for gas and electricity are given for financial years ending 31 st March each

year, e.g. in the analysis the figures for the year ending 31st March 1957 will

be used for 1956, and (ii) the cost of gas, electricity, and coal is higher in

London than in many other parts of the country, thus the prices in a particular

year imy be different from those in other parts of the country although the

general price movements through time will be in general sympathy with movements

in other areas.

The general movement in fuel prices since 1952 are shown in Table 1.

A
• Where the results of the analysis of the London area may be dissimilar
from those which might be expected for Britain, the differences will be
pointed out.

O

In the following analysis only the data of the North Thames Gas Board
are used (this Board covers most of London north of the Thames). The
figures for the South Eastern Board are not used since this region covers
an area including Kent, Sussex, and much of Surrey, as we 1 as the
Southern part of London. It is assumed that th figures for the; North
Thames Gas Board area reflect the over-all London position.
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TABLE I: The Price of Various Fuels in London

Electricity
(London
Electricity
Board)

Gas

(N. Thames
Gas

Board)

Goal
(Grade IV
London)

Oil
(for central heating)

Kerosine Gas/oil

1952 1.60d/iCwh. l8.69d/them 113/3d/ton l/4d/gall. 1/2*a/gall

1953 1.66 18.92 114/4 1/4* 1/4
1954 1.60 18.90 121/10 1/3* 1/1f

1955 1.58 20.58 131/4 1/4 1/1f
1956 1.65 22.77 146/10 1/4* 1/4
1957 1.79 24.69 158/5 1/71 1/5*

1958 1.84 25.54. 172/7 1/5 1/31-

1959 1.82 25.42 175/5 1/5 1/31

Sources: Electricity. From
Electricity Board.

data supplied by the London

Gas. From data supplied by the North Thames Gas
Board.
Goal. From Table 60 of the Ministry of Power Statistical
Digest, 1?ft7 it is possible to obtain the maximum retail
prioe of Grade IV house ooal for the years 1952, 1954,
1955, >956, 1957 and 1958. Estimates are made for 1953
and 1959 based on information supplied by the Ministry
of Power.
Oil. Prom data supplied by one of the na^or oil
companies.

(Although ooke and other solid fuels account for
about 600,000 tons annually they have been omitted from
most of the analysis owing to lack of adequate data on
price)•

In order to compare the relative prices of the different fuels it is

necessary to express the fuels in equivalent terns. All the fuel data have

therefore been converted into ooal equivalents. The following conversions

were used:

Gas: On page 229 of the Ridley Report it states that

7* lb. gas ooal = 100,000 B.Th.U's = 1 therm
But 1 lb. Domestic ooal = 12,500 B.Th.U's
. . 1 therm = 8 lb. domestio ooal

.*. 280 therms a 1 ton of domestic ooal
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Electricity: On page 229 of the Ridley Report it states that

1 therm = 29.3 Kwh.

then 280 x 29.3 K.wh. = 1 ton of domestic ooal

. . 8,204 Kwh. =1 ton of domestio ooal.

Oil; On page 134 of the Digest, it states that

284 gallons of kerosine = 1 ton of oil, and

267 gallons of gas/oil =1 ton of oil.

But 1 ton of oil is equal to 1,7 tons of ooal
*

. . 1 ton of ooal is equivalent to 167 gallons of kerosine,

and 1 ton of ooal is equivalent to 157 gallons of gas/oil.
Table II gives the price of the various fuels per ton of ooal equivalent - ,

using the above conversion factors.

TABLE II j Prioe of Various Fuels in London (per ton of Goal
Equivalent)

Electricity Gag Ooal Oil

Kerosine Gas/Oil

1952 1093/3 440/9 113/3 189/4 158/6

1953 113V3 Vfl/5 11V4 19V4 157/2

1954 1093/3 441/0 121/10 183/5 148/9

1955 1079/7 480/8 131/4 189/4 148/9

1956 1127/5 53V- 148/10 192/7 157/2

1957 1123/2 576/4 158/5 233/9 197/9

1958 1257/3 595/11 172/7 201/2 173/9

1959 1243/7 593/1 175/5 201/2 171/-

The final stage in the argument, to attain all round equivalence, is not

only to transfer all the figures into ooal equivalents but also to convert

the figures so that they measure the same amount of heat going into a room.

Thus, the heating efficiency of the appliance must be analysed, e.g., an open

coal fire i3 not as efficient as an electric radiator since much of the heat
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of the former goes up the chimney."** The heat conversion factors^"* are as

follows:-

Electricity is assumed to be burned in a radiator which is 100,? efficient.

Gas Two types of gas appliances have been examined; the radiant heater,

55,'S efficient; and the oonvector/radiator heater, 65/ efficient.

Coal is assumed to be burned in an open fire (25 efficient); in an

openab le stove (45;? efficient); and in central heating (70/

efficient).

Oil is used in central heating appliances, 70 efficient.

It is unlikely that Grade IV coal would be used for central heating

purposes. Anthracite, or ?felsh dry steam coals, are usually used but data

of their price movements are not available. It can be said, however that

the price would be considerably higher (e.g. in London on 1st January 1958

anthracite nuts were 244/6 a ton and Welsh dry steam coals were 21?/-). On

the other hand, although these fuels are more expensive, they have higher

oalorifio value than Grade IV coal, thus to give the same amount of heat a

smaller quantity would be required.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table III. Some general

conclusions can be drawn;- (i) Oil, in the. London area, is now price

competitive with coal but oil will probably be slightly more expensive in

areas nearer the coal fields; (il) Electricity is the most expensive method

of heating; (iii) Gas, although cheaper than electricity, is becoming

increasingly more expensive; and (iv) The open fire is the most wasteful way

to use solid fuel in the home.

3
Heat losses in manufacture are taken into account in the conversion to

coal equivalents.

The data are taken from the Ridley Report-, page 23. Where the Ridley
Committee gave an upper and lower limit to efficiency, the higher limit has
generally been used since design efficiency has increased since 1952,
The appliance conversion ratios are similar to those used in the Report of
the Committee on Air Pollution (Gmd. 9322).
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TABLE III: The price of various fuels in London - for equivalent
heat values

Electricity Gas Goal Oil

As radiant Radiant Radiant/ Open Openable Gentral Kerosene Gas/Oil
heater Conveotor Fire Stove Heating Gentral Central

Heating Heating

Effic¬
iency

(100$ (55$) (65$ (250 (45,0 (70$ (70$ (70$
Year
1952 1093/- 801/- 678/- 45V- 251/- 16V- 270/- 227/-

1953 1 13V— 803/- 679/- 456/- 253/- 163/- 27V- 22V-

1954 1093/- 802/- 679/- 488/- 271/- 17V- 261/- 213/-

1955 1080/- 87V- 740/- 52V- 291/- 187/- 270/- 213/-

1956 1027/- 967/- 81V- 596/- 331/- 213/- 276/- 22k/-

1967 1223/- 1048/- 887/- 632/- 351/- 226/- 33V- 283/-

1958 1257/- 108V- 917/- 692/- 38V- 247/- 287/- 249/-

1959 1244/- 1078/- 912^- 700/- 389/- 250/- 287/- 24V-

In January i960, the Consumers' Association Magazine;, "Which", published

a comparison of relative heating costs in the London area. Although

calculated and expressed in a different form from the above- analysis, their

conclusions corroborate the findings. (For the results of the "Which"

analysis, see Table IV). The "Dally Mail" of 16th September 1960 quotes a

comparative analysis of home heating costs carried out by the Institute of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers: oil, coke, and anthracite give relatively

similar costs (one may be cheaper than another, depending on the area), with

gas somewhat more expensive, and electricity much more expensive. This again

corroborates the above ax».lysis. Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd, carried through in

1960/1961 an intensive advertising campaign extolling the benefits of oil

oentral heating (see the "Mrs. 1970" advertisements)• In a comparison of

oosts, based on London and area prices, it was stated that coke and oil are
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much cheaper than gaa and electricity: this substantiates the above

argument.''*
TABU;' IV: Cost per Useful Therm of Different types of Heating

in London. January 1960

Radiation heaters Fuel Prioe Cost/Useful Therm

Openable Coke Stove 190/- per ton 1/5

Radiant Paraffin Heater 2/- per gall 1/6
Conveotor Open Fire with 190/- per ton 1/7

Coke

Openable ooal stove 185/- per ton 1/8

Traditional Fire 185/- per ton 2/8

Radiant Gas 1/5 a therm 2/10

Eleotric l£d per unit 3/-
Conveotor Heaters

Closed stove with ooke 190/- per ton 1/1

Closed stove with anthracite 270/-per ton 1/4
Fiueless Paraffin Heater 2/- per gall 1/6

Gas Heater 1/5 per ton 1/7

Eleotrio oonveotor or Oil 1^d per unit 3/-
filled

Central Heating

Atomised Oil Fired l/4£ per gall 1/1

Vapourising Oil Fired l/5g per gall 1/2
Section Fired Coke 190/- per ton 1/2

Gravity Fired Anthracite 270/- per ton 1/2

Gas Fired 1/5 per therm 1/9
Source: "Which',' January 1960

5
The heating costs for a week, for the same amount of heat from a 30,000

B.t.u/h. boiler, were: ooke 17/6, oil 19/1» gas 28/9, and eleotricity
48/-. (data taken from the advertisement).
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While the analysis, undertaken in the thesis, may be criticised both

from a statistical and from a fuel technological point of view, the results

are well substantiated and the conclusions clear.

Relationship of Prioe to Quantity Bought. Price, or movements in

price, may affeot consumption in three different ways:- (i) through time,

the relative price movement of the different fuels may affbot demand, (ii)
the relative price of the different fuels, at a point in time, may influence

demand, and (iii) the absolute price of a fuel may influence demand. In

the preceding analysis price movements were isolated. The section whioh

follows will examine these price changes in the light of the changing

pattern of fuel consumption.

The simplest method which can be adopted to examine (i) is to evaluate

the slope of the trend of price movements for each of the fuels, in their

respeotive uses, and examine these trends in the ligjit of the quantities of

the fuels bought. Because of the year to year fluctuations in price, thus

making concise trends difficult to isolate, another method was adopted.

The price of each fhel, in a given year, was calculated as a percentage
£

of the prioe of electricity for the same year. • From these data fairly

smooth trends can be drawn (see Table V and Figure I), Electricity was

chosen as the 'base-fuel' sinoe the uses to which electricity can be put are

wide.^* It appears that sinoe 1952 oil is the only fuel whioh has not gone

up in prioe, relative to electricity. The prioe of gas and coal have both

gone up oonsiderably: coal showing the higher percentage increase, about

The prices used were these derived in Table III.
7.

As was mentioned above it is assumed that fuels are perfect substitutes,
one for another.
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TABLE Vj Post of Equivalent Heat Values of Different Fuels,
as a Percentage of Electricity Coat

Bleotrlcity Gas goal oil

Radiant Radiant Rad/Goa Open Fire Open Stove Central Kerosene Gasoil

1952 100$ 73, j 62$ 41# 23$ 14$ 24$ 20$
1953 100 70 59 40 24 14 24 19

1954 100 73 62 A4 24 15 23 19

1955 100 80 68 48 26 17 25 19

1956 100 85 72 52 29 18 24 19

1957 100 85 72 51 28 18 27 23

1958 100 86 72 55 30 19 22 19

1959 100 66 73 56 31 20 23 19

The trend movement of the percentages for each fuel was then compared

with the trend of consumption for the same fuel.

The area under review, the London region, is probably not representative

of Britain owing to, among other things, (i) the relatively higher prioe of

coal (and therefore gas and eleotrioity), and (ii) relatively oheaper oil.
gBeoause of a somewhat higher standard of living in the London area, * the

trends there may give an indication of the future consumption pattern in other

parts of the country.

In the London area the two fuels which have become relatively cheaper,
i.e. electricity and oil, have both increased sales, eleotrioity by about 63Z

9 •and oil by 130$ * (see Table VI). Gas consumption has decreased (by less

than 2. annually sinoe 1954) although its prioe has remained fairly constant

See, Chapter 3» footnote 14, page 58.
It should be emphasised that the oil figures apply to the whole of

Britain and not just to the London area. Oil consumption has increased
by 13Q$» if total Domestic oil consumption only is analysed, or by 400",if gas/oil and fuel oil consumption used for central heating is examined.
The increase in consumption in London may be greater than is shown bythese percentages. (See, page 59).



FIGURE 11
. The Price of Different Fuels (giving the same amount of

heat), as a Percental of the Price of Electricity*
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sinoe 1956. Consumption of ooal has decreased by 471"* sinoe 1952. Both

the prioe and the consumption of ooke increased to 1955j sinoe 1956, prices

have remained more stable and consumption has been constant but at a lower

level.

TABLE VI: Fuel Consumption in the London Area

Gas Electricity Goal (1) (2) Gcke
(inm. Oil Oil
therms) (m. Ki¥h) ^h.tons) (th.tons) (th.tons (th.tons)

ooal
equiva¬
lent)

1952 220.5 1982 3,639 38 1,000 600

1953 216.9 2009 3,700 39 1,000 684

1954 223.1 2150 3,639 46 1,100 722

1955 218.2 2394 3,470 62 1,300 742

1956 215.0 2580 3,227 94 1,600 726

1957 213.0 2682 2,634 90 1,500 620

1958 207.2 2967 2,399 136 2,200 639

1959 203.2 3148 2,012 168 2,300 645

Sources: - North Thames Gas Board, applies to financial
years, (see text)

Electricity - London Electricity Board, applies to
financial year (see text).

Ooal - Table 48, the Digest

Oil - (l) Table 118. The Digest (figures apply to Britain
and are for oil used for central heating)

(2) Table 7• The Digest (figures apply to Britain
and to the Domestic Consumption of oil.

Coke - Supplied by the Ministry of Power and are estimates
made by the gas Boards supplying the London area.

It appears that those fuels which are becoming relatively cheaper for

the same amount of heat value, are becoming more 'popular' thus, although

they still may be absolutely dearer, if Hie relative price movement is
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10.
favourable, then consumption will increase.

From this analysis it would appear that point (i), on page 198, is
corroborated by empirical evidence. There is little statistical evidence

to support point (ii) and none to support point (iii).
Although conventional economic demand analysis normally concerns itself

mainly with the inter-relationship of the price and consumption of a

commodity, in the field of fuel consumption price may not be the on.1 y, or

even the most important factor affecting the consumption of the different

fuels. Listed belcrw are some factors which seem to influence fuel choice.

■10• If a much less sophisticated analysis is attempted, the results are
similar.

If, for the London area, the change in quantity consumed and the actual
monetary price movements of the different fuels are compared (without any
analysis of the different heat values) then it is found that those fhsIs with
the least percentage increases in price, since 1952, have shown the largest
increases in consumption.®* This suggests that the movement of fuel
prices through time has a strong Influence on demand. On the other hand,
those fuels whose consumption has expanded fastest are also those which are
newest, cleanest to use, and are advertised most persuasively. One
(electricity) is used for purposes in which other fuels are unsuitable. It
oould be argued that these factors, not prioe, are the prime motivators.

®* fly taking fuel prices from Table I, quantities consumed from Table VI,
and with 1952 as the base year, it is possible to compare the percent¬
age change in price and in quantity from 1952 with any other year.

Domestic fuel consumption and price changes (given as percentages)
from l95T~t£~T95TaSi 1939"""" ~

Gas Electricity Goal Oil
F Q p

1952 - • m •

1956 -2 +21 +30 +3
1959 -8 +35 +63 +12

•11

P Q P

+31 +60 +1jr
+55 +130 +6

b. Coke, the only major fuel not analysed, had virtually constant
consumption: its prioe rose approximately at the same rate as the
prioe of coal. The 'popularity' of ooke nay arise from its
oleanness, its non-siaoke creating qualities, and its use for central
heating.

0• It is not known how far the inorease in electricity consumption is due
to the increased number of appliances. A breakdown of electricity
figures according to use e.g. lighting, is unfortunately unobtainable,
1. Shankleman(x) estimated that between 1948 and 1955 two thirds of
the increase in Domestio electricity consumption oould be accounted
for by increases in the number of electrical appliances.

(x)s, Shanklemans "The Growth of the Electricity Supply Industry",
Westminster Bank Review, February 1957*
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(a) Prioe: (i) People may think ooal is expensive just because it

was cheaper twenty years ago. Probably they cannot reiaember the price of

electricity or gas end, in any case, 60 cot know what is meant by a

kilow&tthour or by a therm.

(ii) People may compare the price of the fuel through time ana

came to certain broad conclusions which may not be far from the truth,

although accurate assessment of price movements»oan ho achieved only by

analysing, in detail, the 'real' cost of the fuel for a given he&t value or

by comparing the cost, in money terms, of the different fuels through time.

(b) There is a certain mystique about things which cannot be seen: a

ton of coal is discernible but neither gas nor electricity can be aeon since

they are not stored in a 'bunker'. Because of thi3, people cannot see hoar

much, they ore consuming and there may tend to be a non-awareness of the

consumption (and therefore of th-j comparative cost) of the 'invisible' fuels.

(o) In any 00st analysis of the different types of fuel it ia necessary

to take into account the costs, other than running costs, e.g. the cost of

buying eleotrio fires, early redeoorutlon of rooms owing to dirty fuels, and

repairs on fuel burning equipment, -Vithout a very detailed comparison of

the different fuels it is impossible to give any numerical value to these

charges.

(d) Many people live in rented houses: they may be prepared to buy an

electric fire (or a paraffin heater) but not a fixture, although solid fuel

heating raay be cheaper.

(e) Electricity and gas are isuoh cleaner than oo&l; they can heat a

room in a abort sp&o^ of ticks and oan be readily turned off or on giving

warmth when it in desired, Because of this, the costs of electricity and

gas, from the cost analysts carried out above, iaay seem less competitive than

they really are.
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(f) As real incomes rise, considerations suoh as cleanliness, ease,

and comfort, may beoonve more important and people cay be willing to pay more

to obtain them. Further, increased home warmth may become increasingly

important as a larger percentage of the population becomes elderly.

(g) Until 1958 ooal was rationed, which may have forced people to use

other types of fuel. As a result of this, demand patterns may have altered,

with thu result that new 'socially acceptable customs' for heating have

developed. This movement may continue in the future.

00 Because of the specialised uses to which gas and electricity can be

put, e.g., to power household appliances, a part of the demand for these fuels

is unlikely to be muoh affected by the price movements of these fuels,

(j) Although many people may have some form of heating in their house

which they say not like or find expensive, a change in the type of fuel used

often entails quite radical alterations costing a consider ble amount of money:

it is thus only occasionally that this kind of change can take place. An

alteration in the relative costs of different fuels nay therefore take a

considerable number of years to make itself felt and mist be thought by the

consumer to be worthwhile. When a change in the fuel consumed does take

plaoe, it must nearly always adversely affect coal since most houses, at

least until quite recently, depended almost solely on coal heating.

(k) The Ole&n Air Act, when it becomes fully operative, will influence

fuel consumption away from coal to non-smoky fuels.

(l) There api>ears to be considerable sentimental attachment to the coal

fire, and gas cooking. This 'affection' may influence consumption patterns,

though both these fuels may have certain disadvantages.

(m) In the straight 'fight' between coal and oil for heating purposes,

oil appears to be gaining considerably, due in large part to the intensive

advertising carried out by the oil companies. The National Ooal Board,
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beoau3e of scarcity, has been unable until recently to present such a

persuasive pioture.

In suranary it oan be said that although those fuels whioh are becoming

relatively cheaper are expanding sales fastest there are many other

considerations, other than price, which play some part in affecting demand.
1 1 •

Although absolute price may have little influence on fuel demand, * the

relative movement of prioe through time has a high correlation with demand.

However, prioe alone is by no means the sole determinant of the consumption
12

pattern. * There are many, often counteracting, forces at work and these

could only be elucidated by a consumer questionnaire survey.

Because of the shortcomings in the data and the large number of

imponderables upon which Domestic fuel consumption appears to depend, it

seems pointless, and it might be misleading, to try to derive mathematical

models whioh would purport to show the elasticity of demand, or the cross

elasticity of demand among the various fuels. 'Psychological* factors may

have as much (if not more) influence on demand as 'real heat value' price.

The above type of analysis could have been employed to examine other

seotors of the fuel economy. The same forces which influence the Domestic

Sector may affect the Miscellaneous Sector, although the influence of some of

the non-price factors iaay be different.

1 i
The results of the analysis seem to be upheld elsewhere. "One of the

most striking and, probably, most reliable results which has emerged from
the analysis i3 the extreme inelastioity of demand for fuel and power of
all kinds with respect to price" K.3. Lomax: "The Demand for Goal in
Great Britain", Oxford Soonoado Papers. February 1952, page 66.

In the analysis of Houthakker (Journal of the Royal Statistical Society;
'A', Volume CXTV, 1951) similar results appear, i.e. that while price
elasticity is low income elasticity is of greater importance. This also
appears from the above study and in the main text, e.g. the relationship
between Doiaestic consumption and the growth of Gross Domestic Product.
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In the Industrial Sector, management will probably examine the

relevant prices of the different fuels more scientifically than in the

Domestic sphere and thus price may be a more important motivator. On the

other hand, in Industry there is the further complication that for certain

industrial techniques specific fuels may give better results and so there

may be greater use of these fuels solely for technical purposes. An

analysis, similar to that made for the Domestic sphere, cannot be oarried

out for Industry because of the problem of different fuel requirements for

different industrial techniques. Each industry, and each process in each

industry, would have to be analysed separately and this is beyond the scope

of the thesis.
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